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VCS -1000 - Having set the sonic standards for home audio,
Harman Kardon now enters the world of home video by in-
troducing high fidelity for your eyes! Harman Kardon applied
its 30 years of technical expertise to an extraordinary new
home entertainment product: -he VCD-1000 VHS Hi-Fi.

A breathtaking audio product with high quality video, the
VCD-1000 is the perfect link to an integrated audio / video
system.

As with all renowned Harman Kardon products, the critical
issues of the quality of the circuitry, construction and layout
of components were expertly addressed. The VCD-1000
utilizes an advanced record / playback system which FM en-
codes the audio signal. This FM signal is recorded and played
back via high speed rotating heads (1800 rpm), resulting in
wide, flat frequency response (20Hz-20kHz, ±3dB), virtually
non-existent wow -and -flutter (0.005%), and 80dB dynamic
range.
Custom -designed discrete filters are precisely tuned in pro-

Hi-Fi
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duction to exte'd frequency response, critically align noise
reduction and reduce high frequency distortion.

Applications of Harman Kardon acclaimed amplifier
philosophies that are evident in the VCD-1000 are the use of
discrete components for reduced distortion and the use of
low negative feedback.

Stereo TV Tuner - The VCD-1000 incorporates a built-in 105
channel cable -ready stereo TV tuner, and is capable of
receiving, recording and playing back high fidelity stereo TV
broadcasts (with bi-lingual channel capability), even if you
don't own a stereo TV yet. There is an independent audio
tuner section resulting in improved sound quality from
these stereo broadcasts.

The video section offers 4 -event / 14 -day programming; still
frame; high speed forward and reverse picture search; full
digital displays; slow motion and an infra -red remote control
that duplicates all front panel functions.
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VM-100 Video Monitor To further refine the audio / video
vista, Harman Kardon is introducing the VM-100...
a 25" diagonal, high resolution video monitor. The VM-100
combines exceptional linearity and superb transient response
to deliver a picture that can only compliment the high fidelity
sound.

MJLTIPLEX STEREO TUNER

When incorporated with Harman Kardon's unparalleled audio
components, your world of high fidelity audio / video enjoy-
ment becomes boundless.

Experience the Harman Kardon line of audio ; video products...
They're pure high fidelity for your eyes.

harman/kardon

240 Crossways Park West. Woodbury, NY 11797; In Carada, Gould Marteting, Montreal For mcre information call toll -free 1-(800) 633-2252 ext. 251.
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"Sherwood products offer excellent
performance at very reasonable
prices:' Leonard Feldman, Audio Magazine
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The occasion of Mr. Feldman's comment washis
review of our S2680-CP top -of -the -line receiver His
statement was sparked by the fact that, while quite
affordable, the S2680-CP, like all Sherwood receivers, is
designed and built with the care, precision and nnova-
tion which have become Sherwood trademark&

A tradition of affordable quality. More than three
decades ago Sherwood was founded on this philoso-
phy: Through innovation, make quality audio equip-
ment more affordable. That philosophy has been
nurtured throughout Sherwood's history and is the
foundation of our newest line of receivers.

We never cut corners on sound. All five
Sherwood receivers deliver true high-fidelity perform-
ance. Even our budget -priced S2610-CP sounds better
than many separate components. And the entire group
is laced with features that can make significant ciffer-
ences in your listening enjoyment. Ultra -low -bass EQ,
multi -deck dubbing, auto -scan digital tuning and dis-
crete phono preamp circuitry are standard on several

Sherwood models, yet missi ig from many other
brands, regardless of price.

Certified Performance. Sherwood is the only
manufacturer to test and certify the performance of
earn individual receiver. On the outside of every carbon
yoc will find a certificate showing the measurement
details of the power amp, phono preamp and FM tun.l.r
sections of each receiver. These are not just the rated
spe:s; these are the actual measured performance data
of the individua _nit, so yo:. know exactly wbut
you're buying.

Find out what the experts say. Get the whole
story on why Sherwood receivers-in Mr. Feldman's
words-"...offer excellent performance at very
reasonable prices:'
To get your own copy of his. review of the
S2680-CP and to find out juit how much quality and
innovation you zin afford, visit your nearest Sherwo:xl
audio specialist today. To find him, call (800)841-1412
during west coast business tours.

Sherwood
Quality and Innovation You Can Afford.

13845 Artesia Blvd., Cerritos, CA 90701 In Canada: The Pringle Group, E?on Mills, Ontario
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A metamorphosis completed

William

Tynan

The metamorphosis is over, though the evolution continues. This issue of
HIGH FIDELITY marks a major transformation in design and content that
began more than four years ago. In brief, the magazine has been reorga-
nized, essentially eliminating the compartmentalization of audio and video
in both equipment and music.

As a look at the contents page reveals, our NEW TECHNOLOGIES section

has been dissolved, its elements merging into the three new main divisions:
AUDIO & VIDEO, TEST REPORTS, and Music. All technical features appear in

AUDIO & VIDEO; all equipment reports-whether on audio, video, or car
stereo components-come under the TEST REPORTS heading; and all music
features and reviews-whether of LPs, CDs, audio cassettes, or videocas-
settes-appear in our Music coverage, with only the traditional distinction
between classical and pop/jazz remaining.

Long-time readers will recognize that the contents have not changed
dramatically from last month's issue, though they stand as a radical depar-
ture from the HIGH FIDELITY of five years ago. Today's articles and format

reflect the rapid changes that have merged audio and video in both compo-
nents and music. In the coming months and years we will continue report-
ing on the latest in home entertainment hardware and music recordings.

New with this issue is an expanded "Currents" column. Each month
"Currents" will bring you not only the latest in products, but also pertinent
news items, how-to advice, and extended answers to readers' questions.
This month you'll find a preview of the spring 1985 components lines being
introduced at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show as we go to press.
And at the front of our Music coverage, a new page, "Medley," reports
news of the classical and pop scenes.

Because both music review sections now contain reviews of works re-
leased on a variety of media, we've devised a set of symbols to differentiate
between recordings on LP, audio cassette, Compact Disc, videocassette,
videodisc, 12 -inch single, and open reel. A large symbol denoting the re-
viewed format is inset at the left of each review heading, while smaller
symbols for other available formats appear within the heading itself. Also,
at the beginning of each review section is an alphabetical list of all record-
ings critiqued that month. And recording titles in HIGH FIDELITY text will
now appear in italic type, song titles within quotation marks.

Finally, for those of you who may have wondered what the cast of
characters that brings you HIGH FIDELITY lobks like, you'll find photos of
many of us scattered throughout the magazine.

See you next month with complete coverages of WCES.

4 HIGH FIDELITY



it dramatically broadens FM reception.
And completely eliminates tape noise.
The new Supreme Elite caraudio system.
Only from Panasonic.
This car audio system automatically helps pre-
vent fading of weak FM stations. Stops inter-
ference from unwanted stations. And even
gees beyond reducing tape noise. To totally
eliminating it.

0-dinary car stereos can -.ake you just so far before they
e: the FM signal fade. But Panasonic Supreme Elite gives
you Hypertuner. So your music comes in longer and
stronger than with ordinary car stereo.

Panasonic goes on -.0 give you FM Optimizer cir-
:uitry. To further enhance fringe area reception. Impulse
Noise Quieting reduces interference caused by other

traffic. There's even electronic tuning with automatic
seek scan. To automatically lock in stations.

High performance on the highway.

For your tapes, Panasonic gives you Dc lby and dbx. To
not only reduce tape noise, but eliminate it. Completely.

The cassette deck section also gives you auto -
reverse and locking fast -forward rewir d So you can
keep your hands on the steering wheel. Instead of on
the dashboard.

So why buy an ordinary car stereo system? When
you can buy a Panasonic that broadens FM reception
and eliminates tape noise

5934 neia MEI AM= 1.111 110. BAND SCAN

1.1

rwsw SEEK
P

*Dolby is a trademark. of Dolby Labor -tone,, dby is a regiv,yred traderr.,. Panasonic..
just slightly ahead of our time.
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IT'S NOTJUST A VIDEO MONITOR. IT'S A HIGH-PERFORMANCE TELEVISION RECEIVER. 
Video monitors that are just video monitors are 

less than complete. Introducing the first and 
only video monito- that is also a Full 

Spectrum televisicn receiver. Due to 
remarkable devebpments in audio 

and video technclogy, our high per- 
formance mcnitors for 1985 are the first consumer 

monitor receivers -o process 100% of the audio 
video signal. All tt-e color, all the sound, all the 
time. Bringing all the magic of life right into your 

FUI4IL SI ECTRUM 

living room. What's more, RCA's Video Monitors 
come complete with built-in stereo broadcast 

receiver and speakers for an unsur- 
passed video experience. (Stereo 

sound dependent on TV broadcast 
signal.) Some RCA Monitors, like the 

one above, actually fit 25 inches of picture (mea- 
sured diagonally) in about the space of a 19 -inch 

set. And, last but not least, all of RCA s 16 Colc rTrak 
2000's for 1985 are, in fact, Video (Vonitors 

V E 
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JACKS IN THE BACK DELIVER A BETTER PERFOPMANCE UP FRONT. QUICKLY, EASILY, EFFICIENTLY.
The story behind RCA's Video Monitor helps yoL
get the most from today's video products. AE
many as 29 rear input-output jacks alow you tc
bypass the set's antenna circuitry anc plug RCP
and other video and audio components directly
into the chassis. The result is a cleaner, sharper
picture from video components. Sound, too, is
dramatically improved because audio jacks*
permit direct hookup to stereo systems. Re Electronics, Dept. 32-312BB, P.O.Box 7J36,

connecticns than complicated wire hookups.
And, with RCA's exclusive Digital Command
Center, you can run the whole snow from ac-oss
the room, switching from broadocd to VCR view-
ing. See the full array of RCA's multi -featured
monitors a- your RCA dealer. Or, tor more informa-
tion and c free copy o: our "Livirg with Video"
book (a $2 50 retail value), write RCA Consumer

Giving you cleaner, easier, more effic ent Indionapolis, IN 46207-7036
TECHNOLOGY THAT EXCITES THE SENSES.
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LISTEN TO THE MUSIC
Compact Disc players are fine, and I have

heard good and bad CDs, but I am tired of

reading letters from musically deaf individ-

uals who want to throw away their record

collections. If they're serious, let me know.

I'll take all those treasures on old LPs and

78s.

When I purchased my first mono hi-fi
system many years ago, I said that it was
like bringing a full symphony orchestra into
my home. I was only fooling myself: A sym-

phony orchestra wouldn't fit into my home. I

said the same thing about my first stereo
system and again and again as I obtained
better and better equipment. I was still fool-

ing myself. The only way to put that full or-
chestra into my living room was to turn the
volume up very loud and move about 50 feet
away. Not only I but also my neighbors
thought the orchestra was in my home; they
told me what they would like to do with my

audio equipment.
Those who have CD players, more pow-

er to you. But you're only fooling yourself

when you say, "It's like being there." When I

got my CD player, I neither sold nor threw

away my record player or records. They are

still on my shelves, and I will continue to use

them regularly. And when I want to hear a

live performance, I will go to a concert.

I wonder how many people sit down be-

fore a sound -reproduction device and listen

in awe of the talent and long hours of work

demonstrated by the composer and perform-

ers. I suspect very few. I have never found

myself clenching my teeth because I knew a

click or pop was coming up; I have been too

concerned with listening to the music.

The world has produced a lot of audio

gear, but only one Beethoven and one John

Lennon. It is time that many people start lis-

tening more to the music and less to their

equipment.

O.rald W. Meyers
Fraser, Mich.

JUDGING STEREO AM
Regarding your request for personal evalua-

tions of the quality of stereo -AM broadcasts

["The Autophile," November 1984], I offer
these observations. For three months, I have

owned a Sony SRF-A100 portable stereo-

FM/stereo-AM receiver, which I recommend

to anyone who wants to know what stereo

AM sounds like. With an inexpensive mini -

plug adapter, you can route the unit's ear-

phone output to an unused aux input on your

home system. The Sony radio is capable of

excellent FM reception, and it can receive all

four types of stereo -AM transmissions. And

as far as I can tell, stereo AM sounds every

bit as good as stereo FM when a very strong

signal is available. The stereo separation is

perfect (at least I could not hear any right -

channel violin in the left channel). The fre-

quency response is as good as on FM, and

with strong broadcasts, the noise level is
quite low.

However, I expect that the vast majority

of readers who, as you suggest, use a Delco/

GM car radio to conduct their evaluations
will report awful reception. The reason for
this is somewhat complicated. Delco is using

a Motorola -only stereo -AM decoder because

Experts agree ...
we've made "the wort
best cartridge
even better:

Shure's
V15 Typell
with ew

Tip.

"We were hardly surprised to find that the V15
Type17-MR is a sterling performer...with
unsurpassed clarity and freedom from distortion
...Shure has made one of the world's best
cartridges even better:'

High Fidelity Magazine

"Shure's new V15 Type SZ-MR actually provides
a substantial improvement in the tracking ability
of what was already the best tracking cartridge
we know of'

Stereo Review Magazine

The Shure V15 Type I-MR-no other com-
ponent can bring so much sound out of
your system for so little money. A combi-
nation of the revolutionary Micro -Ridge
Tip and Shure's extraordinary Beryllium
Stylus Shank, this cartridge has redefined the
upper limits of high -frequency trackability.

Save up to $25
Save on the V15 Type
I -MR as well as other
selected cartridges

and styli February 18 thru April 19, 1985.
See your Shure dealer for complete details!

SHURE.
You'll hear more from us.
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the developer of one of the other stereo -AM

systems made the use of wide -bandwidth re-

ceiver circuits a licensing requirement. It
was this full -range stereo that was supposed

to bring the revolution in AM radio. Motor-

ola, on the other hand, set no bandwidth re-

quirements, leaving manufacturers free to

put stereo decoders into the same radios
they have been making for years, with re-
sponse that rarely extends beyond 5 kHz.

Also, your statement that "if your local

GM dealer is within 100 miles of a transmit-

ter, reception should be okay" is very unreal-

istic. For example, on a 100 -mile drive from

the transmitter of WSAM in Saginaw, Michi-

gan, you pass another station broadcasting

on the same frequency. In general, don't ex-

pect good (I don't mean excellent, just good)

reception more than 40 miles from a 50,000 -

watt transmitter, 20 miles from a 5,000-watt-

er, or 10 miles from smaller stations, and cut

those distances in half at night, when inter -

NEW from DALI: High Quality European
Speaker System... and an Opportunity to
Make Money in Your Spare Time!

Denon, NAD, Micro Seiki, DALI, Cerwin
Vega... these are just a few of the well-
known brands we have been successfully
marketing in Europe for several years. Now
Danish American Ltd., Inc. (DALI) offers our
well -proven direct to consumer marketing
concept to you.

We sell factory direct, offering high -qual-
ity, European -manufactured, real -wood
walnut -veneer speaker systems at prices you
simply will not believe. Yet. DALI does not
compromise on quality. These systems use
the same superb drivers found in other brand
name speakers selling for 5250 and more!

How can DALI charge so little for so
much quality? Because we design, manu-
facture, import, and sell may through our
own organization. We eliminate the 30",

importer/ distributor markup, the 7% to 10"..
sales -representative commission, and the
70% to 120% retailer profit markup. We've
replaced all of that with an operating margin
of only 30%!

DALI offers four world class systems. all
sold on an unconditional, 30 -day, risk -free,
guaranteed -satisfaction basis...or your
money back. More, we offer every DALI
customer an opportunity to become a DALI
distributor.

For your free brochure describing
our systems and the opportunity to
combine your hobby with a chance to
earn additional income in your spare
time as a DALI distributor, complete
and mail the coupon today. Or call
(805) 252-7203.

Mail Coupon to. DALI  P.O. BOX 55386  VALENCIA, CALIFORNIA 91355
Or call Toll Free: 1 -800 -251 -DAL!, In California: 805-252-7203.
Please send me full details about:

0 DALI Speaker Systems. 0 Money -making opportunities as a DALI distributor.

NAME ADDRESS

fering signals bounce off the ionosphere and

create 10 -kHz whines. Furthermore, many

stations have directional antennas, and if
you're in a null, their range can be extremely

short. (It is true that at night you sometimes

can hear powerful AM stations from hun-
dreds of miles away, but reliable high -quali-

ty reception of such signals is impossible.)

What all this means is that a few min-
utes in an automobile dealership is no way to

evaluate a new transmission medium.

Robert Grant
,,It Alirh

HOW DO EARS HEAR?
In December's "Letters," Ken Rihanek gave

his views on digital vs. analog systems, stat-

ing: "Musical instruments create analog sig-

nals, and ears (last time I checked) also are

analog devices." Well, yes and no.

The eardrum and its related parts up to

and including the inner ear definitely are an-

alog, but beyond that, matters aren't so
clear. The evidence suggests that some form

of pulse encoding is used to ensure that the

auditory nerve transmits an accurate signal

for processing by the brain. In other words,

the part of the brain that is responsible for

the sense of hearing is concerned only with

whether a signal is or is not present; minor

errors in the pulse form are unimportant.

This operating principle is about as close

as you can get to a man-made digital system.

And just think, it took us only a couple of
million years to catch up to nature. Anyhow,

so much for the critic's argument that digital

sound is somehow unnatural.

These observations are based on experi-

ments conducted in 1931 at Princeton Uni-

versity by C. W. Bray and Ernest Weyer. My

source is Life Science Library's Sound and
Hearing (Time -Life Books, 1965; rev. 1969).

It makes for good reading.

Francis Plvar
New Kensington, Pa.

MISSING AMERICANA
I am pleased to read in his review of Randy

Newman's The Natural that Noah Andre
Trudeau has added that fine work to his list

of great "Americana" film scores [Decem-

ber 1984]. But I think that his list is uneven-

and lacking. He fails to mention several ex-

cellent examples, including Elmer Bern -
stein's Summer and Smoke, Jerome Mor-

oss's The Big Country, Franz Waxman's

Hemingway's Adventures of a Young Man

CITY STATE_ ZIP PHONE ( )
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IS SOMETHING MISSING
FROM YOUR LIFE?

If performance audio equipment
is important to you, it stands to
reason that you're probably fussy
about your video components.
Especially with all the video options
available these days from tapes to
disks and cable TV.

So why are you still watching
your tiny TV? You're missing out on
the most incredible television viewing
experience ever. Novabeam television.
It's so exciting and involving, you'll
feel like a participant in whatever
you're watching, instead of just an
observer.

And if it's quality you're after,
you won't find a better picture. It's
what Video Review mavine called
"by far the most impressive projec-
tion TV we have ever seen." For
matching sound, all Novabeam
monitors hook up easily to your
stereo system.

There simply isn't enough
room here to detail Henry Kloss'
over 15 years development that
resulted in Novabeam TV, the state-
of-the-art in projection television.
It's something you've got to see for
yourself. And you won't know what

you're missing until you do.
For complete information

(including specific installation details
on over 20 Novabeam variations) and
the name of your nearest Novabeam
dealer, call 1-800-343-1155 (in Massa-
chusetts call collect 1-617-577-1000).

Or write Kloss Video Corporation,
640 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA
02139

Kloss Video Corporation

ABEAM.
WHAT TELEVISION SHOULD HAVE BEEN ALL ALONG.



Discover the classics
all over again.

ADS stands for accurate
reproduction. In your home.
In your car. Suddenly you
hear the music you love with
more nuance, more detail.
For proof see an ADS dealer.
For information call 800-824-
7888 (in CA 800-852-7777)
Operator 483. Or write James
Armstrong, a classic in his
own right, at ADS, 52 Progress
Way, Wilmington, MA 01887.

Audio Apart.

Parasound. Spice up your system.

I,rW SOLI

illlimitt

For three years we've been redefining ideas of value, cooking
up a whole new class of audio and autosound products. Including
six equalizers that bring out the best from your system.

'No savory examples: Season to your taste with the EQ300: 12

bands per channel, more useful frequencies and a 3 -color Spectrum

Display; under $250. Or the EQS-1 with its own calibrated micro-
phone and built-in pink noise generator to measure - and correct -

your system and room; under $350.

Parasound. For people who pursue value. And when you're savvy

enough to spend less - to get more - that's working class.

Parasoundr
Parasound Products, Inc.

680 Beach Street, San Francisco

CA 94109 (415) 673-4546

and Peyton Place, Bernard Herrmann's The
Kentuckian, and the quintessential Ameri-
cana film score, Hugo Friedhofer's The Best

Years of Our Lives.

John Lashor, Prosidont
Southern Cross Records, Inc.

Walnut Creek, Calif.

Noah Andre Trudeau replies: As the
founder of Entr'acte Records and now one
of the figures behind Southern Cross and
Label X, John Lasher has added a number
of important recordings to the soundtrack
discography. His additions to my non-ex-
clusive list of Americana film scores are
welcome. They reinforce my contention
that anyone interested in the modern
American nationalist movement that be-
gan in the late 1930s with Copland and
Thomson would do well to explore some of
the fine items to be found on this list.

HARDCORE LIVES
I am surprised and delighted that a well-
known audio magazine like yours recognizes
hardcore music for what it is: a constructive
alternative to "Top 40 mildew" ["Punked
Out," January]. It's also encouraging to see
a major audio magazine deviate a little from
reviewing only conservative forms of music.

Though you listed only a dozen or so
bands, you did show how diversified the
modern hardcore movement is. The groups
have so many different styles, sounds, and
attitudes that you can't stereotype them.
Some groups you didn't mention are the
Dead Kennedys, J.F.A., Youth Brigade, Sui-

cidal Tendencies, and the Proletariat.
Your article renewed my faith in HIGH

FIDELITY, and I hope other magazines follow

your example. Please review groups like
these more often.
Norm Lai/banal, Jr.
Richmond, Vt.

You're right, we did leave out some impor-
tant bands, although we didn't forget the
Dead Kennedys-we just disagreed, call-
ing them "posturing and pretentious."
Check out reviews of the Replacements and
Los Lobos in this issue for more alterna-
tives to Top 40 mildew.-Ed.

Letters should be addressed to The Editor, NIGH

FIDELITY, 825 ith Are., New York, N.Y.10019. All

letters are subject to editing jor brevity.

HIGH FIDELITY
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Sansui SV M25 monitor /receiver

Forecast '85
Though the whole new -product pic-

ture won't be clear until we've re-

turned from the Winter Consumer

Electronics Show, a hectic round of

phone calling and preshow meetings

netted this taste of what's to come.

Complete show coverage will appear

in next month's issue.

The trend of recent years contin-

ues, with more audio -only companies

embracing video. NAD will introduce a

production version of a monitor /re-

ceiver first shown as a prototype last

year at the June CES. The MR -20

(about S1,000) has a 20 -inch screen,

three video inputs, and built-in BTSC

decoding circuits. Denon's first video

product is the AVC-500 0350), a

control center designed to tie audio and

video systems together. It offers three

video inputs, four pairs of stereo audio

inputs, an ambience recovery circuit, a

five -band graphic equalizer, and a vid-

eo image enhancer. Teac will be dis-

playing a VHS Hi-Fi VCR ( S1,400) and

an optical videodisc player ($800).

And Harman Kardon continues its

move into video with a 25 -inch moni-

tor, the VM-100 ($1,095).

You'll also be seeing more inte-

grated audio -video systems this year.

Toshiba has two new entries. One

comes with a 26 -inch monitor /receiv-

er, an 85 -watt (191/4-dBW) inte-

grated amp, an AM /FM tuner, a CD

player, a cassette deck, a four -head

Beta Hi-Fi VCR, an audio -video

switcher, and loudspeakers. The other

system uses as its centerpiece a 20 -

inch monitor /receiver with a built-in

BTSC decoder. Marantz's latest audio -

Harman Kardon CA -420 car stereo amplifier

video system includes a VHS Hi-Fi

VCR, a 25 -inch monitor/receiver, a

50 -watt (17 dBW) integrated amp, a

cassette deck, a linear -tracking turnta-

ble, and loudspeakers. The VCR, TV

set, and amp are all remote controlla-

ble, but via hree separate hardsets

NEC is scheduled to in-
troduce an integrated sys-
tem containing a 25 -inch
monitor/receiver, a CO play-
er, a VHS Hi-Fi VCR, and sev-

eral audio components. NEC
is also letting it be known
that the speakers it will offer
with the system are U.S.-
made models developed by
Richard Shahinian, a well -
respected designer and the
proprietor of Shahinian
Acoustics. And Sansui is
broadening its video otter -

Peter

D1)///)///

first monitor/receiver (the
SV-M25 with 25 -inch

screen), a 100 -watt (20-
dBW) audio -video receiver,
a VHS Hi-Fi VCR, an audio -

video signal processor, a lin-
ear -tracking turntable, a

double -well cassette deck,
and a pair of magnetically
shielded three-way loud-
speakers-all for the not in-
considerable sum of 85,000.

Some of the most exciting audio intro-

ductions will come from Acoustic Re-

search. The company will have a new

flagship loudspeaker, selling for

$3,500 per pair. The system is said to

produce an exceptionally

image with full acoustic ambience.

This is accomplished by using two sets

of drivers in each enclosure: one dedi-

cated to reproducing direct sound and

Kissamed DP -1100 Mk. II Compact Disc player

Inge with two integrated
*Totems. The top Bangui sysi.
tern includes the company's

the other, angled toward the side wall,

ambient information. An integral part

of the system is an outboard amplifier /

signal -processor, which provides pow-

er and controls for the ambient -sound

speaker arrays. Two new turntables

will also loin the AR lineup: a high -end

armless unit and a less expensive

version of the current model, which

will remain in the line.

Infinity is the latest speaker
maker to introduce models
designed for video applica-
tions. The top model (8650
per pair) is a three-way de-
sign with a 60 -watt (177/4 -

MARCH 1985
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IF YOU'RE
OBSESSIVE

ABOUT
DIGITAL AUDIO,

WELCOME
TO THE CLUB.

It's the Sony Digital Audio
Club. The worlds first club dedi-
cated to creating awareness and
understanding of the remarkable
technology behind compact disc
players-from the company most
qualified to provide it.

This year, to welcome you to
the club, you'll receive special
promotions on compact discs; dis-
counts on digital accessories; our
quarterly newsletter, "The Sony
Pulse"; The Sony Book of Digital
Audio Technology (over 300 pages
of facts and details); a 30" x 40"
digital audio poster; a digitally -
recorded compact disc; and ex-
tensive information about the
latest advances in digital prod-
ucts from Sony-the leader in di-
gital audio.

To become a member, sim-
ply mail the coupon below, along
with a check or money order for
$15* to Sony Digital Audio Club,
PO. Box 161, Lowell, Mass. 01852.8*

And join the thousands of peo-
ple who are already well on their
way to satisfying their obsessions.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

* $3.00 additional for postage and han-
dling outside the U.S." Please allow 4-6
weeks for delivery.

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'

dBW) amplifier, master volume and
tone controls, and DNA noise reduction
circuitry contained in one cabinet of the
stereo pair. A two-way powered ver-
sion without DNA will be available for
about 8150 less. The company will also
offer two passive systems. Canton,
which makes three powered sub-

MRA-150. KEF, the venerable British
maker of fine home loudspeakers, ad-
dresses the car with a satellite -sub -
woofer combination that is expected to
cost about 8500. And Kenwood broad-
ens its line with two new front ends,
several speakers, and a fancy comput-
erized equalizer: the *300 KGC-9400.

41111111111111111\__
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Kenwood KGC-9400 computerized car stereo equalizer

woofers, is introducing its first preamp.
The EC -P1 181,500) can be used with
fixed- and moving -coil pickups and is
equipped with two tape loops and three
line -level inputs.

Compact Disc player introductions should be quite

numerous. Preliminary information indicates that Sony

will be showing two new remote -controlled players,

the CDP-102 ($450) and CDP-302 ($550). Two

more players will probably arrive on these shores in the

spring or summer, one of them equipped with digital

outputs. Kenwood's latest is the DP -1100 Mk.11

($635), a remote -controlled model designed as part

of the company's high -spec Basic Series of separates.

Yamaha replaces the discontinued CD -X1 with the

CD -X2 ($399), a midsize player with indexing and

random-access programmability for as many as nine

selections. At $600, the CD -607 is the lowest -priced

player yet from NEC. It has a 15 -selection program-

mable memory and audible cue and review. We'll have

more to report on new players from Luxman. Akai,

Hitachi, and Quasar in next month's expanded CES

coverage.

In car stereo, the big news comes from
Denon, Harman Kardon, Infinity, KEF,
and B&W-companies that are either
entering the field for the first time or ex-
panding their lines with new types of
products. Denon's initial foray into car
stereo consists of a full line of goodies,
including two Dolby -C -equipped front
ends, a pair of power amps, and a seven -

band equalizer. Harman Kardon is

broadening its line with three tuner/
tape decks, ranging in price from 8275
to 8475. Two new power amps will also
join the HK lineup. Infinity will unveil its
first piece of autosound electronics at
the CES: a 75 -watt power amp, the

The unit, which comes with four fac-
tory -set EQ curves, has pushbuttons in-
stead of sliders in each frequency band
and can supply as much as 12 dB of
boost or cut in 4 -dB increments. The
KGC-9400 will also memorize four user -
defined EQ curves. -Paul Terry Shea
and Peter Dobbin

SYSTEMS & SOLUTIONS

Taplig from CDs
Sooner or later, you're going to want to tape Compact

Discs. There is nothing especially difficult about doing

this, but because of the digital medium's wide

dynamic range, you do need to be a little more careful

than usual about setting levels and choosing the right

noise reduction.

The main thing to watch for is peaks that jump

high above the average signal level. These can

momentarily overload the tape, causing compression

and distortion. If the peak is short enough, you

probably won't hear the distortion, but the compres-

sion will reduce the signal's peak -to -average ratio.

thereby robbing the music of some of its natural

dynamics. Since this sort of loss is one of the main

clues that music is canned rather than live, it should be

avoided if possible.

The best way to prevent such compression is to

set your recording levels so that the highest peaks just

reach the tape's overload point. This requires either

that you monitor portions of the CD before you start

recording, to find the peaks and set levels accordingly,

or that you use a special CD with low- or mid -

frequency 0 -dB test tones. (Such discs are available

from Elektra and Denon.) These tones represent the

highest level that can be recorded on a CD, so they

serve very nicely as a basis for adjusting recording

levels. You have to go through this procedure only

once, by the way: The same approximate settings will

work for all properly recorded CDs. In some cases,

HIGH FIDELITY



A few words for those
who havent experienced Sonyb

new Compact Disc Player.

Listen to it.
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Power. Purity. Startling realism
and depth.

This is the sound you demand. And
no one delivers it quite like Kenwood.

r411,4
tk an

KENWOOD
STEREO FOR YOUR CAR

Car buyers have a choice. When shopping for a new car, you may be able to have the factory radio omgted.
For the Kenwood Car Stereo dealer nearest you, call 1 (1)0)821-7700 and ask for extension 102.

however, the levels achieved this way will put soft

passages down so low that tape hiss becomes

audible. Recording with Dolby C or DBX should

eliminate the problem. And if you are recording a

passage unusually rich in high frequency content, you

may need to use metal tape or Dolby HX-Pro

headroom extension-or to back off slightly on the

levels. --Michael Riggs

sorb and nonvolatile erasable -program-
mable -read -only -memory (EPROM) re-
tain the frequencies of 29 AM and FM
stations, along with their optimum tun-
ing modes (stereo, mono, blend), three
phono-input capacitance values, and
levels for all source inputs and the pre-
set stations, as well as protective power

At-t~f4r4111.15000414.
o o
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Revox's Hands -Off Receiver
The heart of RHVOX'S new multicompon-
ent remote control system, the B-285
receiver (81,600) is a programmable
wonder. Two on -board microproces-

limits for two speaker systems. A bidi-
rectional port on the back of the receiv-
er accepts an optional timer/interface,
which also connects to the company's
new B-225 Compact Disc player and B-
215 cassette deck. So configured, the

system can be set to switch sources and
modes automatically. The B-205 re-
mote handset is also optional. It con-
trols power on/off, source selection,
scanning and recall of the 29 preset sta-

tions, speaker selection, volume, loud-
ness compensation, balance, tone de-
feat, and muting. The range of the
remote can be increased to include. any
room in the house; optional infrared re-
ceiving modules wired to the timer/in-
terface carry commands from the h and -
set to the main system. The B-285
receiver has a rated power output of 85
watts (191/4 dBW) per channel. For
more information, write to Revox Div.,
Studer Revox America, Inc., 1425 Elm
Hill Pike, Nashville, Tenn. 37210.

A Moving -Coil with Punch
Designed for P- Mount mnearms, Ortofon's MCP 100

Super pickup (5250) is said to have sufficient output

(0.26 millivolt per centimeter per second at 1 kHz) to

match the sensitivity requirements of most recovers

and preamps equipped with moving -coil inputs. Orto-

fon says the additional coil windings necessary to

increase the pickup's output do not entail a significant

16 HIGH FIOf LITY



A few words for those who have.
INTRODUCING THE THIRD
GENERATION CD PLAYER

THAT'S LIGHT YEARS AHEAD
OF THE COMPETITION.
After listening to one of Sony's

new third generation component
CD players, you begin to realize
you're hearing something not pos-
sible in any first, or even second
generation player.

It's a whole new level of tech-
nological achievement not merely
designed for those who appreci-
ate great specs, but those who
appreciate great music, as well.

A RESPONSE CURVE THAT
ISN'T A CURVE.

All CD players are endowed
with a much flatter response curve
than any turntable or tape deck is
capable of reproducing. Unfortu-
nately, most are also endowed with
a conventional converter/filter
system. Which tends to cause high
frequency irregularities.

However, take the response
curve of Sony's new CDP-302 (the
one that's flat as a board).

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
SONY VS THE COMPETITION

0

0

0

L

SonyUnilinear Converter System

14 bit Over sdmolin,;

16 bit Ove rsarn piing

Hz 50 100 500 1K 5K 10K 20K

As you can see, it's far more uniform
than the one found in conventional
models. What this should tell you
is that when you listen to even the
most intricate piece of music, you'll
be hearing precisely what the
musicians recorded. Nothing more.
And nothing less.
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR CLOCK.

Perhaps the most interesting
"little" feat of engineering is
Sony's newUnilinear Converter
System. Its high-speed, digi-
tal -to -analog converter
works by virtue of a "mas-
ter clock': Using this sing],
clock dramatically

c:,

reduces intermodulation distortion
common to "multiclock" converter
systems.

When you combine all this with
our new, high -
resolution
digital filter,

ti it results in
something
even the
most ardent

100K audiophile
will find no
fault with:

co incredibly
flat response,
remarkable
phase linear-

ity and the conspicuous absence of
spurious noise caused by conven-
tional oversampling.

Of course, you'll need a mas-
ter's degree in engineering to
fully understand all the intricacies
of our new Unilinear Converter.
But you certainly don't need one
to appreciate it.

A NEW CHIP OFF
THE OLD BLOCK.

The heart of our new CD play-
er is a thing of beauty. This award -
winning microchip governs nine
different functions usually requiring
multiple chips in conventional play-
ers. But more importantly,
it simplifies the signal path
and improves reliability.

CHANGE TRACKS AT
THE SPEED OF LIGHT

Sony has done away
with the lumbering gear- cuNVENTioNAI.

driven tracking mechan- ASSEMBLY

ism, and instead, created a whole
new Linear Motor Tracking System.
It uses a compact laser optic
assembly that's one-third the size of
typical units. And its linear, noncog-
ging motor allows the laser to move

NOISE
SPECTRUM COMPARISON
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faster and more precisely.
If you're wondering what speed

has to do with these mechanisms,
we'd like to remind you of the fact
that it takes some CD players up to
15 seconds to go
from the first to
the last track on
a disc But with
ours, you can
go from track 1
to 99 in less than
a second. SONY LINEAR MOTOR

TRACKING SYSTEM

FEATURES WORTH HEARING
MORE ABOUT

Not all of these advances are
audible to the naked ear.

Both of our new CD players
come complete with Sony's Remote
Commander unit which provides
direct access to up to 99 tracks or
subcoded selections. In addition,
both have Automatic Music Sensor,'
high-speed search and three-way
repeat. (The CDP-302 shown here
also allows for programmability of
up to i6 of your favorite songs.)

We'd also be remiss in not tell-
ing you about our built-in subcode
port. Which in the not -too -distant
future you can make good use
of when CDs are integrated with
graphic information.

By now, you're beginning to get
the idea that the new line of Sony

CD players not only
sound remarkable,
they are.

So having heard
and read just about

all there is to hear
and read about

them, we suggest there's only one
thing left to do. Go to your Sony hi-fi
dealer and purchase one.

Of course, there's no rush. It will
take our competition at least one
or two generations to catch up.

SONY
MINIATURIZED LASER

OPTIC ASSEMBLY

1985 Sony Corporation of America Sony and
Remote Commander are registered trademarks

of SonyCorporation. Automatic Music Sensor
and The Leader in Digital Audio are trade

marks of Sony Corporation of America
Mod,! i

SONY
THE LEADER

IN DIGITAL AUDIO."'



Hear all 3 kinds
before you buy speakers

WE INVITE YOU to hear the best con- stereo imaging follows you everywhere.
ventional "cones in a box" speakers Don't settle for ordinary stereo. Call
you can find. Plus the "reflecting" kind. toll -free 1-800-592-4644 for your
Then-when you hear the unique Wrap- B.E.S. dealer's address. See and hear
Around Sound of B.E.S.-you'll appre- slim and sculptured, warm and wide-
ciate the remarkable difference. B.E.S. ranging B.E.S.

B.E.S. Speakers
Wrap -Around Sound -superb stereo everywhere

1985 B.E.S., 345 Fischer St., Costa Mesa, CA 92626  (7141 549-3833
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Car audio is our life. There's no way we would
settle for less than the best. Why should you?

increase in moving mass. The key is a lightweight

cross -shaped armature and a powerful samarium -

cobalt ring magnet. The pickup weighs 6 grams and is

designed to operate with a vertical tracking force of

1.25 grams. If additional output is needed or if your

receiver does not have a moving -coil input, you'll need

a step-up transformer. The company therefore offers a

pair of 1-5 mono transformers ($50), which plug into

the tonearm leads. For more information, write to

Ortofon, 122 Dupont St., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

English Muscle

Mono power amps are relatively rare
nowadays, and the handful that do exist
are almost all perfectionist items aimed
at those who seek maximum channel
separation and the shortest -possible
cabling from amplifier to speakers. If
you are intrigued by such perfectionist
pursuits and you have 82,990 available
for amplification, then a pair of Naim
Audio's NAP -135s deserve some scruti-
ny. The British -made amps have a rated
power output of 75 watts (18 3/a dBVV)
into 8 ohms and a rated bandwidth of 5
Hz to 40 kHz. A miniature cooling fan is
activated only when the chassis
reaches a preset temperature; to keep
fan noise to a minimum, speed in-
creases only if the temperature in-
creases. For more information, write to
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 6842 Haw-
thorn Park Dr., Indianapolis, Ind. 46220.

Home Foam
Sonex foam panels, long used by professionals to

,.5 Fun. An Coro ol Amerce 19211 Neste Ciat.ey Drne. Torrance. Gni 90502 In Cana.. . en Ontano I...nut/rend by Feats° TEN Ltd HIGH FIDELITY



control acoustics in recording and broadcast studios,

are now available for home use. The two -inch -thick

Sonex Junior panels can be effective in controlling

standing waves, slap echo, and peak resonances in a

listening room. The 24 -inch -square panels are avail-

able in charcoal, brown, or beige at $40 for a box of

four. For more information, write to Illbruck /USA,

3800 Washington Ave. N., Minneapolis, Minn

55412.

The growing popularity of cassettes
containing miniature reels of tape (such
as those distributed by Teac) made it in-
evitable that someone would dream up

tes with removable tape reels.
Said to be all the rage in Japan, the Bikini

system P325) contains five reels of high -
bias tape and one snap -apart cassette
shell with take-up reel. Additional reels
are available singly or in packs of three.
For more information, write to Reel
Corp., 21711 W. Ten Mile Rd., South-
field, Mich. 48075.

Stylish Swabs

Housing a bunch of cotton swabs and a pump

dispenser of solvent in a beautiful mahogany box is no

mere frippery. The folks at Intraclean expect that their

BLESSED

CARVER M -I 5t
Magnetic Field Power

Amplifier

"...the equal of any power amplifier in transparency,
focus arid smoothness and, of course, far ahead of
any other we tested in sheer gut -shaking power and
dynamic range. We especially enjoy hearing spatial
detail, instrumental definition and completely natural
dynamics on familiar records to a degree we did not
know was extractable from the grooves when we lis-
tened through lesser amplifiers. At this level of sonic
performance, the astoundingly small size and cool
operation of the M -1.5t become the icing on the cake,
rather than the main attraction."
Peter Aczel The Audio Critic Winter 1982-83

Recent advances in analog and digital disc recording
technology have mace source material with full, real-

life dynamic range a reality.

But, if you want to hear this improvement in sound
quality, your high fidelity system must include an
amplifier fully capable of reproducing all of the music ...
the CARVER M-1 5t Magnetic Field Power Amplifier.

350 watts rms/chan. into 8 ohms, 20-20 kHz with
less than 0.5% THD. And most importantly, the
rating that is musically significant: 600 watts/
chan. Long -Time -Period Reserle Power with 750
watts/elan. Dynamic Headroom. Weight: 16 lbs.

The CARVER M -1.5t ...carefully and specifically designed
for those who seek highest fidelity and musical purity.

For more information please write to,

CARVER
Powerful Musical -Accurate

P.O. Bo:, 1237 19210 33rd /Vienne West Lynnwood. WA 98036
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Over 1,000,000 consumers refer to this
before buying their car nr home stereos

FREE
STEREO
Buyer's Guide
Before buying any car or home
stereo, you should consult the
famous Crutchfield Buyer's Guide.
What you learn may save you
hundreds of dollars.
 100 pages of helpful articles,

shopping tips, charts, installation
guides & more.

 Hundreds of color photos of the
finest name brand products.

You get more value shopping
Crutchfield
 Low discount prices
 18 toll free order & assistance

lines staffed by helpful sales
& technical advisors

 Your order shipped within 24
hours

 Huge in -stock inventories
 Free shipping
 All major credit cards accepted
 Confidence of dealing with the

industry's most respected mail
order retailer

 Your complete satisfaction
guaranteed

Call or send this coupon for your
FREE Buyer's Guide

800-336-5566
In Virginia call trill.lree 800-562-3961

I.,
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Address
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CRUTCHFIELD

K-121 recorder care kit will get more use if it is placed

in a highly visible spot rather than squirreled away in a

drawer. The K-121 costs S60: additional 2 -ounce

bottles of S-711 head cleaner are $7. For more

information, write to Intraclean Div., A&B Enterprises,

4395 Valley Fair, Box 3592, Simi Valley, Calif.

93063.

Klipsch's Latest

Fans of Klipsch loudspeakers can ex-
pect a new floor -standing model from
this eminent manufacturer this spring.
The two-way system will sell for about
8520 per pair. Its driver complement
consists of two 8 -inch woofers operat-
ing in tandem from 80 Hz to 1.8 kHz and a

horn -loaded 1 -inch compression
tweeter. Bass reproduction is aided by a
12 -inch passive radiator mounted on
the back of the cabinet. Rated sensitiv-
ity is 91 dB for a 1 -watt (0-dBW) input.
As of press time, the new speaker was
not yet christened. For more informa-
tion, write to Klipsch & Associates, Box
688, Hope, Ark. 71801.

SYST OLUTIO

What to Do 'til the
Repairman Comes

rile hOW many people seem unable to

take the first steps in system trouble -shooting, though

they could save themselves a great deal of time and

expense by trying a few simple expedients before

asking for professional help. Often, basic diagnostics

will indicate a cure so obvious, so inexpensive, and so

simple as to be downright embarrassing, especially if

it's finally an "expert" who comes up with the

solution. And even if your sleuthing only eliminates

some components from the suspect list, you'll still be

saving yourself the bother of carting your whole

system to the repair shop.

The first step-and don't laugh, because we've

all done it-is to make sure you didn't forget to plug

anything into the wall outlet. If you still can't make

part or all of your system come to life, check the fuses.

Just because those in the back -panel fuseholders are

intact doesn't mean none are blown: Many compo-

nents have fuses (or additional fuses) inside, accessi-

ble only if you remove the cover that says, "Do not

remove this cover; no user -serviceable parts within."

Don't believe it. But don't go digging around inside

with a screwdriver, and don't work on the component

while it's plugged in.

The next step is to check all the system switch

positions to make sure that, for example, you don't

have a monitor switch at TAPE when it should be at

SOURCE. This is still baby stuff, I know, but I've made

too many mistakes in exactly this way to take the

matter lightly. Then turn off the system (or the parts of

it that you've been able to turn on) and check for

secure connections all around.

Now comes the fun part-assuming that you

still haven't discovered the source of your woes. In

order to isolate the source of trouble, start substituting

components. Each time you do, turn off the system,

make the switch, and then turn on the system to

assess the results of the switch. In most cases, you

will discover that a single component is the trouble-

maker. Incidentally, don't overlook cables as system

components: Bent or corroded parts can cause a

malfunction as serious as those occasioned by burnt -

out transistors or leaky capacitors.

The idea is to make a deliberate change and see

whether it affects the problem. If the malfunction is in

one channel, switch left and right leads somewhere in

the system. If the malfunction switches channels as a

result, it is "upstream" from the point at which you

made the substitution, that is, closer to the source; if it

stays in the same channel, it is downstream, closer to

the speakers. Undo the substitution (so you have only

one change in the system at any one time) and make

another in the indicated direction. If both channels are

out, you may need to substitute a similar component or

change the way a single component is connected. A

tape deck can swap places with any other line -level

component, such as a CD player; or either one can feed

a tape or aux input with equal aplomb.

There are limits to these measures, however. For

instance, unless you have another tonearm to substi-

tute, you won't be able to check for a suspected fault

in the current arm's wiring. But the biggest limitation

for most people seems to be a willingness to give up

the hunt too easily. -Robert Long

I Crutchfield Park. Dept, HF, Charlottesville, VA 22906 HIGH FIOELITY
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MAGIC!
I've read that when they make a

Compact Disc from an analog
tape, the tape hiss is more no-

ticeable than it is on LPs be-
cause of the flawless digital re-

production. Could the hiss be
reduced by making the master

through a noise reduction sys-

tem like DBX or CX?

Lloyd R. NrdHonks
Montgomery, Minn.

Most of the circuits that are
known as noise reduction sys-

tems-including the Dolby
ones and several others, in ad-

dition to the ones you cite-do
nothing to reduce noise that
already is in the signal before
they're applied. They only
keep processed signals from
accumulating more noise-or,
at least, as much noise as they

would without processing.
There are dynamic filters and
similar circuits (including
DNR) that remove some noise

after the fact, but almost in-
variably at some expense in
signal quality. I'd rather live
with a slight background hiss
than with most of the by-prod-
ucts, frankly.

SLIP-UP
I regularly use alcohol and a Q -

Tip to clean the heads of my
JVC KD-A33 cassette deck, but

it frequently starts dragging af-

ter I've changed transport
modes, even if it has already
played a song properly. What's

wrong? Could the heads be
worn out?

John Ramirez
San Bernardino, Calif.

Although I'm not familiar
with the innards of your deck,

by

I'd guess that it has a worn
drive belt. Most decks have
belts (even models with direct -

drive capstans usually employ

them for spindle control in the
fast -wind modes), and they're

often the first element to need

replacement. Heads often are
the last thing to go.

MUSIC EVERYWHERE
My Yamaha CR-420 receiver
has A and B speaker connec-

tions, but I want to run four
stereo pairs in my new home.

How should I hook them up?
Will I need another amplifier?

WM Winne
Bristol, Conn.

Yes, if you expect high fidelity

performance out of the sys-
tem. Among other things, it
should give you better control
over relative levels in the four
pairs than you can get with a
single receiver. The standard
alternative is to use L pads at
the individual speakers, but
this, too, entails sonic compro-

mise.

REEL THING
I'm shopping for a 10Y2 inch
open -reel deck with DBX noise

reduction built in. I want excel-

lent frequency response, signal-

to-noise ratios, and flutter specs

at all speeds, at a price of ap-

proximately $750. What compa-

nies make this type of equip-
ment?

Jeffrey T. Gardner
Wilmington, N.C.

Akai and Teac are the only
companies we know of that
make such machines, though
not within your budget. In
fact, it's a pretty tall order to

find a well -made NAB -reel
model with first-rate specs at
that price even without DBX,
particularly now that the
choice in open -reel decks is
dwindling. You may find it
easier to shop for the deck and

the DBX separately. But be
sure you understand that
there are tua mutually incom-
patible DBX noise reduction
systems. Perversely, the origi-

nal professional version (Type

I) is built into at least one con-

sumer open -reel deck; the con-

sumer version (Type ID, which

is used for all DBX prerecord-

ed cassettes and LPs, is the one

found in all cassette decks and

the outboard encoder/decod-
ers sold by audio stores. Unless

you're planning to have re-
cords cut from your tapes, I
would strongly recommend
that you go with Type II DBX,
for reasons of performance as
well as compatibility.

OLD ANGLE
I attempted to line up the stylus

of my Shure pickup in my won-

derful old Elac 50H with the
Dennesen Soundtractor [test re-

port, January 1981]. The Elac's

built-in gauge would place the

pickup almost as far back as
possible; the Dennesen indi-
cates it should go 1 mm farther

forward than it can. Which is
correct.'

W. H. Dameron 111

APO New York, N.Y.

I'd trust the Dennesen.

WIRELESS?
Somebody goofed in your No-

vember 1983 article on Dolby
Stereo ["A New Dimension for
Video Sound"]. The diagram for

Robert

Long

surround -sound hookup shows

no connecting wire by which the

stereo signal can get to the am-

plifier from the projection TV.
Mine doesn't even have a mono

output, as a matter of fact. How

should I go about making the
hookup?

Also, the dematrixing cir-
cuit you show was Dynaco's. I

know because I have the Dyna-

co Quadapter. You credit [Da-

vid] Hafler, who worked for
Dynaco at the time.

N . Long

Chicago, Ill.

Hafler designed the circuit,
then assigned the patent to his
company of that era. If you
have the Quadapter, by all
means use it instead of our do-

it-yourself rig. The stereo sig-
nals can come from any conve-

nient spot in your video setup;

in most systems, that would be

the stereo audio output from
whatever source (videodisc
player, VCR, or-now-tun-
er) can supply it, rather than
from a monitor or projection
device.

TIME IN
Does any company manufac-
ture a cassette deck (preferably

with automatic reverse) with a

built-in timer like those found in

all of the VCRs that are on the
market?

Scott Tompkins
Chicago, Ill.

Not that I know of-at least,
not in a component -grade
deck. More's the pity.

We regret that the volume of reader

mail is too great for us to answer all

questions individually.
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BASICALLY E K N G

Making the

Case for

Tone Controls

A few days ago, while reading
a prominent British audio maga-

zine, I ran into a peculiar senti-
ment. One of the writers men-
tioned that he had pressed a
manufacturer to "eliminate su-
perfluous gadgets from ... [its]
amps-tone controls and the
like." I'm all for getting rid of
useless clutter, but why anyone
would lump tone controls into
that category is a great mys-
tery. Still, it is clear that our
English friend is not alone in his

prejudice. A stroll through just
about any high -end audio salon

is almost guaranteed to turn up
at least one preamp (usually a
very expensive one) whose con-

trol functions are limited to a
power switch, a source selector,

volume and balance knobs, and
perhaps a tape monitor button.

The thinking behind such
crippled beasts turns on what I
call the purity -of -signal myth:
The one true path to high fideli-

ty is to reproduce exactly what
is on the disc or tape with as lit-

tle alteration as possible. Cer-
tainly this is the way to go for
records meticulously produced
and manufactured to yield accu-

rate reproduction on an accu-
rate system. But if that de-
scribes your entire collection,
you probably don't own very
many records. Equalization,
compression, and a variety of
more esoteric tricks are practi-
cally a way of life at most re-
cording sessions, particularly in

pop music. And it is not at all un-

common for producers to mix
their records with cheap com-

by

pacts and AM car radios fore-
most in their minds. The result-
ing sound is likely to be
unpleasantly bright and for-
ward on a high-performance au-

dio system.

After -the -fact remedies for

such maladies are invariably
compromises (a good recording
will always sound better than a
bad one), but that doesn't make
them worthless. A firm hand on

the treble control can some-
times coax enjoyable music out
of what began as unlistenable
screech. In short, buy a preamp,
amp, or receiver with good tone

controls, and don't be afraid to
use them. If what you want (or
already have) lacks such ameni-

ties, add an equalizer.

The distinction between an
equalizer and tone controls is
one of degree rather than of
kind. Both enable you to alter
the tonal balance of the sound in
a controlled way. An equalizer
usually has either five or ten
sliders for each channel, divid-
ing the ten octaves of the audi-
ble frequency range into one- or

two -octave bands, but models
are available that permit boost-
ing or cutting of the output in
bands as little as a third of an
octave wide. This affords ex-
traordinary flexibility, although
at the expense of making most
simple adjustments more diffi-
cult and tedious than they
would be with a less elaborate
unit. This is even more true of
parametric equalizers, which
enable you to adjust the place-
ment and widths of the bands as

well as the amount of boost or
cut in each one. With parametric

EQ, you can get the effect you
want more exactly than you
probably could with a conven-

tional graphic equalizer, but it
might take you quite a while.

Tone controls are at the op-

posite extreme of the versatili-
ty/complexity scale. Typically,
they operate over only two rela-

tively broad bands: one for the
lows, another for the highs. Al-
though the alterations you can
make with simple bass and tre-
ble controls are crude compared

to the subtle effects of which a
good equalizer is capable, they
are adequate for the kind of EQ
most people want to apply most

of the time, and they are much
easier to operate.

Virtually all modern tone
controls are of the Baxandall
type (after the British engineer
and audio designer Peter Bax-
andall). Such controls have
what is known as a shelving ac-

tion: They boost or cut every-
thing above or below a certain
frequency (known as the inflec-

tion point) by the amount you
dial in. And the more boost or
cut you apply, the further to-
ward the midrange the inflec-
tion point moves. This has the
advantage of permitting subtle
touch-ups at the frequency ex-
tremes as well as drastic sur-
gery.

A useful variation on this
theme is the provision of selec-
table turnover frequencies on
some top amps and receivers.
The idea is to increase flexibility

by giving you two or more
choices of frequencies at which

the controls' effects will first be
felt. And occasionally a product

appears that sports an extra
control for the midrange, bring-
ing the total to three. This usu-

Michael

Riggs

ally turns out to be more valu-
able in theory than in practice,
however.

You may be wondering why

I haven't said anything about
the value of room equaliza-
tion-the practice of applying
EQ for the purpose of smooth-
ing out frequency response ir-
regularities introduced by room
acoustics. After all, that is what
most manufacturers say you
need an equalizer for. Unfortu-
nately, it usually doesn't work.
Our perception of tonal balance

and instrumental timbres is in-
fluenced not only by the fre-
quency response of the rever-
berant field (the sum of the
direct sound from the loud-
speakers and all the reflections
off the floor, walls, and ceiling),

but also by the direct sound
alone. Flattening the reverber-
ant -field response may make
the direct response more rag-
ged and almost always makes it

excessively bright. More often
than not, the alleged cure
proves worse than the disease.
This is by no means to say that
you shouldn't have an equalizer;

just don't expect it to be a pana-
cea. It can help you improve the

sound of bad recordings, doctor
tapes for better sound in your
car, smooth the response of an
errant loudspeaker, and so
forth. Acoustic problems, on the

other hand, usually respond
best to acoustic solutions.
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THE ALL -NEW 11th EDITION OF THE

SCHWANN ARTIST ISSUE
Locate over 25,000 classical recordings

according to orchestra, trio, quartet, conductor,
soloist, vocalist, choral group or operatic company.

The all -new 11th Edition of the
Schwann Artist Issue is finally here.
And the sooner you return the order
form below, the sooner your copy will
be in your hands.
This is the first new Artist Issue in three
years. Completely revised and
updated, it includes 300 pages-
over 25,000 listings-that help you
quickly locate virtually any classical
recording by:
Orchestra - categorized by
conductor.
Conductor - their recordings with
various orchestras and choral gromos.

30,000 lattnq
LPI, CDs, %Pe'.

2,000 Ordteatotts
Every (coductor

41 4,300 Solana.
Operate C.c.P,

it Choral Cent*,

Quartets and Trios.
Soloists - listed according to
instrument.
Operatic and Choral Groups -

including soloists for each recording.
Vocalists - and their recordings by
composer.
The Schwann Artist Issue is
comprehensive and easy to use. And
it is the only classical recording
directory of its kind.
To order your copy of the all -new
Schwann Artist Issue, return the
coupon today.
Copies will be mailed within 4 to 6
weeks after we receive your order.

Reserve my copy of the SMMA
new Schwann Artist Issue.
I enclose $6.95 (plus $1 for postage and handling)
per copy.
Number of copies

Amount enclosed $
(Payment must accompany order Payment in U S. Currency only.)

Name

Address

State Zip

SESCHWANN ARTIST ISSUE Dept. 11, Single Copy Sales, 825 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10019

City
(if foreign)

Province Ccuntry
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Remote control has been a long time coming to audio equipment: Has it been worth the wait? by Paul Terry Shea

Until recently, remote control
wasn't much of an issue for au-
dio enthusiasts. The concept
was so closely and exclusively
tied to TV that there simply
weren't many remote -controlla-

ble audio components. But that
is changing rapidly.

Improvements in TV sound

have broadened the audiophile's

wish list to include Hi-Fi VCRs
and Laserdisc players, both of
which come with remote con-
trols as a standard feature. And
Compact Disc players, whose
ease of use is so obviously en-
hanced with a remote, have con-
tributed still more to raising the
consciousness of audiophiles
about the desirability of remote
control. Realizing this, manu-
facturers have responded with a

variety of approaches to bring-
ing remote control to tradition-
ally hands-on audio gear. The
problem is that it's all too easy

24

to end up with an integrated au-

dio -video system containing as
many as five separate remotes.
But some manufacturers are
addressing that problem, too.

At present, there are three
ways to get remote control in an

audio setup: via a receiver, as
part of a one -brand package
system, or with an add-on re-
mote -control device, such as the

SRC from Acoustic Research.
Each option has its limitations,
so it's a matter of establishing
priorities before deciding which
way to go.

If a receiver will satisfy
your needs, you'll be happy to
know that there are about 20 re-
mote models to choose from. At

minimum, a remote receiver
provides control over the most
often used functions: power,
on/off, volume, and preset sta-
tion selection. More versatile
models add across -the -room ac-

cess to tone, balance, and loud-
ness -compensation controls, as

well as source selection.
In my experience, the abili-

ty to vary volume and balance
from the listening position is
reason enough to invest in a re-
mote -control receiver. The
broad dynamic range of a good
CD can cause the neighbor -con-

scious audiophile to change vol-

ume settings several times dur-
ing the run of a symphonic
recording. And having the flexi-

THE JVC RX-500 RECEIVER provides a large degree of remote -

control flexibility. Volume and balance settings, source selec-
tion, and preset tuning are accessible via the remote handset.
In addition, the receiver's on -board seven -band graphic
equalizer can be adjusted from the listening position.

bility to vary the left -right bal-
ance of the sound as you move
about the listening room is cru-
cial to maintaining a good
stereo image. A similar argu-
ment can be made for remote
tone controls. Adjusting the
bass and treble for a pleasing
sound when you're standing
next to the receiver is no guar-
antee that the frequency bal-
ance will remain the same else-

where in the room.

A few examples should
demonstrate the extent of re-
mote -control flexibility in re-
ceivers. The Marantz SR -940
($640) pumps out a respectable
100 watts (20 dBW) per channel,

and its handset gives you re-
mote access to power on/off,
AM and FM band selection, tun -

Paul Terry Shea is editor of
Audio Times, an industry
trade magazine.
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ing, station presets, and vol-
ume. A somewhat more versa-

tile remote accompanies the
100 -watt Yamaha R-100 ($795).

It also governs the receiver's
high filter, source selector, tone

and loudness controls, and
stereo ambience enhancement

circuit. But the highest score for

remote -control flexibility goes

to the JVC R -X500, which at
$650 is truly a bargain. Its re-
mote gives you source selection,

preset tuning, AM/FM band se

lection, balance, volume, mute,

and the ability to control the
100 -watt receiver's built-in sev-

en -band equalizer.

But remote control in a re
ceiver poses some unavoidable

limitations. Though the JVC
and Yamaha units can, for in-

stance, be switched remotely to

accept a feed from a cassette
deck, you still need a separate

remote to govern the deck's
transport. For really full -func-
tion remote control, you must
turn to one -brand systems.

Happily, there are several

varieties of integrated one -
brand remote systems available

today. Depending on your bud-

get and needs, you can choose

from rack -mounted component

ensembles (Magnavox has
three, priced from $1,249 to
$2,149), midi -sized compact sys-

tems (such as those from Aiwa

and Mitsubishi), or elaborate

The state of the art

in unified

remote control,

and expensive separates from

Revox and, in the near future,
Nakamichi, ADS, and McIntosh.

One of the leaders in re-
mote -controlled audio is Bang &

Olufsen. Three of its current
systems enable you to operate a

variety of functions from any
room equipped with a Master
Control Link (a remote trans-
ceiver and speaker connector).

But such sophistication doesn't

come cheap: The Beosystem
5000, which includes a 55 -watt

(17V2-dBW) receiver, a cassette

deck, and a turntable, costs
$2,485. The new, lower -powered

BC/BM 3000 system goes for
about $1,000 (sans turntable),

while the one-piece Beocenter

7700S costs $2,100 (including

speakers). Master Control Links

are optional.

Many people, however, like

to mix and match their compo-

nents to arrive at the correct
blend of performance and func-

tionality, and a few companies

offer integrated remote control

over a select group of their com-

ponents. Sony, for example, has

three receivers whose optional

remotes will also control about

25 different Sony cassette

decks, some dating back to 1979,

and about a dozen turntables. If

you own a Sony cassette deck or

turntable, check to see whether

it has a four -pin remote connec-

tor on the back. If so, it can

RCA's Dimensia system

gives you access to

seven audio and video

components via a

probably be wired to an STR-
AV760 ($500), STR-AV560

($400), or STR-AV460 ($300) re

ceiver and be operated via the

$40 Remote Commander hand-

set. The Remote Commander

will also control two of the com-

pany's new CD players.

Luxman offers multicom-
ponent remotes with both a re

ceiver and an integrated ampli-

fier. The 90 -watt RX-103

receiver ($1,000) has a remote

that will also operate four Lux -

man cassette decks, two turnta-

bles, and a CD player. The same

capabilities are also offered in
the Luxman LX -104 ($900), a

120 -watt (20 3/4-dBW) integrat-

ed amplifier, though there's no
remote tuner to round out the
system. Marantz's approach to

multicomponent remote control

is reminiscent of typical rack
systems, except that you are

not obligated to buy the whole
setup at once. An outboard re

mote interface intercepts com-

mands from a handset and then

relays them to the PM -730 inte-

grated amp (70 watts), the ST -

530 tuner, SD -530 autoreverse

cassette deck, TT -530 linear -

tracking turntable, and CD -73
Compact Disc player.

Like B&O, Revox has de-
signed multiroom remote -con-

trol capability into its newest se

ries of components. The B-205

handset ($125) operates the
company's recently introduced

single handset.

The Dimensia

monitor, receiver,

which contains the

computer circuits

B-285 receiver ($1,600), B-215

cassette deck ($1,390), and B-225

CD player ($1,150). Add an out-

board timer/interface to the
system, and the B-205 will oper-

ate the system from any room in

the house equipped with an in-

frared transceiver. Though not

amenable to multiroom remote

control, the company's sepa-
rates-the B-261 tuner ($1,500),

B-251 integrated amp ($1,500),

and B-252 preamp ($1,200)-can
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be operated via the B-201 hand-

set ($125). And the company's

two turntables can be retrofit-
ted for remote operation.

What even multicomponent

remote audio systems ignore,
however, is the ongoing merger

of audio and video. To date,
RCA remains the only compam

with a completely integrated au-

dio -video system: Dimensia.

Consisting of a VHS Hi-Fi VCR.

monitor/receiver, integrated
amp, tuner, cassette deck, Com-

pact Disc player, turntable, and

speakers, a fully loaded Dimen-

sia system will set you back
$5,000. But you needn't buy ev-

erything at once, and other
speakers can be substituted
with no loss of functionality.

The heart of Dimensia is
the monitor/receiver. Its on-
board computer accepts com-
mands from the handset and
makes logical determinations
about what switching arrange-

ments will accomplish them.

necessary to execute

remote commands,

keeps you informed

of the system's

operating status with

on -screen displays.

A R ' S A DD -ON REMOTE

IF YOU'RE NOT WILLING to scrap your
current system in favor of a one -brand
package, you can still enjoy a measure
of remote -control versatility via the
SRC (8160) from Acoustic Research.
The unit's base station plugs into the
tape -monitor loop of your receiver or
amplifier, where it intercepts the au-
dio signal to control volume, balance,

For instance, when you select

VCR and PLAY on the remote, the

computer automatically turns
on the VCR, puts it into the play

mode, activates the integrated
amp, makes the proper audio in-

put selection, and then switches

the monitor to accept the VCR's

direct video feed. And like a
computer, the monitor assists
you in operating the system via

on -screen function displays.

Considering the marketing
clout of a company like RCA
and the attractiveness of its Di-
mensia technology, it seems log-

ical that other manufacturers
would be eager to adopt its con-

trol scheme as an industry stan-

dard for unified remote control.

Logical, but unlikely. Manufac-

and muting. Also included are a re-
placement tape -monitor loop, an ex-
ternal processor loop, which you can
use to route the signal through an
equalizer, and a switched AC outlet
ti- at responds to commands from the
handset. There's even a built-in sleep
ti -nor that will turn your system off 30
minutes after activation.

turers I spoke with say that get-

ting the cooperation necessary

to establish a standard is an
enormous challenge. They point

out that even if it were possible

to standardize on a single re-
mote operating system, the di-

versity of features in compo-
nents today would make it
almost impossible to guarantee

total remote control across
brands. Also weighing heavily

against standardization is a ba-

sic marketing consideration: A
standard would mean that you
could pick and choose among

brands when assembling a re-

mote system, and that's precise-

ly what manufacturers would
like to see less of.

This is a frustrating atti-

tude for those of us who would

like to be able to choose among

different brands when assem-
bling an audio -video system ca-

pable of responding to the com-

mands of a single handset.
RCA's Dimensia system may
point the way toward unified re-

mote control, but no one -brand

approach can satisfy everyone's

needs and tastes. The ideal solu-

tion may well be a "black box"

capable of intercepting the com-

mands from a single handset
and translating them into sig-
nals that can be understood by

any manufacturer's remote -
controllable equipment. I don't
know of anyone working on this

sort of system, but the idea is
yours for the taking.
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Easy Does It
B Y JAY T A Y L

A great way to trim 10 to 20 percent, perhaps more, from the total

cost of a new car -stereo system is to install it yourself. Such a sugges-

tion, however, is terrifying to many people, and understandably so:

A do-it-yourself installation involves cosmetic surgery on one of the

biggest investments you'll ever make.

In fact, I would not advise everyone to tackle the job. Some cars

A basic car stereo installa-
a re better left in the hands of a professional installer, and certain com-

tion isn't as complex a job
plicated systems in any car are no job for an amateur. But if you have

as many people think, and
a smattering of experience with wiring and are reasonably proficient

doing it yourself can moan
with saws and screwdrivers, you are probably quite capable of install -

a very substantial savings.
ing a basic system yourself.

I've chosen a Honda Accord hatchback, a Ford Escort station

wagon, and a Pontiac Fiero to demonstrate what's involved in a basic

system installation. These cars are fairly typical in the challenges they

present, both acoustically and mechanically, to the amateur installer.

Of all the cars on the road, Hondas usually present one of the

most straightforward installations.

take great delight in making

ket system, Hon

asic system. In fact, models fro

21

in Detroit, who

for you to install an after -

car to accommodate at least a
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Our twelve millionth sound system
just found a new home.

Audiovox made the very first custom in -dash radio
for audiophiles nearly 20 years ago.

Since then, we've made over twelve million custom
sound systems for automobiles. One at a time.

Today, our top -of -the -line Hi -Comp matched stereo
components produce a response so remarkable they are
wooing Mercedes owners away from the most famous
European system.

For instance, the Audiovox Hi -Comp HCC-1250
receiver/cassette being installed here is only 5" deep.
Yet it's back -lit panel displays not only frequency and
time, but all other functions just as though you had a
small personal computer at your fingertips.

You get Dolby noise reduction from the deck, plus
a music search system that permits scanning of cassette
programs in both the forward and reverse modes. And a

further refinement is the solenoid soft -touch operating
buttons usually found only on the most expensive home
cassette decks.

With enormous power and the least cluttered control
panel extant, this receiver/deck is designed for minimal
eye movement combined with all the listening satisfac-
tions of the home system.

But Audiovox hasn't stopped at sound systems in
bringing motorists the comforts of home. Whether
you're considering our new Audioter mobile cellular
phones or our electronic car security systems, Audiovox
leads the way with a host of features the competition
hasn't even considered yet. Audiovox. We've made cars
more livable for a whole generation of drivers.

Audiovox Corporation, 150 Marcus Boulevard,
Hauppauge, NY 11788. (516) 231-7750.AUDIOVOX

We make cars more livable.
Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby I.ahoraurcies. Inc
C i 4. Audimox Corp.



dash receiver and four speak-

ers, and for about $5, you can

get an adapter that enables you

to plug the front end directly
into this harness. Earlier mod-

els are also prewired, but you'll

have to splice into the harness,

and the back -speaker wires ter-

minate above the fuse box.

The photos here show an in-

stallation in an '8'2 Accord hatch-

back, but later models are al-
most identical. Front speakers
for an Accord should be 4 inches

in diameter, preferably with
low -profile grilles that will not
interfere with the window
crank. If you are replacing ex-
isting speakers, the job involves

nothing more than removing
four screws, swapping the new

speakers for the old, and then

replacing the screws. If there
are no speakers in place, the in-

stallation involves a number of

steps.

First remove the armrest (held

by two Phillips -head screws,
the window crank (carefully re-

move the spring clip from .un-

derneath with needle -nose pli-

ers), and the trim from the door

lock (unclip a small piece of plas-

tic to reveal a single Phillips -
head screw). Now remove the

door panel, starting at the bot-
tom and working up, by very
carefully prying loose the fric-
tion clips around the perimeter
of the door. Once it is removed,

mark the panel with your new

speaker template.

Lay the panel flat and cut
around the speaker outline with

a sharp carpet knife, making

Jay Taylor is a free-lance writ-
er specializing in ear audio.

A C C 0 R 0

A HONDA ACCOPC'S DIN -sized dash opening lacks mounting
clips, sn you'll need a snap -in bracket for the installation
(A -C). Pirevviring makes installing speakers in the front doors
(13, E) and shock-aitsorber towers (F -I) a simple procedure.

sure not to rip or soil the vinyl.

To create the appropriate screw

holes, use a drill or a small nail.

Pull the speaker wire through
the hole, and then reverse the

procedure to replace the panel.

Rear speakers present the

hatchback owner with two op-

tions. Round speakers up to 61/2

inches in diameter can be
mounted on top of the shock -ab-

sorber towers or, with the ap-
propriate speaker kit, 6 -by -9s

can replace the armrest/stor-
age-compartment in the rear
side panel. Unless you already

have a pair of 6 -by -9s you're dy-

ing to install, the shock tower is

the way to go. Not only does it
offer better high -frequency dis-

persion, but it's a much easier

job for the amateur installer.
Only two screws hold the plastic

top on; removing them reveals

the factory speaker leads. Use a

jigsaw or sharp utility knife to
create a mounting hole for the

speakers.

Accord four -doors can ac-

commodate a 61/2 -inch speaker

in the rear deck. Although it's
not absolutely necessary, re-
moving the back seat makes the

deck more accessible. Sound
complicated? It's not. One bolt

holds the bottom half of the seat

in place. Located in the crack be-

tween the bottom and top cush-

ions, the bolt can be removed,
permitting the seat to be tilted
forward and out. This reveals
three more bolts that hold the
seat back. Remove them and the

back can be lifted out, giving
you access to the rear deck.

A kit is a necessity for in -
dash installation in a Honda, be-

cause the opening offers noth-

ing to attach the radio to, front
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NOW YOU DON'T HAVE
TO PAYAN ARM AND

A LEG FORYOUR EARS.
Becoming an audiophile has always had its price.

We have a way of lowering it.
Introducing two of Yamaha's new high -end

separates-the M-40 power amplifier and the C-40
pre -amplifier.

Both have the highest state-of-the-art circuitry
and features. For the highest quality sound repro-
duction possible.

But at a lower price than ever before possible
from Yamaha.

For pure sound combined with pure power, the
M-40 uses our exclusive Auto Class A circuitry. It
automatically switches from pure Class A opera-
tion to Class AB when music peaks require high
power levels. So purity is never sacrificed for power.

To eliminate crossover distortion during
switching, as well as transistor non -linearity dis-
tortion, the M-40 has our unique Zero Distortion
Rule circuitry.

*Suggested USA retail prices

YAMAHA NATURAL BOUND STEREO CONTROL AMPLIFIER C-dC

YAMAHA NATURAL SOUND STEREO POWER AMPUPIER NI- 40

The C-40 uses ZDR in the phono EQ section. For
the purest phono reproduction possible.

And to effectively capture the quieter passages
that today's digital sources are capable of. the M-40
has a phenomenal 127dB S/N ratio.

The result is excep-
tionally pure and accurate
musical reproduction.
Which is in keeping with
the C -40's and M -40's Newly designed speaker terminals make

either healy-gauge audiophile cablepurpose-basic, audio- or standard-gauge cable a snap to connect.

phile-quality sound reproduction-pure and simple.
And at $350* for the C-40 and $400* for the

M-40, affordable.
So visit your Yamaha dealer. And satisfy your

ears. Without having to sacrifice any other part
of your anatomy.

YAMAHA
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, PO Box 6660. Buena P.111,

rTOWT MON D.t3

L

SPEAKERS



or rear. Although the opening is

DIN -sized (7 -by -2 inches), there

are no DIN mounting clips on
the sides. Most Honda kits use
brackets that attach to the
shafts of the radio and then clip
to the edge of the in -dash hole.
Honda kits also usually contain

instructions, which vary in qual-

ity depending on the kit manu-
facturer. In any case, once
you've made the wiring connec-

tions, do a final check of all
functions before seating the re-
ceiver in the dash.

Ford's Escort has been a
big seller since its introduction.
If you own one, you'll be happy
to know that the car is reason-
ably accommodating for a first-
time installer. It took me four
hours to finish the installation in

the '82 Escort station wagon pic-

tured here. The results were
well worth the time.

The two change trays in the

front dash are perfect for 314 -
inch speakers. Removing these
trays takes a little patience. Pry
them up at the front with a
broad, flat instrument. If you
use a screwdriver for this opera-

tion, be sure to put something
under it to prevent damage to
the dash. The trays are lodged
tightly, so be prepared for lots
of prying. Grilles for the dash,
which were included with the in-

stallation kit, snapped on once
the speakers were attached.

Rear speakers for the sta-
tion wagon may present a small
problem. Once the little storage
wells in the back side panels are

removed, again by prying them
up, 5 -by -7 speakers fit well, but

you may have a hard time find-
ing this somewhat unusual size.
I was eager to see what extra

E C 0

/ 1

IN A FORD ESCORT, nibbling away the shaft wells designed for
FORD's own radio enables you to mount your new front end
flush with the dash. Shaft nuts hold everything in place, and a
plate covers the remaining space (A -E). Change trays are re-
moved for front speakers (F, G), and back speakers mount in
the rear side panels (14-J).

effort was involved with 6 -by -9

speakers. A quick inspection re-

vealed that the speakers I had
were meant to be installed from
underneath, so the panel had to
be removed.

This wasn't difficult at all.
Removing a cotter pin from
each side releases the back seat.

This leaves about half -a -dozen
screws holding the entire side
panel in place. Also take out the

four screws that secure the
plastic trim across the back, un-
der the hatch. With the trim
gone, you'll see two more
screws that must be removed.
With all this accomplished, both

panels can be removed, and the
6 -by -9s are now a snap to install.

Make a mental note of the
screws as you disassemble
things; they vary in length, and
it speeds the reassembly pro-
cess if you know where they be-
long.

Although Ford has been
very cooperative with speaker
locations, installing the front
end poses a problem. There is a
plastic assembly in the dash
with wells designed to foil after -

market installations by making
it impossible to mount a radio
flush with the dash. Your only
option is to break it off with a
pair of pliers. Though the pro-
cess is fairly easy, do it slowly,
making sure to leave some of
the assembly in place. The radio

must catch against what's left
in order for the faceplate to hold

it securely. At the suggestion of
a dealer, I used a black metal
faceplate (Metra part 89 10 616)
designed to fit Chrysler cars to
complete the installation. It cov-
ered the entire original radio
area, and the finished product
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Spend
more time end car audio should be

judged by the number of

driving your square inch. More
buttons, more

buttons per

Lanaborght'm quality. So,
many of the
controls on

and 1
their systems put you to work

ess doing things you shouldn't have to.
Ours don't. Audia controls

b.'me fiddl.ing to let you tai-
lor superior

are designed

sound to your indi-
vidual taste. Nothing less.
Nothing more. That's why

many of our features are automatic.
Features that allow you a more
pleasurable driving experience.

Like our radio/tape switch. Push
one button to put your cassette on
hold and listen to the traffic report.
Push it again and the tape picks
up where it left off. No ejection.
No correction.

Our bass, treble, balance and
volume are all controlled with
one knob cluster. And our preset
buttons light up to indica:e which
button is programmed to the station
yoti're listening to.

Stereo/mono and local/distance

Button. Button. Who's got the
button?

Our competitors would have you
believe the quality of high

withyour
dash.

BALANCE
ON/VOL-6--

posh BASS puii TREB r
AID&DIVERSITY TUNER

eliminating human error. Not so
with mos: competitors:

How about our FM Diversity
Tuning Sys:em? Tivo separate FM
front encs and antennas detect

AUM=111111M MO

 =  =  =  =Th = Z
NOY-I

_

.m 01101.

ell

elm

and monitor multpath noise, instan-
taneously Locking onto the strongest,
cleanest signal. So you always get
optimum reception. Automatically.

Our 1Ei0 Hz Acoustic Compen-
sation Ccntrol corrects the low end
frequency "hump" caused by your
car's interior. For mid bass sounds
with natural balance and less power
drain on the amplifier. No one else
offers you this fea:ure.

The Dual -Direction Automatic
Azimuth Adjustment is an exclusive
feature of our auto -reverse decks.
It adjusts the tapenead to achieve
accurate zero azimuth in both
directions. Eliminating high fir.
quency "drop out:'

Impressed so far? Wait'll you hear
it. Let your Audia dealer give you
an ears -en "audition:' Then you can
start enjcy_ng the ultimate combi-

functions? With Audia, ration of listening and
the correct choice is driving. And stop fiid-
made for you, thereby r. ling with your dash.

CAR AUDIO PERFORMANCE

The Art of Sound in Motion.
Clarkin Corporation of America/Headquarters 5500 WAN:111ns Awnue. Lawydale. 9b260. 0131973-ILE

right 7 7
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I didn't
buy my

car stereo
backwards.
Why should you?

My car stereo dealer told me if you want clean,
clear accurate sound-choose your speakers

first. Because if the speakers can't handle
it, you won't hear it. No matter what kind of

saund your receives pulls in.

Then he told me: Jensen!'

If you want to hear it the way they played it,
choose Jensen speakers first....ensen invented

cat speakers in the first place. And they're
a leader today. Simply because they know

how to deliver the goods.

Naturally I got a Jensen receiver to go
with my Jensen speakers Geat team.

cesigned to play best together Makes sense.
Makes great sound, too. want to near

it all. With Jensen I cb.

JENSEN
\Vhen you wad Lail



looked as good as, if not better

than, the original equipment.

Squeezing a good stereo
system into the new Pontiac
Fiero is easy, even for a begin-

ner. After all, the car's design-

ers didn't leave much to the
imagination when it came to
speaker placement. In fact,
your biggest sonic decision
should be made before you buy

the car. The Fiero is equipped, in

its most economical form, with

an AM radio. My advice is to
step up to the A M /st,ereo-FM

package. What this gets you (in

addition to the radio -only front

end) is four speakers, each of
which probably cost the General

about $1. They are desirable
solely because of their place-
ment: A stereo pair is mounted

in each headrest, which pro-
vides a nice spatial quality. If
you forgo this option, the only
way you'll ever have speakers

in the headrests is to enlist pro-

fessional assistance, which is
very expensive. If you drive a
hard -enough bargain, the dealer

may even give you a few bucks

for the return of the factory ra-
dio.

Headrest speakers should

not be considered the main
speakers. For additional volume

and bass, you need dash -mount-

ed drivers. A pair of 4-by-lOs fit

nicely, the chief caution being
that if the tweeter or tweeter/
midrange assembly protrudes

too far beyond the rim of the
speaker, the factory grille will
not fit back over it.

Having selected a suitable

speaker, remove the dash
grilles by gently prying them up

with a broad, flat instrument. A

screwdriver is appropriate here,

A PONTIAC FIERO gives you enough vertical dash space to
mount an equalizer atop the front end (A, B). Dash -mounted
speakers provide volume and bass (C), while the FIERO's op-
tional headrest speakers give a nice spatial quality (13).

but take care not to damage the

dash. (Tbe friction fit of the
pegs at each corner is commend-

able; if everything from Detroit

were put together this tightly,
we'd be exporting cars to Ja-
pan.) With the grilles removed,

you can quickly replace the fac-

tory speakers.

Putting a new front end in
the Fiero's dash requires two
things you're not likely to have

lying around the house. The
first is an installation kit. The
stock radio is much taller than a

typical after -market replace-
ment, so the kit should include a

mounting bracket and a face-
plate to cover the gaps above
and below. You might also use

the extra vertical space to
mount a slim equalizer above

the front end. A good kit should

also contain installation instruc-

tions and an adapter that will
enable you to plug into the fac-

tory wiring harness (mine did).

The second unusual re-
quirement for the job is a tool to

remove the four screws that
hold the trim panel surrounding

the radio. They look like stan-
dard Phillips Screws, but closer

inspection reveals them to be
Torx screws, with six points in-
stead of four. A T-15 screwdriv-

er will remove them. The trim
panel can then be snapped out,

revealing four bolts holding the

factory radio. When you remove

the radio, a bracket supporting

it from behind will remain. Your

new front end will probably be
deeper than the factory radio,
so the bracket will have to be re-

moved. Break it off with pliers.

Now bolt in the new front end/

bracket assembly, replace the
trimplate, and you're done.
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Monitor/receivers

give you

high performance

without

the hassle.

A couple of years agc, it looked

like television's future lay il
component systems compr sing

a high -quality video monitor aril

a separate TV tuner. Reports
reaching us lately, however, la-

'

clicate that two-piece systemsI
:.. are yielding to combinirtiol-.

monitor/receivers: high-teci
versions of the traditional ono-

/"...- piece TV set.

It's easy to understan 3
why. With its built-in ampl fier,

..o.. Speakers, and TV tuner, a notk-

tor/receiver is as amenab;e 0
stand-alone operation as a tegL-

lar TV set. Yet its complement

..if inputs and outputs allows
easy integration into a complete

audio -video sr -

II I G II T E C II T
tem. Does a
monitor
ceiver sacr fict

C O M P IL ED B V F R A N K L O % a gienteUdre:::::

i

.1f°ptronpeceessrl

'orm just as well as separ...tes.

n fact, choosing between t.. re`

eeiver and separates in video (as

properly designed

It can be lik
tned to a stereo receiver, which

For a test report of the Soup
VV-25XBR (pictured here). sea

page 51.
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A SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO ALL THOSE
WHO LOVE MUSIC AND COLLECT RECORDS
THE SCHWANN RECORD & TAPE GUIDE IS NOW AVAILABLE BY

SUBSCRIPTION
12 MONTHLY ISSUES COVERING THE LATEST INFOR-
MATION ON LP RECORDS, TAPES COMPOSERS,
ARTISTS AND LABELS IN CLASSICAL, ROCK, POPU-
LAR, JAll, COUNTRY, FOLK, OPERA AND MORE!

Includes A SPECIAL DELUXE YEAR-END ISSUE
COVERING thousands of record ngs including
popular music over 2 years old, mono and
simulated stereo classical, pop, and jazz, as
well as educational, religious and special-
ized categories, and recordings on digital
Compact Discs. New releases, record and
tape price lists, and more.

 LOCATE RECORDS & TAPES
IN SECONDS

 TRACK DOWN MUSICAL WORKS IN
CONCERT AND FM

 SNATCH UP "COLLECTOR'S ITEM" RECORDINGS
 ADD TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT MUSIC,

COMPOSERS and ARTISTS-when they lived,
what they wrote or recorded...and when.

Over 25,000 listings at your fingertips and hundreds addec each month! All
subscriptions include a special year-end deluxe edition covering specialized
categories, educational, religious, pre -stereo ega and more.

HUNDREDS ADDED EACH MONTH!

Schwann Record & Tape Guide
The most comprehensive guide on recorced music ever published.

Take advantage of the special rate shown and enter your subscription today.

MIN 11111.

ABC Schwann Record & Tape Guide
Subscription Department
P.O. Box 41094
Nashville, TN 37204

NAME
;P,ease

ADDRESS

YES! Enter my subscription to the
NEW Schwann Recorc & Tape Guide for
$30.00 for one year (12 issues).

Payment is enclosed

APT

CITY STATE ZIP

Canada-$40.00 per year
All Foreign (Surface Moiq-

$45.00 per year
Alf Foreign (Air Printed Matter)

$80.00 per year.
PAYMENT (IN US. FUNDS)

MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
Allow 5-8 weeks for receipt of first copy
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IGH TECH TV

in audio) usually comes down to a question of application: If your vid-

eo system already contains two VCRs, a video switcher, and a stereo

amplifier, then a separate monitor is the logical choice. But if such
complexity is something you want to build up to slowly, your hest bet

is an all -in -one monitor/receiver.

First among the requirements of audio -conscious videophiles is

reception of multichannel TV sound. Of the 33 models in the accompa-

nying guide to large -screen monitor/receivers, 29 have either built-in

BTSC decoding circuits or a set of MPX jacks for hooking up an out-

board decoder. Today's monitor/receivers also are equipped with a

goodly number of video inputs and outputs, and as any videophile

knows, the more inputs the better. The same holds true for audio in-

puts and outputs, most of which come in pairs to accommodate stereo

videodisc players and VCRs.

All the monitor/receivers we detail here contain a modest stereo

power amp and two loudspeakers. TV manufacturers have never been

known for the excellence of their speakers, so if you're serious about

sound, you'll probably want to invest in a pair of external ones. Add-on

video speakers are shielded to prevent interference with the electron

beam in the picture tube and are sensitive enough to be driven to mod-

erate playing levels by the set's built-in amplifier. If the monitor/re-
ceiver you're interested in lacks external -speaker terminals or if
you're not satisfied with the playing levels obtainable with the built-in

amp, you'll need to add an outboard stereo amplifier. If your video

MONITOR/RECEIVERS

o.v

setup and main audio system are apart, you'd be well advised to use a

modest stereo receiver for audio amplification: Its tuner section will

enable you to receive stereo FM simulcasts.

Frankly, we are quite surprised at the number of sets that sport

RGB inputs. If you own a personal computer capable of generating an

RGB output, you'll appreciate the convenience of having a color com-

puter monitor available at home. In our experience, however, few
monitor/receivers have the resolution necessary for headache -free 80 -

column text display. Of more practical importance is the inclusion of

dual RF inputs on several models, which helps make a set truly cable -

ready. Many cable systems offer scrambled channels in addition to

their basic fare, and dual RF inputs enable you to route the direct
cable feed and the decoded signal to the set simultaneously. This lets

you maintain full use of the set's remote control, which has buttons

for choosing between RF inputs.

Another important development this year is the appearance of the

flat, square picture tube. Its squared -off corners add an inch diagonal-

ly to the screen without noticeably increasing the cabinet size. Finally,

one company-Toshiba-promises to offer a fully digital monitor/ re-

ceiver this spring. Digital TV technology is in its infancy, however,

and it is not clear exactly what additional features and benefits its

chassis will bring. The only thing that most manufacturers are willing

to say is that first -generation models will be top -of -the -line items.

Peter Dobbin
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Fisher
PC -718

Risher
NT -178

201n. 140 4/1 8 -pin 4/2 Built. in Flat, square picture tube. 5 -source switching; green -screen mode: 261/4 by 193/4 by 201/2;
sleep tuner. headphone jack: simulated stereo: external-speakei 61 lirt lbs.

terminals; 2 Wich amp

25 in. 112 2/1 No 2/1 Built-in 3 -source switching: simulated stereo: 71/2 W/ch internal amp 41 3/4 by 283/4 by 20. 81:200
169 lbs.

GE 19 in 130 2/1 No 2 / 2 MPX lack 4 source switching. dual RF IllptlIS, channel blockout. audio in level 20 , 4 by 18 , 4 by 18 14. Not

19PM-578014 control. headphone tack simulated stereo, external speaker terminals. 64 lbs avail

10 Wich amp

GE 11111 7 I N:- 7 MPX pack Same as above 74'. by ?I ' : by 201 .' NIII

25PM-5880K 8/11, ,Noll

JVC 20 in. 142 3/2 No . 3/2 No

AV -2120 11 mono)

JVC
AV -2600

25 M. 134 4/2., 4/2 No

Flat. square rectum tube. 4 source switching 'Ma control; sleep
ulna, on -screen channel/time display: headphone jack. external.
speaker terminals: 5 W/ch amp

21 1/4 by 193/4 by 191/4; $900
69 lbs.

4 -source switching: high contrast filter si.vech. text -sharpness control; 26 1/4 by 24 by 21; 91,100

external -speaker temunals. 5 Whit amp 101 1/4 lbs.

Magnavox 19 in. 134 2/3 No 2 / 3 MPX jack 2 -source switching. 3.58 MHz color trap. dual RI inputs. I day/1 20 114 by 18112 by 1834;$700

RD-4258SL event timer, video -in level control. headphone lack. simulated stereo; 62 lbs.

external -speaker terminals. 5 W/dr amp

Magnavox 25 n. 134 2/3 No

RD-4502SL

MPX lack Same as ahnyd 251'4 by 25 , 4 by 70 3900
110

Mitsubishi 20 in. 139
CS -2061R

1/1 Bull in Flat, square picture tube, 2 -source swearing. dual RE inputs: steep 19 by 201/4 by 191/4. $820
annulated stereo: on-saeen Etanneitime display; external- 72 lbs.

speaker terminals: 3 W/ch amp

Medwed Auy,nmdly Shoot° input pans (unless °chemise Iwtndl ' Illuhves Se, 11.1 A1111111 (SAP),tothrqual ,40..1,41,turs MP% ,ck Our& u1 ,Iptiondl ,leteu L. All monitor /raceme's have picture-adiustmant and

1183/170b1A/tallawcontrols and a vinelass remote Ilmtettstotts m ;miles yodth by 11.011 try depth
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 OFF/VOL push:BAL 
o THE push:BASS 

Not for the meek 

There are some 
people who simply 

can't appreciate all 
that Sanyo's new 

FT -E25 car stereo 
system has to offer. 

With 2 or 3 

times the power of 
most car stereos, 
and hardly a trace 

of distortion, 
Sanyo gives auto- 

motive sound the 

SANYO 

REV 

METAL 

A 

V 

REIN F F PL/EJ FADER 0 
El El 

SCAN I. MTh MEMO I 41111 

,M 
2 I] 3 

LAUD DO IXIB/C AMSS ST.BY ST/MO 

clarity and "sock" 
it's always lacked. 
Of course, you get 

bass, treble, and 
loudness controls 

-plus a built-tn 
fader to make the 
most of 4 -speaker 

installations. 
Our digital elec- 
troni( tuning and 

sophisticated FM 
Optimizer system 

deliver superb 

stereo reception 
without fading or 
"picket fencing': 

And 1)esicles Dolby 
B*, it has super - 

advanced Dolby 
C' noise reduction 
to keep tape hiss 

6 

FM/AM DX, Lo 

Fortunately, 
we've made it easy 

to use-with autD 
reverse, automatic 

tape and radio 
search, human en- 

gineered controls, 
and clever illumi- 

nation that elimi- 
nates fumbling 

in the dark. 

TUNING 

A Sanyo auto 
sound dealer will 

challenge all your 
preconceived ideas 

by Jutting the FT - 
E25 (or one of our 

other new master- 
pieces) through its 

paces. 
Warning: Sanyo 

car stereo defi- 
nitely separates the 

men from the 
meek. 

SANYO The modern art of electronics. 
(0 Sanyo 19M 

TM Dolby Laboratories 
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YOU CA EE AND HEAR

When you're this good, you put your warranties
where your mouth is. That's why, overall,

itachi probably has the finest limited warr
protection ever offered in home electrcirli

products. Products that perform so well, you
may never get a chance to see how good our

warranties really are.

Co)

7)

41C-11°

4L1-77.'

41-7-11)

HITACHI
A World Leader in Technology

41C10

(mow U

NEW COMPACT DIGITAL AUDIO DISC PLAYER
Hitachi leads the way in compact disc performance with Laser
Life. a two-year limited parts warranty, twice as long as our
major competition. Introducing the DA -600. Three spot laser
pick-up servo system: wireless remote control that reads.
selects. repeats. skips and scans: memory programming for
up to 15 selections: slim -line, front load design.

NEW 5 + 2 HEAD HI -Fl VCR
With Adjustomatic, a limited warranty superior to indus-

try standards, the exceptional VT -89A VCR from
Hitachi has brought hi-fi technology to video sound.
Sound finer than any turntable or conventional tape

deck... far superior to ordinary VCRs, it's sound you have
to see to believe. Five video heads. two audio heads,

cable ready, with a computer brain that guides you
through every program function. Each step is displayed

on your TV screen.

AMMO.

401 W. Artesia Blvd.. Compton, CA 90220. (213) 537-8383

10:33
CH .7.

r.

NEW SIGNAL TRACKER COMPONENT TV
Ba:ked by Hitachi's incomparable 10i21 limited war-

ranty, this state-of-the-art 20" diagonal flat square tJbe
receiver/monitor integrates all your home entertain-

ment functions. VCR, VideoDisc Player, stereo sys
video games. home computer and total TV rece

Enjoy more on -screen picture and less disto
And only Hitachi has Signal Tracker control, our most
advanced color control system ever. With the handy

wireless remote control and wood cabinetry you get ease
of operation, great sound and quality good looks.

Simulated TV picture



HIGH TECH TV
MONITOR/RECEIVERS

JP- .54 0.54. fr . 44:"?'.1' 0 4 F3 F33 ..) 0 4, , 4/
eb ." oe ,4 S.

4X 4, .0 0'
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NEC 19 in 134 2/3 Nu
CI 1901A

MP< lad

NEC 20 in 142 2/2 No 1;2 Rid In
CT 2020A

3-source switching. oual RF inputs, 3 58 MH: color trap 1 day '1 2014 by 18 17/by 183/4; $700
event timer. sleep tuner simulated stereo: headphone jack. external 53 lbs.
speaker tern -mats. 5 fildr amp

Flat. square picture tube. 3 -source swilchrir). dual RF inputs. sleep 20 314 by 19 by 1944; 0780
timer, on sueen charnel/time display: headphone rack external 57 114 lbs
speaker terminals. 5 Al/ch amp

NEC 25 in 134 2,2 No 2./2 MPS lack Same as NEC CT 19014
CI -2501A

25114 by 23 114 by 201/2; $850
90 lbs.

Panasonic 20 in 139 3/3 20 pin 25 3/3 MPX rack Flat. smote picture tube, 4 snore switching. dual RF inputs, Oil 19 ;4 by 19 by 20 1 4, 51.000
CIF 70750 11 lack saeen channel:time 'function display. sleep toner, simulated stereo, 66 lbs.

(analog, external speaker terminals. 8 W/ch amp 1-V 'VCR [emote control
8 cola)

Panasonic Same as above, but with built in stereo decoder $1.100
CIF 7077H

Panasonic 25 in 139 3/3 20 pin & 3/3 MPX lack Same as above, but with conventional picture tube 251 2 by 223/4 by 21; 81,100
CTF 517914 11 -lack 106 lbs

(analog.

H 1-011)I

Proton 19 71, I No 2 1 MPX rack 4 source watching. dual RI inputs adplone rack. 2 , 2W/di amp 21 1/4 by 193/4 by 19314; $700
619-3 611"2

Proton 19 in 12/ 2 I No 7;2 MPX rad Same as above 271/7 by 181/2 by 2003; 3850
619 79 lbs.

Quasar 10 in 139 3,3 9 01, .), 3 Both m Flat. sgitare per non, Tilile 1.1 SCAM.' swasterig. dual FIF inputs. sleep 20 I,2 by 1914 by 2014, 01.0130
TT 6798407 21 VW hill., ran screen channel 'tone display. headphone pack: external 68114 Pas.

speaker ieunrnals. 8 With amp

Quasar Sane as above. but without stereo decoding $950
TT 67990W

Quasar 15 in 139 3/3 No 3/3 Bolt rn 5 source swturneng. dual RF inputs. sleep rimer on screen channel/ 251,4 by 233/4 by 203/4: 51,100
I T 9908XS time display; external-speakef terminals. 8 W/ch amp 85 lbs

Quasar Same as above, but in console with limper speakers $1.450
11 9980XW

Quasar 26 rn 139 3/3 Nn 3/3 Butt in Flat, square pictuie tube. 5 -source switching. dual RF moots. sleep 26 114 by 231/2 by 20. 51,250
11 9909XS timer. on screen channel/time display. external speaker terminals, 90 lbs

8 WIcb atop

RCA 25 m 127 2/0 No 2'0 Ruth in Full NTSC color reproduction. 3 source %%Aching. on screen rnannel/ 28 by 32 by 18 , 2. 01,050
GEC 2040 time display TV/VCR remote control 130 lbs.
(console)

RCA 25 in 127 4/3 Tied 4i4 FILM In Full NTSC color reproduction. 4 source swishing. on sr/ern channel/ 251/4 by 21 374 by 183,4; 91,100
Fl/C 2012 (digital. nnw., display. external speaker terminals 1-,/ NCH !emote control 98 lbs
(tabletop/ 8 -color)

RCA 25 in. 127 4/3 7 -lack 4/4 Built In Full NTSC c Tor mooduction. 4 source ph -aching. on screen ch.-emelt 38 by 351/7 by 21. $1,560
GEC -2080 (digital, time display; oaten il speaker !emends. TV /VCR remote control, 225 lbs
(console) 8 -cola) equipnlent shell

Sharp 20 In 142 2,0 8 pill 2 magi, 0 Mi'X lack Flat. square picture tube. 4 source switching. sleep timer on sire.] 2034 by 19 1 4 by 20, S/1,/i
70.1 ..811 chmnel 'time nook' display mono arm 681: lhs

Sony 20 in. 125 3/2 34 -pin 3/2 HIM rri Fine pitch Mrcmblack sceeea color trommature (urinals, detadiable 20 by 1117 by 18 6900
KV 200611 analog flat diaphragm speakers an screen eigirewl7function display senukast weight not svail

digital swirching. 5 W/ch amp

Sony 25 in 125 3/2 34 pin 312 Ruth in Same as above 25 try 21 , 2 by 183/4; 31.200
KV 25XBR .1.110(j 108 lbs

digital

Sylvania 19 in 134 2.3 No 1 3 Mf'k eel 2 sou., .,,,,tomki dual R1 Inputs 3 58 MI)/ cola bap, I ,la, 1 20 by 181,4 by 13 4660
HX'. ISISL event tuner. video m level control. headphone lack srnulated stereo, 60 lbs.

external speaker terminals. 5 Wich amp

Sylvania 25 m 134 2/3 No 213 MPX Fick Same as dove
Hle (17S1

2514 by 251/4 by 2014.5890
103 lbs

Toshiba 20 in 133 3/1 8 pit 3/2 MP% lark Flat, square picture tube. 4 source switch rm. headphone rack 193,4 by 18 by 101/21 01,1)00
Cl 2074 smulated stereo. edema' speaker !emends. 10 With amp 55 , 4 lbs

Toshiba 20 rn 133 321 8 pin 3/2 Bulb m Flat, square picture tube. 4 -source switcheng, headplone rack. 19 34 by 18 by 101,2; 01.050
CZ 2084 external -speaker te mina's, 10 With amp 55 1 4 lbs

Toshiba 20 in 134 3/1 8 pm, 3/2 Na avail Digital thassis with saeen within screen viewing. fl..t. SCIllale picture Not avail $1,200
CZ -2094 /1 pin tube. 4 -source swrching. Ireadphone mck. emernal,speakte teerenals,

10 Wich amp

1. .../ Stereo Input priors [unless otherwise noledl Imitates Second Audio Rogow/ (SAP, lahrepr./l art' M,. P. ... ;ao h t All 11/0111101 rlvers have polue adlostment and
bas. treble balance controls and a winless ,emote Dontorsrons on males ventth helcht by depth RCA ollets an eatenseve Iwo ol moniteti receivers ol wheel. the mode s IN, clan are rentesentanteece
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PIONEER CLD-900

CD/VIDEODISC

PLAYER

Report preparation supervised by Michael Riggs,

Peter Dobbin, Robert Long, and Edward J. Foster.

Laboratory data (unless otherwise indicated) is

supplied by Diversified Science Laboratories.

Main features: playback of both

Compact Discs and optical video-

discs (Laserdiscs) digital audio

playback from Laserdiscs with PCM-

encoded soundtracks, switchable

CX noise reduction for analog Laser -

disc soundtracks, computer I/O port

(8 -pin DIN socket), and wireless re-

mote control. Dimensions: 16 t/2 by

6 3/4 inches (front) 16 3/4 inches

deep plus clearance for connections.

Price: $1,200. Warranty: "limited,"

two years parts and abor. Manufac-

turer: Pioneer Electronic Corp., Ja-

pan; U.S. distributor Pioneer Video,

Inc., 200 W. Grand Ave., Montvale,

N.J. 01645.

Although the Compact Disc is the

most prominent application of Phil

ips's laser -read disc storage technolo-

gy, it is not the first. That honor

belongs to the optical videodisc-or

Laserdisc, as it usually is called. De-

spite an oft -expressed opinion within

the industry that nobody wants any-

thing videoish that doesn't record

(unless it's a television set), F toneer

has forged ahead, supplying both

players and discs and making z profit

at it. True, the Laserdisc has not had

the impact on video that the Cc mpact

Disc has had on audio, but success is

success-a point sharpened by the

failure of RCA's competing CED vid-

eodisc system.

The reasons behind the contrast-

ing fates of these two basically similar

products are complex, but we 'ike to

think that one of them is quality.

2
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Laserdiscs are capable of video repro-

duction superior to that of anything

else now available except a good

broadcast, whereas CEO performance

fell closer to what one could get from

a VCR. In this we find a clear parallel

to the Compact Disc, whose star turns

are sound quality and convenience;

never mind that you can't record on

one.

What could be more natural,

then, than a marriage of the two

formats: Laserdisc and Compact Disc

accommodated by a single player,

read by a common laser. And thus we

come to the Pioneer CLD-900, the

world's first combination optical disc

player. Pressing EJEC1 on the front

panel or on the elaborate wireless

remote control releases a disc loading

drawer, which then pops out far

enough for you to pull it the rest of the

way. Inside are three concentric rings:

the inner one for CDs, the middle one

for 8 -inch Laserdiscs, and the outer

one for full-size 12 -inch Laserdiscs.

When you push the drawer

closed, the CLD -900 senses the type

of disc you have loaded and responds

accordingly. Because of the different

physical characteristics and playback

requirements of CDs and Laserdiscs,

the player includes two complete disc

clamping systems and drive motors,

which must be precisely positioned

relative to the disc. This is achieved

by means of what Pioneer calls a

"swing mechanism." driven by a third

microprocessor -controlled motor. We

suspect that all these extra motors are

responsible for the CLD-900's

weight (about 35 pounds, according

to the manufacturer), which is signifi -

candy greater than that of any other

CD or videodisc player we have used.

Otherwise, the CLD-900's guts

seem to be a fairly straightforward

melding of Pioneer's latest Laserdisc

and CD playback technology. For ex-

ample, the company says that the

video circuitry uses the same LSIs

(large-scale integrated circuits) as the

LD-700 Laserdisc player and a very

similar diode -laser pickup. The whole

is greater than the sum of the parts,

however. A "tilt servo" designed to

improve tracking of warped Laser -

discs is said also to benefit perfor-

mance with CDs, and the circuitry

required for Compact Disc playback

also makes possible reproduction of

digital soundtracks on Laserdiscs a

capability unique to the CLD -900 at

present.

In recognition of the player's

dual role, Pioneer has provided two

pairs of pin -lack audio outputs. A

gold-plated set, intended for connec-

tion to an audio system, carries sig-

nals from both Laserdiscs and CDs.

The other pair carries only analog

Laserdisc output and presumably is

intended for connection to the audio

inputs of a monitor. This is an exceed-

ingly logical accommodation for those

with separate audio and video sys-

tems but who nonetheless want to

use the CLD-900 in both its capaci-

ties.

Another pin lack delivers a com-

posite video signal to monitors having

direct video inputs or to a VCR.

Naturally, there also is a standard RF

output, terminated with an F connec-

tor, carrying an audio -video signal

modulated onto either Channel 3 or 4,

depending on the setting of a nearby

slide switch. Both audio and video

quality are somewhat inferior when

this connection is used, but it is

necessary for feeding conventional

television receivers lacking direct in-

puts. Another F connector is povided

for attaching an antenna or cable feed,

which can be substituted for the

Laserdisc output at the touch of a

button on the front panel-again, a

convenience for those whose sets do

not have direct inputs.

Below this button is an indicator

that lights when you select the anten-

na input. Directly to the right is a

similar button/indicator pair for CX

noise reduction. Current Laserdiscs

trigger the player's CX circuits (and

the indicator light) automatically, but

the button is still needed to obtain the

best possible sound from early CX-

encoded Laserdiscs.

Continuing the row are left- and

right -channel audio output indicators

and an extended-play light. (Despite

its similarity to the two left-hand

buttons, the panel above these lamps

serves only to identify them.) The

former is useful when you are playing

OR T P 0 I, I C Y

Equipment reports are based or laboratory measurements and controlled listening tests.

Unless otherwise noted, test data and measurements are obtained by Diversified Science

Laboratories. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY.

Samples normally are supplied on loan from the manufacturer Manufacturers are not

permitted to read reports in advance of publication. and no report or portion thereof may be

reproduced for any purpose or in any form without written permission of the publisher All

reports should be construed as applying to the specific samples tested. Mimi Flown, and

Diversified Science Laboratories assume no responsibility for product performance or quality

CLD-900 remote -control handset
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TEST E 0 T S

RF OUTPUT

SELECT.

(TV/DISC)

AC POWER

COMPACT DISC PLAYBACK

All data obtained using the Sony YEDS-7. Technics SHCD001 Philips

410 055 2 and Prn 410 056 7 lest discs

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

DB -- -
0

-5
OLII4111

HZ 20 50 100

L ch

R ch

DE -EMPHASIS ERROR

200 500 1K 2K 514 10K 2014

+ 1/4, - 3/4 dB. 20 Hz to 20 kHz

+ I/4. -1 dB. 20 Hz to 20 kHz

left channel

right channel

4 - 3/4 dB. 1 to 16 kHz

-1 dB. 1 to 16 kHz

CHANNEL SEPARATION (at 1 kHz)

CHANNEL BALANCE (at 1 kHz)

98 I/2 dB

± < I/4 dB

S/N RATIO (re 0 dB; A -weighted)

without de -emphasis

with de -emphasis

94 5/4 dB

99 1 4 dB

HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD. N; 40 Hz to 20 kHz)

atOdB
at -24 d8

IN DISTORTION (70 -Hz difference frequency.
300 Hz to 20 kHz)

0 045%

0 to -20 dB

at -30 dB

UNEARITY (NI Idlz)

0 to -70 dB
at -80 dB
at -90 dB

no measurable error

+ 1/2 dB

+4 dB

TRACKING & ERROR CORRECTION

001%

0017%

a Laserdisc having separate sound-

tracks on the two channels, to mdi

cate which has been selected. The

latter comes on when a CLV (constant

linear velocity) Laserdisc is being

played. Such discs can run for up to an

hour-twice as long as CAV (con -

HEADPHONES

HEADPHONE LEVEL ADJUST

maximum signal -layer gap

maximum surface obstruction

simulated -fingerprint test

> 900 ).cm

> 800 izm

Pass

present) and analog -only playback

from the disc's AFM (audio frequency

modulation) track. We can't imagine,

however, why one would want the

latter option, unless the disc were to

have different material on the two

soundtracks, which seems unlikely

slant angular velocity) discs --but do

not permit some of the special ef-

fects, such as still -frame, that are

available with CAV issues. As with

the antenna and CX indicators, these

do not apply to Compact Disc play-

back.

The rest cr the display panel

supplies information for both formats,

including the chapter or track number

being played (foi Laserdisc and CD,

respectively), whether the audio out-

put is digital, whether PlAY or PAUSE

has been activated, and the status of

the repeat function. Using the remote,

you can set the CLD 900 to repeat a

single track on a CD or a section

between any two points on a CD or

Laserdisc Or you can set a front panel

switch for automatic repeat of an

entire disc.

Next to this repeat switch is a

similar one for choosing between

automatic selection of the digital

soundtrack on a Laserdisc (if one is

discs), and elapsed time (on CLV

discs) The scan and random-access

functions work similarly to the way

they do for CDs, with chapters substi-

tuting for tracks and (on CAV discs)

frames for index points. You ;:annot

call up specific frames on a CLV disc,

VIDEO AUDIO MODE
(AUTO/ANALOG-ONLY)

REPEAT (ON/OFF)

given the need to maintain compati-

bility with existing AFM-only players.

With the exceptions noted

above, all of the CLD-900's functions

are controlled exclusively from the

remote handset, which also dupli-

cates the front panel's play and elect

buttons. The versatility is remarkable.

Aside from programmability (Pio-

neer's only significant omission), the

remote provides lust about any CD

playback option you could want, in-

cluding high-speed scan in either di-

rection, track -skipping in either direc-

tion, and random access by track and

index number. You can even use your

monitor to display the track and index

numbers for the selection in progress

and the elapsed time, plus either the

time remaining on the disc or the total

playing time and number of tracks on

the disc.

In Laserdisc playback, the dis-

play option shows chapter (on discs

that have them), frame (on CAV

CX NOISE

REDUCTION

(ON/OFF)

but you can search by elapsed time-

something you can't do on a CAV

Laserdisc or a CD (at least with any

player we've seen so far). A set of

three buttons enables you to choose

stereo, left -channel, or right -channel

audio.

Several functions are specific to

CAV discs: still -frame, frame -step-

ping in either direction, playback at

three times normal speed in either

direction, and variable -speed play-

back in either direction. (In all of these

modes, the player mutes the audio.)

The last of these, which Pioneer calls

multispeed playback, is particularly

interesting. With it, you can vary the

speed in nine steps, from as slow as

one frame every three seconds to as

fast as three times normal.

Diversified Science Laboratories'

measurements show the CLD-900's

performance to be as impressive as its

features, Although CD playback re-

sponse is not quite as flat as we are
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used to seeing, the errors (a tiny rise

at the very bottom of the audio band

and a gentle droop in the top octave)

are minuscule compared to those rou-

tinely produced by tape decks, loud-

speakers, and phono cartridges. Cer-

tainly they are small enough to be

inoffensive, and we frankly doubt that

they're even audible on most (if not

all) material.

The CLD-900's strongest suits

are low distortion and superb tracking

ability. In both respects, it is among

the finest models we have tested.

Linearity at low signal levels also is

exceptionally good, and the figures for

channel balance, separation, and sig-

nal-to-noise (S/N) ratio are all in the

champion class. We are also pleased

to note that !Tieouritt levels

are moderately high and its output

impedances quite low, so it should

mate well with other components

almost regardless of their input im-

pedances and the lengths of the con

netting cables. However, the head-

phone output level shown in our data

column is into an open circuit with the

volume control all the way up. Into an

EIA-standard 50 -ohm load, the out-

put is a more reasonable 1.48 volts,

which is completely adequate.

DSL performed Laserdisc play-

back measurements with the cnly test

disc available: Pioneer's own F-2. All

of its audio test signals are AFM.

(Presumably the audio performance

on digital Laserdtsc soundtracks is

comparable to that obtained with

Compact Discs.) Unfortunately, no

frequency response or separation

sweeps are included, and the lab

could not obtain reliable noise mea-

surements with the CX system en-

gaged. Even so, the S/N figures are

quite good comparable to what you

can get from a good audio cassette

deck with Dolby B. And CX should

improve matters by at least 15 dB,

whichis up in Beta -and VHS Hi-Fi-

range. Distortion is reasonably low, if

not world-beating.

More interesting are the video

measurements, particularly for fre-

quency response. Although the multi -

burst frequencies are slightly different

from the ones we normally use, it is

clear that the CLD-90C's perfor-

mance here is far better thar that of

any consumer videocassette recorder.

ABOUT THE dBW
We currently are expressing power in terms of dBW meaning
power in dB with a reference 10 dBW) of 1 watt The conversion
table will enable you to use the advantages of dBW in comparing
these products to others for which you have no dOW figures

WATTS dBW

0

WATTS

32

dBW

151.0

1.25 1 40 16

1.6 2 50 17

2.0 3 63 18

2.5 4 80 19

3.2 5 100 20

4.0 6 125 21

5.0 7 160 22

6.3 8 200 23

8.0 9 250 24

10.0 10 320 25

12.5 11 400 26

16.0 12 500 27

20.0 13 630 28

25.0 14 800 29

It delivers at least 1.5 MHz more

usable bandwidth, corresponding to a

horizontal -resolution advantage of

approximately 120 lines. Only broad

cast is benw, and by a margin that

will be lost on all but the best TV

tuners and monitors. Indeed, few

conventional television sets can dis-

play details as fine as this player can

deliver

In other respects, the CLD-

900's video performance ranges from

good to excellent. Curiously, the chro-

ma differential gain is mainly at the

low end of the luminance scale, mdi

sating some oss of color saturation in

dark scenes-the reverse of what

we usually encounter. It is toe small

to be of much consequence, however.

-The chruma phase (hue) ant- tevet -

(color saturation) errors are modest

and easily correctable at a monitor's

color and tint controls.

The CLD-900 is a pleasure to

use. Part of the reason is the com-

pleteness of the feature comp ement

on the remote control, but the repro-

duction quality also plays a major role.

Image sharpness and color rendition

are first-rate, and though most discs

generate occasional flecks of snow,

video noise is significantly lower than

we typically see from VCRs. This is

most notable in colored backgrounds,

which do not have the mottled char-

acter usually apparent on tape. As for

the sound, the numbers speak for

themselves.

Perhaps the most exciting aspect

of the CLD-900 is the door it opens to

the future, with its ability to play back

digital soundtracks on videodiscs and

its back -panel I 0 (input! output)

port for connection to a computer.

Pioneer is vague about the uses to

which the latter might be put, but we

can think of two: One is for nassive

ROM (read-only memory) discs, con-

taining billions of bytes of data: the

other is for computer -aided access to

interactive or photo -archive discs.

Who knows what other applications

may emerge.

MAXIMUM OUTPUT I EVEL

line output

headphone output

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

2 53 ohs

9.77 volts'

line output

headphone output

SQUARE -WAVE RESPONSE (1 khz)

435 ohms

140 ohms

IMPULSE RESPONSE

VIDEODISC PLAYBACK

AS data obtained using the Pioneer F 2 test disc

AUDIO S/N RATIO IA -weighted, CX off; 100% noadelation)

best tau 62 dB

worst case 59 dB

HARMONIC DISTORTION I THO at 1 kHz; 100% modulation)

IM DISTORTION and 10 kHZ) 12%

AUDIO OUTPUT LEVEL at 100.. modulation) 0 62 volt

VIDEO FREQUENCY RESPONSE

at 500 kHz

at 125 MHz

at 2.0 MHz

at 3.0 MHz

- 1/2 dB

- 1 1/2 5/3

-2 dB

-4 3/4 dB

at 3.58 MHz

at 41 MHz

LUMINANCE LEVEL

-6 1/7 dB

-9 dB

6% high

GRAY -SCALE NONLINEARITY =10%

CHROMA LEVEL 61

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL GAIN

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL PHASE

MEDIAN CHROMA PHASE ERROR

See 'err
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FM TUNER SECTION

STEREO RESPONSE & CHANNEL SEPARATION

DB
0

-5
- 10

)15

20

- 25
Xi
35

40

HZ 20 50 100 200

FY0017 FV411184

500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K

- Ea
R cb

Channel separation

+ 0. - 314 dB. 20 Hz to 15 kHz

+ 0. -1 dB. 20 Hz to 15 kHz

? 35 dB. 20 Hz to 15 kHz.

- 10 dB 20 Hz to 10 kHz

FM SENSITIVITY & QUIETING

08

10

-20

30

40

so

60

mom

913F 0 10 20 30 40 50 93 70 90 90 100

ste eo quieting (noise)

- - - - mono quieting (noise)

Stereo sensitivity (for 50 -dB noise suppression)

39 al at 98 MHz, with 0 52% 1110 N

137 I tz dBI at 90 MHz < 37 1/1 d131 at 106 MHz)

Mono sensitivity (for 50 -dB noise suppression)

15 1 7 dBf at 98 MHz

Muting threshold adjustable. 28 1,4 to 50 314 dOt

Stereo threshold 37 112 dBl

Stereo S/N ratio fat 65 dB() 68 3/4 dB

Mono S/N ratio fat 65 dit) 74 ,J4 dB

CAPTURE RATIO I dB

SELECTIVITY

alternate -channel

adjacent -channel

HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD. N)

49 dB

5 Itit dB

stereo

at 100 Hz

at 1 kHz 021%

at 6 kHz 0 28%

STEREO PILOT INTERMODULATION

mono

0 13%

009%

031%

013%

IM DISTORTION (mono)

AM SUPPRESSOR

PILOT (19 kHz( SUPPRESSION

SUBCARRIER (38 kHz) SUPPRESSION

0 87%

50 dB

52 dB

> 90 dB

AMPLIFIER SECTION

RATED POWER a AIM 160 watts) channel

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at 1 kHz; both channels driven)

8 -ohm load 19 48W (80 watts)1 channel

4 -ohm load 21 dBW (125 watts)/ channel

HARMAN KARDON

HK -690i

RECEIVER

Dimensions: 171/2 by 5 inches (front

panel), 12 5/2 inches deep plus clear-

ance for controls and connections. AC

convenience outlets: two switched

(160 watts max. total), one un-

switched (200 watts max.). Price:

5675. Warranty: "limited,- two years

parts and labor. Manufacturer: made

in Japan for Harman Harden, Inc., 240

Crossways Park W., Woodbury, N.Y.

11797.

Although quite a few manufacturers

make both receivers and separates

(that is, amps, preamps, and tuners),

few cut as unswervingly from the

same cloth as does Harman Kardon.

This practice was brought home to us

most recently when we examined

Diversified Science Laboratories'

measurements on the amplifier sec-

tion of the company's flagship receiv-

er, the HK -690i. Resemblances to its

superb HK -870 power amplifier (test

report, December 1984) were imme-

diately apparent.

For example, not many receivers

even come close to the bandwidth of

the 690i, whose "3 -dB down"

points are below 10 Hz (presumably

well below, this being the lower limit

of our response testing) and at 157

kHi. Similarly, the data betray no hint

of the usual infrasonic rolloff inherent

in typical phono preamps, and the

switchable infrasonic filter is both

unusually low in turnover frequency

and fairly gentle in slope. This last

characteristic, though desirable if you

are adamant (as H / K has always

been) that phase shift should be

minimized within the operating pass -

band, admits more "warp informa-

tion" from your records than most

designs, putting a premium on the

exactitude of your arm/cartridge

match.

As in the 870 and its other

present designs, Harman Kardon has

followed the precepts of Dr. Matti

Otala in using only a moderate degree

of negative feedback. This is said to

reduce the risk of transient intermod-

ulation and certain other subtle forms

of distortion. Otala's recent work has

focused on the current demanded by

actual loudspeakers, as opposed to

the simple resistors customarily used

in testing amplifiers. His findings con-

firm what others have often suggest-

ed: Instantaneous current require-

ments are much greater than you

might suppose if clean sound is to be

maintained on material composed

mainly of transients, such as music.

Thus, the 690i's amplifier is designed

to deliver more current than is typical

for a receiver in its power -rating class

(60 watts per channel into 8 ohms),

yielding the equivalent of 140 watts

into 4 ohms on the simulated musical

dynamics of DSL's dynamic power

test and 170 watts into 2 ohms.

Because of current limiting, many

amps actually deliver less power into

2 ohms than into 4 or can't safely be

used to drive a 2 -ohm load at all.

TONEARM/CARTRIDGE
MATCHING GRAPH

By means of this nomograph. you can quickly and easily deter-
mine the t ompanbilny of any cartridge and tonearm we have test-
ed. Ideally., the arm/cartridge resonance frequency (indicated by
the diagonal lines) should fall at 10 Hz. but anywhere between 8
and 12 Hz will assure good warp tracking and accurate bass re-
sponse. (It is usually okay to let the resonance rise as high as 15
Hz. although we don't normally recommend this.)

Begin by looking up the weight and dynamic compliance
shown in the cartridge report and the effective mass listed in the
turntable or tonearm report. Add the weight of the cartridge to
the effective mass of the tonearm to get the total effective mass.
Then find the point on the graph where the vertical line for the
total effective mass intersects the horizontal line for the car
fridge's dynamic compliance For a good match, this point should
fall in the white region, between the 8- and 12 -Hz diagonal lines

When necessary, you can back -figure compliances and ef-
fective masses for cartridges and tonearms tested before we be-
gan reporing these figures directly (in January 1983) For car-

tridges, look up the vertical resonance frequency (measured in
the SW 3009 Series II Improved tonearm) and the cartridge's
weight. Add 15 grams (the SME s effective mass) to the cartridge
weight to get the total effective mass. Then find the intersection
of the vertical line representing that mass with the diagonal line
representing the measured resonance frequency. Now you can
read oft the compliance from the horizontal line passing through
the point of intersection.

For )onearms, look up the vertical resonance frequency as
measured with the Shure V-15 Type III cartridge. Find the inter-
section of the diagonal line for that frequency with the horizontal
line representing the Shure's dynamic compliance of 22.5. 106
cm/dyne. Reading down the vertical line on which the point of
intersection lies will give you the total effective mass of the arm
with the Shure V-15 Type III mounted in it. Then subtract 6.3
grams (the weight of the V-15 Type III) to get the tonearm's effec'
tive mass.

Because of differences in measurement techniques, manu-
facturers' specifications for compliance and effective mass often
differ from our findings and may therefore yield inconsistent re-
sults if used with this graph.

RESONANCE FREQUENCY IN H/
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The preamplifier section is fairly

standard except in two respects: the

inclusion of a moving -coil head amp in

the phono stage and of switchable

turnover frequencies for the tone con-

trols. The BASS shelves at about 113

dB at the very bottom of the audio

INFRASONIC FILTER (ON/OFF)

TAPE COPY (1111. 2/OFF)

SPEAKERS

ON, OFF (A B)

TREBLE TURNOVER

(2/6 KHZ)

TONE ON/OFF

usually easy.

The tuner section, wh ch also

measures well, can memorize eight

stations on each band and has sepa-

rate switches for mono, high blend,

and muting defeat. If you live in a

fringe reception area for FM-or like

BASS TURNOVER

(200/400 HZ I

AC POWER

HEADPHONES

711' it i
11'
I

evenly spaced (that is, roughly 9 dBf

apart). This gives you more informa-

tion to help in orienting rotatable

antennas than many other receivers

do, though the steps are too wide to

permit really fine discrimination. The

tuning itself proceeds in full -channel

I

LOUDNESS (ON/OFF)

PHONO MODE(MC/MMI

FM MODE (STEREO/MONO)

i

3 #N A nnn rnr-1
TONE ADJUST (BASS, TREBLE)

BALANCE ADJUST

range when the turnover is set to 400

Hz and lust below the audio range at

the 200 -Hz setting. The curves sug-

gest that the TREBLE shelves at similar

maximum cut and boost values, but

beyond 20 kHz even at the lower

(nominally 2 -kHz) turnover Unfortu-

nately, the control's effect at this

position reaches far down into the

midrange, below 500 Hz, even at

moderate settings. Otherwise, the

actions of both controls are quite

mannerly, and the turnover options

are genuinely useful in some situa-

tions.

The loudness compensation

shelves below 100 Hz at about . 9

dB with iespect to 1 -kHz response

and also introduces a rise in the high

treble to about r 5 dB at 20 kHz. The

effect diminishes as the volume is

raised above DSL's reference level for

this test but does not increase as the

volume is turned down. If you don't

like H / K's choices in this respect (we

do, though we consider it a matter of

personal taste), the tone -control op

tions make LOUDNESS touch-ups un-

MONITOR (TAPE 1/TAPE 2/SOURCE)

SOURCE SELECT. (PHONO/FM/AM/AUX)

 aa3

seeking out stations beyond your im-

mediate area --these options will

help you get Isstenable results from

weak signals.

Also a big help-and quite un-

usual in today's receivers-is a mut-

ing threshold adjustment on the back

panel. At Its highest setting (503/4

dBf), It will exclude all stereo stations

that aren't strong enough to achieve

more than about 60 dB of quieting; at

the other extreme (28 1/4 dBf ), it will

admit stations much too weak to

cross the stereo threshold but still

capable of 60 -dB quieting in mono.

So within reason, you can be as

snobbish or as forgiving as you choose

in determining what signal quality

shall be permitted sonic entry. Anoth-

er rare and welcome nicety is the

back -panel F connector for direct

plug-in of 75 ohm coaxial FM anten-

na leads. A snap -on loop antenna is

supplied for AM.

There is a tuning -meter- of

sorts: an array of five LEDs that trigger

at signal strengths between 14 and

58 Mt at intervals that are fairly

   
MEMO

keN

HIGH BLEND

(ON, OFF)

INTERSTATION

MUTING

(ON/OFF)

- TUNING MODE (AUTO!
MANUAL). MEMORY

STATION PRESETS

TUNING UP, DOWN)

(10 -kHz) steps on AM, half -.flannel

(100 -kHz) steps on FM Ho ding in

the tuning buttons in the manual

tuning mode causes rapid dial travers-

al. The autcmatic mode seeks out the

next receivable station in the chosen

direction, depending on the setting of

the muting controls.

In all respects, the receiver mea-

sures well And overall, it listens

somewhat better than it measures in

the sense that it makes it relatively

easy to ge: better than average re-

sults with problem FM stations, for

instance. The front panel is based on

the standard Harman Kardon grid,

which we f nd imposes some arbitrary

groupings on the controls. Bu: it does

have a handsome spareness and isn't

seriously unergonomic. The overriding

impression, however, is of good val

ue. You may find more features at the

price elsewhere, but you're not likely

to discover a complement that's so

carefully chosen for uncluttered utili-

ty; and finding equal performance in

the bargain should prove even more

difficult.

DYNAMIC POWER (at 1 kHz)

VOLUME

ADJUST

8 ohm load

4 ohm load

2 ohm load

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (re rated power. 8 -ohm load)

HARMONIC DISTORTION (ND. 20 Hz to 20 kHz)

at 17 3 4 dBW (60 watts)

at 0 dBW (1 welt)

FREOUENCY RESPONSE

+O. -1/4 dB < 10 into 38 7 kHz,

 0 -3 dB - 10 Hz to 157 kHz

RIAA EOUALIZATION

029%

<_020%

fixed -cod phone

moving -coil phone

+ i/4, -0 dB. 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
-O dB at 5 Hz

+ 1/7. -O dB. 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
- dB at 5 Hz

SENSITIVITY & NOISE Ire 0 dBW: A -weighting)

aux input

fixed coil phono

sensitivity S/N ratio
17 3 mV 7801/

0 285 mV 74 dB

moving cod phono 16 µV

PHONO OVERLOAD (14iHz dipping)

fixed -coil phono

moving coil phono

INPUT IMPEDANCE

74 1/2 dB

230 mV

13 mV

aux input

I red coil phono

movingcoil phono

28.5k ohms

47 9k ohms. 145 of

56 ohms

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE (to tam)

ham aux input

hom tuner section

from phono input

DAMPING FACTOR (at 50 Hz)

fined

2.900 ohms

950 ohms

110

CHANNEL SEPARATION (at 1 kHz) 73 dB

INFRASONIC FILTER M at 14 Hi =7 1/2 dB octave
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE & CHANNEL SEPARATION

De
+5

0

5

-10
-15
-20

25
-20

HZ
81.4.111A

1K 2K 5K 10K 20K20 50 100 200 500

Frequency response

L ch +7.- 1/2 dB. 30 Hz to 20 kHz

R eh

Channel separation

+4,-112 dB. 30 Hz to 20 kHz

30 dB. 280 Hz to 5 kHz;

> 14 dB 100 Hz to 20 kHz

SENSITIVITY (at 1 kHz)

CHANNEL BALANCE (at 1 kHz 1

VERTICAL TRACKING ANGLE

0.53 mVkm/set

t < 1/4 dB

26*

MAX TRACKING LEVEL lie RIAA 0 VU. 1.8 grains)

lateral

vertical

DYNAMIC COMPLIANCE (vertu*

18 dB

> 12 48

=16 X 10-6 cm/dyne

RECOMMENDED EFFECTIVE TONEARM MASS

optimum =9 grams

acceptable =4 to = 18 grams

WEIGHT 6 9 grams

SQUARE -WAVE RESPONSE (1 kHz)

TALISMAN

ALCHEMIST IA

PHONO PICKUP

Main features: high -output moving -

coil generator, solid zinc body, and

nude -mounted biradial (elliptical)

diamond stylus. Price: $225. War-

ranty: "limited,- one year parts and

labor. Manufacturer: made in Japan

for Sumiko, Inc., Box 5046, Berke-

ley, Calif. 94705.

One of the main drawbacks to con-

ventional moving -coil cartridges is

their low output, which almost al-

ways requires the insertion of an

additional step-up device ahead of the

phono inputs. Consequently, there

have been many attempts to achieve

higher sensitivity without losing the

traditional advantages of the moving -

coil principle, such as low output

impedance and the resulting immunity

to loading effects. Perhaps the most

ambitious we have seen is embodied

in the "budget" model of Talisman's

two -pickup Alchemist line.

Like the much more expensive

Model IIIS, the Alchemist IA is based

on what its manufacturer calls an

Intensified Focus generating system.

Full details on how it works are not

yet available, but apparently the key

lies in focusing the field from a very

strong samarium -cobalt magnet pre-

cisely at the coils. This is said to

reduce or eliminate the need to add

windings to the coils, which would

increase both the moving mass and

the electrical inductance along with

the output, thereby degrading tran-

sient response. The designers claim to

have accomplished this feat without

the use of any yokes or pole pieces in

the magnetic structure, thereby less-

ening eddy -current losses and fringing

effects. This, in turn, is said to mini-

mize loss of sonic detail and transpar-

ency.

The Alchemist's physical config-

uration is equally novel. Its body is

carefully machined from a solid block

of zinc to prevent cavity resonances

and assure maximum rigidity. Taper-

ing the body advances both of these

goals while reducing the cartridge's

total mass. The stylus cantilever is

made of an aluminum -magnesium al-

loy chosen for its combination of high

rigidity, low mass, and excellent

damping. The tip itself is a nude -

mounted elliptical diamond.

Diversified Science Laboratories'

measurements confirm relatively high

output for a moving -coil. Indeed, we

have seen a few moving -magnet car-

tridges with not much higher sensitiv-

ity. The Alchemist IA will require you

to crank the gain up a few dB above

what you would need for a typical

fixed -coil model, but this should be no

strain for any normal preamp. The

outputs of the two channels are also

excellently balanced.

Distortion is within reasonable

limits for a cartridge at the manufac-

turer's 1.8 -gram recommended track-

ing force, and tracking ability is excel-

lent. Vertical tracking angle (VTA), as

measured with the low -frequency

twin -tones of the DIN test record, is a

few degrees above the nominal stan-

dard-too small a discrepancy to be

of any concern, in our view. More

important is the excellent agreement

with the figure obtained using the

midfrequency tones, which is a mere

1 degree lower. This suggests a

nearly perfect stylus rake angle

(SRA). Although the Alchemist is

relatively heavy as cartridges go, its

compliance is only moderate, making

it a good match for a wide range of

tonearms.

Channel separation is more than

adequate across the entire audible

band and extraordinary through the

midrange and lower treble, where it

often exceeds 35 dB. It deteriorates

rapidly at very high frequencies, how-

ever, perhaps because of a stylus

resonance near the top of the band.

This would also account for the peak

centered on 17 kHz that is apparent in

the response curves-the only dis-

quieting result to emerge from DSL's

tests.

We are, in fact, a little puzzled,

since no such rise appears in the

manufacturer's response curves. This

prompted us to check a second sam-

ple, but the lab found little difference

between the two. And the strong

overshoot on the leading edge of the

square -wave response tends to con-

firm the response measurements. The

manufacturer says that the cartridge

is insensitive to loading (as we would

expect for a moving -coil), and in any

event, the 47,000 (47k) ohms in

parallel with 200 picofarads (pF) that

DSL used is decidedly middle of the

road.

Fortunately, the effect (whatev-

er its cause) is more dramatic on

paper than in the listening room,

perhaps because it is pronounced only

in the left channel and is confined to

the top two octaves, where there is

relatively little musical energy. What-

ever the reason, we could detect little

hint of it on most of the material we

auditioned. In the main, the Alchemist

IA's sound is smooth, clean, and

detailed. Stereo imaging is excellent,

and tracking remained secure on all of

the discs we played. If you are looking

for a moving -coil cartridge that does

not require an extra gain -stage or an

oilman's bankbook, this one is worth

considering.
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JAMO

SL -135

LOUDSPEAKER

Dimensions: 12 1/4 by 231i2 inches

(front). 9 1/2 inches deep plus clear-

ance for grille. Price: 5380 per pair

Warranty: "limited," five years parts

and labor. Manufacturer: Jamo, Den-

mark; U.S. distributor Jamo Hi-Fi

U S A., Inc., 425 Huehl Rd., North-

brook, III. 60062.

Though not a household word in this

country, the Jamo name has been

well known in Europe for years. The

SL -135 is the second Jamo loud-

speaker we've tested (the CBR -903

was reviewed in September 1983)

and doubtless won't be the last.

It is a three-way system with a

6 -inch woofer loaded by a ducted

port that vents at the back of the

enclosure. The midrange is handled by

a 3 -inch cone, the treble by a dome

tweeter recessed in an elliptical horn

that is considerably taller than it is

wide evidently to focus the beam

more narrowly in the vertical direction

(with the speaker standing on end)

than in the horizontal plane. This gives

the highs relatively good dispersion

throughout the listening area without

creating unduly strong early reflec-

tions from the floor or ceiling, which

tend to degrade stereo imaging. re

production of transients, and the natu-

ral ambience of the program material.

There are no controls, lust a pair of

recessed, color -coded spring clips to

accept the leads from an amplifier.

Although the SL -135's dimen-

sions are those of a traditional "book-

shelf" speaker, the tweeter design

argues against its use on a shelf-or

anywhere else that would keep it

horizontal In all of our tests, labora-

tory and listening, we used it exclu-

sively in the vertical position. Because

of the back vent, it cannot be placed

against a wall. The lab measured it on

a 12 -inch stand, both 6 inches in front

of the wall and 38 inches out into the

room, and standing direct)/ on the

floor, 6 inches from the wall. In a

well -carpeted listening room, we fi-

nally decided we liked it best on the

floor and out in the room.

Our response graph shows Di-

versified Science Laboratories' results

with the speaker on the floor. Its on -

axis response stays within  5 1/2,

4 3/4 dB from below the 50 -Hz

band to above that centered on 16

kHz. The spread of the off -axis re-

sponse curve is smaller (  3 3/4,

4 1/2 dB), and the similarity of the

two curves in the high treble docu-

ments the success of the tweeter

off more sharply above 10 kHz off -

axis.

Use of the stand decteases the

on -axis spread somewhat (to 4 1/4

dB). but the resulting curves exhibit

greater roughness in the treble and a

noticeable sag throughout the mid-

range. Moving the speaker (and the

stand) out from the wall weakens

deep -bass response. All of the lab

curves show a peak at 2.5 kHz

(though its amplitude vanes some-

what from one to another) and a steep

rolloff above 10 kHz.

The impedance curve Iv full of

hills and valleys-which is to be

expected in a three-way system with

a vented enclosure but none of

them is particularly extreme. Its twin

bass peaks reach to about 25 ohms,

while the remaining high points rise to

no more than about half that. And all

of the troughs fall between 3.3 and

7.5 ohms. Thus, the SL -135 should

not be a "difficult" load for aay good

amplifier, and most amps probably

would accept paralleled pairs without

complaint.

In our 300 -Hz pulse power -

handling test, the speaker accepted

the full output of the lab's amp

without turning a hair. Calculated

peak sound pressure level (SR) for

the 66 -volt input (equivalent tc 545

watts peak into 8 ohms) was 120 1/2

dB more than ample for home lis-

tening. The cistortion measurements

run higher than we're used to seeing,

however. At a moderate volume (85

dB SPL), total harmonic distortion

(THE)) above 50 Hz averages about

1/2 percent; by the time the sound

pressure level reaches 100 dE, dis-

tortion is more than 1 percent at all

test frequencies from 500 Hz down

and averages about 2 1/2 percent

from 50 Hz up. But since most of the

increase is in the second harmonic,

the sonic consequences are not as

drastic as the totals might suggest.

The speaker does have a some-

what bright sound-an "etched"

not sure of the reason for this charac-

teristic, but in any event, it certainly

isn't very pronounced and isn't neces-

sarily unpleasant; some listenes will

doubtless consider it a virtue. And

with reasonable care to avoid a posi

lion that minimizes the deep bass

from the speaker (which inevitably

creates a relatively thin sound when

the remainder is on the bright side),

overall balance is quite pleasing.

The SL -135's most endearing

quality is its stereo imaging, which is

crisp and stable. Its vertically aligned

drivers, avoidance of heavy grille -

structure elements that might intro-

duce reflections, and careful control

of tweeter directivity all no doubt

contribute to this performance, which

helps give the sound the sort of

brightly lit detail that has been a

hallmark of European loudspeakers. If

you like that quality and want speak

ers that list for less than $ 200 apiece,

by all means add the SL -135 to your

auditioning list.

ROOM RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

nn,

(1.

boundary -dependent reg on

on axis response

ott-axis (30 ) response

SENSITIVITY (at 1 meter, 2 8 volt pink noise
250 Hr toff kHz)

51( 10K - 20 N

93 dB SR

AVERAGE IMPEDANCE (250 Hz to 5 kHz) 9 4 ohms
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SPEED ACCURACY (105 to 127 VAC)

no measurable error at either speed

SPEED ADJUSTMENT RANGE

at 33 rpm + 20% to -13%

at 45 rpm + 17% to -24%

WOW 8 FLUTTER (ANSI weighted peak)

average

maximum

TOTAL AUDIBLE RUMBLE (ARLL)

EFFECTIVE TONEARM MASS

VTF-GAUGE ACCURACY

±0 055%

±0.075%

-67,12 dB'

21 grams

set for 0.5 gram

set for 1.0 gram

set for 1.5 grams

sot for 2.0 grams

set for 2.5 grams

TOTAL LEAD CAPACITANCE

0.6 gram

1 1 grams

1 5 grams

2 3 grams

3.0 grams

165 pF

YAMAHA PF-800

TURNTABLE

Main features: electronically con-

trolled two -speed (33 and 45 rpm) DC

belt -drive motor, three-point sus-

pended-subchassis isolation system,

dynamic -balance tonearm with de-

tachable headshell and decoupled

counterweight, and automatic end -of -

side arm lift and motor shutoff. Di-

mensions: 18 3/4 by 141/4 inches

(top), 61/4 inches high with cover

closed; additional 111/2 inches clear-

ance above and 21/2 inches behind

required to open cover fully. Price:

$499. Warranty: "limited," one year

parts and labor. Manufacturer: Nip-

pon Gakki Co., Ltd., Japan; U.S. dis-

tributor: Yamaha Electronics Corpo-

ration U.S.A., 6660 Orangethorpe

Ave., Buena Park, Calif. 90620.

iii the LP's waning years, turntable

design seems to be moving in two

directions. One is toward the bottom

of the market, providing serviceable,

inexpensive models for those whose

aspirations do not reach to the Corn -

pact Disc. The other is to relatively

high -end units-often manual or

nearly so-that aim at extracting the

last iota of sonic information from the

grooves of the large and still -growing

vinyl collections owned by serious

audio enthusiasts and music lovers.

Despite what we consider a very

reasonable price, the Yamaha PF-800

falls squarely into the latter category.

Most noteworthy is the way it incor-

porates some of the best aspects of

American and British turntable tech-

nology, particularly with regard to

isolating the record from external in-

fluences. The platter and tonearm are

on a subchassis that hangs from three

springs attached to the base by pillars

that protrude through the top of the

mounting board. Yamaha says that

the suspension resonance is tuned to

approximately 3 Hz-well below the

audible range, for maximum feedback

rejection. And hanging the subchassis

from the springs, rather than perching

it on top of them (tie conventional

arrangement), further enhances the

system's stability by minimizing any

tendency to rock or sway.

Another advantage of a hanging

suspension is that it allows for easier

leveling and alignment of the sub -

chassis. Yamaha has provided two

adjustments in the PF-800, accessi-

ble beneath the three round spring

caps. At the top of each pillar is an

inner screw for adjusting the spring's

height and an outer washer that can

be turned to move the subchassis

sideways and front -to -back within

the perimeter of the outer base. The

latter especially is a little difficult to

work until you get the hang of it, but

after that, the PF-800 is one of the

easiest turntables of its kind to set up.

We were particularly impressed with

how fast the leveling procedure goes.

The motor is resiliently mounted

on the main base and drives the

turntable by means cf an elastic belt

that wraps around the platter's inner

hub. This isolates the motor's vibra-

tion from the platter and thus from the

stylus. Finally, to combat record

warps and vinyl resonances, Yamaha

provides a clamp that twists down

over the spindle, pressing the record

firmly against a flat rubber mat.

The speed of the PF-800's mo-

tor is regulated by an electronic servo

system, which, as the data show,

assures high accuracy and stability.

Nominal speed (33 or 45 rpm) is

selected by means of a two -position

switch in the middle of the control

array. In addition, there is a thumb

wheel for each speed that allows a

generous range of variation for tuning

a record to a higher or lower pitch.

But useful though tnis may some-

times be, we wonder if the PF-800

doesn't provide too much of a good

thing, giving a calibration range al-

most three times what we're used to

seeing. This makes it difficult to make

fine adjustments and complicates get-

ting the speed spot-on, despite the

strobe disc printed on the circumfer-

ence of the record clamp for the

purpose.

The other operational con-

trols-for power and cueing- com-

plete the three -button bank at the

front of the mounting board. All have

a light touch, so you can use them

without disturbing the tonearm, even

though they are on the subchassis

rather than the base. The remaining

controls are of the set -and -forget

variety for the tonearm. Among these

are a balance -adjustment knob at the

back of the counterweight, a tracking -

force adjustment, an antiskating dial,

a knob for setting the radius at which

the arm automatically lifts off the

disc, and screws for setting arm

height (and thereby vertical tracking

angle) and the distance off the record

that the CUEING lifts the stylus. How-

ever, there is no adjustment for stylus

azimuth (lateral tilt).

The arm itself is somewhat un-

usual in design. Most obvious are the

two tubes connecting the pivots to

the headshell. Each carries the signal

and ground wires for a single channel,

which Yamaha claims helps maintain

separation. More significant, howev-

er, is the fact that the arm is dynami-

cally balanced, so that it will track

properly regardless of how unlevel

the turntable might be. (It should even

work upside down, although we

didn't try anything that extreme.)

The PF-800 comes with two

headshells (not to mention a replace-

ment belt). You attach a cartridge by

means of an ingenious mounting

adapter and finger lift that slides onto

the front of the headshell. You put

screws through the adapter and car-

tridge and then tighten them so that

the adapter is held snugly to the top of

the headshell and the cartridge to the

bottom. Overhang is set by sliding the

adapter along the length of the head -

shell. In this, you are aided by a clever

little plastic alignment gauge that

makes short work of what often is a
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rather tedious process. Indeed, we

cannot recall setting up any other

non-P -mount turntable in less time

(or in most cases, as little).

Diversified Science Laboratories'

measurements are in the main quite

impressive Particularly outstanding

are the rumble figures, which range

from -62 to -73 dB on a standard

test lacquer. This prompted the lab to

double check them with a Thorens

Rumpelmesskoppler-which cou-

ples the stylus to the platter by means

of a precise, low -friction bearing-to

see if the measurement was being

limited by the disc. The results ranged

between -76 1 and -79 1 /2 dB,

SONY KV-25MBR

MONITOR/

RECEIVER

Main features: RF (antenna), direct

audio -video, and RGB inputs; direct

audio -video outputs, 181 -channel ca-

ble -ready digital frequency -synthe-

sis TV tuner with descranrbler loop

and built-in BTSC broadcast -stereo

decoder; built-in 5 -watt (7-cI8W)

stereo amplifier and detachable

loudspeakers; Microblack data -

among the best we have ever seen.

Also exemplary are the mea-

surements for speed stability and

wow and flutter. Indeed, our only

serious concern about the design has

to do with the tonearm, whose effec-

tive mass is relatively high. Best

performance will be obtained only if

you use a fairly lightweight or low -

compliance cartridge, to keep the

arm / cartridge resonance above 7 or 8

Hz. And though the tracking force

adjustment's scale is reasonably ac-

curate up to about 1.5 wins, you

probably should use a good external

gauge when setting up for cartridges

requiring higher VTFs

grade Trinitron picture tube: sleep

timer; and wireless remcte control.

Dimensions (without speakers) 25

by 21 1/2 inches (front), 18 1/2 inches

deep; screen, 25 inches (diagonal).

Price: $1,200; optional SU-171 ped-

estal stand, $200. Warranty: -limit-

ed,- two years on picture !the, one

year on all other parts, 90 days la-

bor. Manufacturer: Sony Carp., Ja-

pan; U S. distributor: Sony Corpora-

tion of America, Sony Dr., Park

Ridge, N.J. 07656.

If any company can be said to have

Otherwise, we have few reser-

vations about the PF -800's perfor-

mance. Resistance to external shock

and vibration, though not the very

best we've seen, is substantially bet-

ter than average. This surely is direct

ANTISKATING ADJUST

I

SPEED ADJUST (33. 45)

ly attributable to its floating subchas

sis suspension system And in the

traditional basic measures of turntable

performance, this one certainly scores

very well Given all that, the ease of

setup, and the turntable's simple

physical beauty and reasonable price,

we don't see how you could gc wrong

if you are careful to choose a cartridge

that will make the most of the PF

800's tonearm

launched "videophile" videc, it is

Sony-witi the developmen: of the

one -gun Trinitron picture tube, with

the U Matic and Beta VCR systems,

and with Profeel and Beta

We've come to expect a great deal

from this pioneering company, and the

IN-25XBR monitor/receiver doesn't

disappoint. As a straight monitor, it is

the most perfect we have examined

to date-so good, in fact, that with

current test equipment, we'd be hard

pressed to distinguish between it and

a better monitor, should we happen

upon one.

COUNTERWEIGHT ADJUST

-VTF ADJUST

LIFTUP ADJUST.

ARM HEIGHT

ADJUST

CUEING

IUP DOWN)

SPEED

SELECT

(33/45)

START/STOP
(ON/OFF)
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VIDEO MONITOR SECTION

All oie,,oiements were made IFiough Inn composite (ditect) video inputs

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION

INTERLACE

> 330 lines

peifeci

OVERSCAN

horizontal

vertical

CENTERING

5%

= 6%

perfect

BLOOMING none

What makes this achievement all

the more impressive is that the KV-

25XBR uses a flat, square -cornered

CRT measuring 25 inches diagonally.

It is much more difficult to maintain

good convergence and geometric lin-

earity over such a large picture area

than on the 19- and 20 -inch screens

used in many other high -quality moni-

tors. Sony attributes the KV-25XBR's

performance to advanced video cir-

cuitry and to a new Microblack Trini-

tron picture tube with a dark screen

for improved contrast and an uncom-

monly fine -pitched aperture grille for

higher resolution

Indeed, the KV-25XBR is one of

the very few monitors we've tested

whose resolution exceeds the theo-

retical limits of the NTSC system. To

really see what it can do, you probably

must use the built-in RGB inputs to

display high -resolution computer

graphics. The KV-25XBR's excep-

tionally low overscan makes it more

suitable for such applications than the

average video monitor.

Sony's Dynamic Color circuitry is

said to ensure accurate flesh tones

and pure whites, while its Dynamic

Picture circuit automatically adjusts

picture contrast to pull more detail out

of bright and dark areas of the screen.

The company's Dynamic Focus sys-

tem is credited with keeping the

electron beam focused all the way to

the corners of the screen, thereby

preventing any loss of sharpness at

the edges of the picture. What Sony

calls its Colorpure Filter (presumably a

comb filter) separately processes lu-

minance and chrominance informa-

tion, for clean colors without loss of

resolution. Call it what you will: It

works, and it works well.

The KV-25XBR's built-in TV

tuner includes a BTSC stereo decoder

with SAP (Second Audio Program)

capability. Detachable magnetically

shielded speakers mount on the sides

of the cabinet, but there are speaker

and line -level audio outputs, so you

can connect the IN-25BXR to other

speakers or a regular audio system if

you prefer. A back -panel bass -boost

switch enhances the performance of

the supplied Sony APM (Accurate

Pistonic Motion) speakers. Another

back -panel switch enables you to

connect an external FM tuner to the

Video 3 audio inputs and listen to that

source while viewing a normal TV

broadcast, thus providing simulcast

reception.

The tuner receives 125 cable

channels plus VHF and UHF broad-

casts for a total of 181 choices. You

can tune any channel directly by

punching in its number on the RM-

724 wireless remote and then press-

ing ENTER, or you can scan through the

channels via the up / down buttons on

the main console or the remote. The

procedure for adding channels to the

scan memory is simple (altiough

somewhat unusual). Erasing a chan-

nel number from memory removes it

from both the broadcast and cable

lineups.

Switching from broadcast to ca-

ble reception is accomplished by

means of a small button on a subpanel

below a flip -down door to the left of

the main -panel controls. Also on this

subpanel is a button for activating an

external RF loop, permitting intercon-

nection of a pay -TV descrambler

without rewiring the system. Labeled

ANT FAUX, it is duplicated on the re-

mote control.

All RF connections are made via

standard F connectors. The audio and

video connections to the Video 1 and

Video 3 inputs (and the audio and

video monitor outputs) are via stan-

dard pin (phono) lacks on the back

panel. The Video 2 input and a TV

output (which carries the tuner's sig-

nal even when another source is being

viewed) are on the front subpanel.

These use what Sony calls an A / V

Uniconnector, which carries video and

stereo audio on a single cable The

placement of these connectors 'acili-

tales temporary connection of a sec-

ond VCR. The 34 -pin RGB input is on

the rear deck.

The RGB input is selected by

means of dedicated pushbuttons on

the main console and the remote.

Selection between the four NTSC

options (tuner plus three direct audio -

video inputs) is via sequential presses

on the adjoining TV /VIDEO button. The

name of the source you've selected

appears momentarily at the upper

right of the screen: in the TV mode,

the channel number appears. If you've

set the monitor for simulcast recep-

tion, "EXT-A" appears instead of

"Video 3." Other legends indicate the

audio mode and whether the external

RF loop, audio muting, or sleep timer
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is engaged. The sleep timer automati-

cally turns the monitor off after a one -

hour countdown: a front -panel lamp

comes on whenever this function is

engaged. It and the muting are opera-

ble only from the remote.

The various picture and sound

functions are controlled by four but-

tons duplicated on the IN- 25XBR's

front subpanel and the remote. SELECT

sequences through the possibilities in

the following order: hue, color, bright-

ness, sharpness, treble, bass, bal-

ance, and back to hue. The name of

your choice is displayed in the lower -

left quadrant of the screen above a

bar graph that extends across its full

width. Adjustments are made by

pressing plus/minus buttons and are

reflected in the bar graph You can

return to any of the factory settings

(which are excellent) by selecting the

appropriate mode and pressing RESET.

The legend "RESET" then appears

briefly to confirm that the change has

been made. PICTURE and votumE have

dedicated adjustment buttons but

share the bar graph display used for

the other functions.

The IN 25XBR also has an un-

usual "Trinitone" control that varies

the picture tube's color temperature.

It's operated via a button on the

Pressing the front subpanel's

auto -stereo button sets the system up

for stereo reception of BSTC trans-

missions, whose presence is Endicat-

ed by a front panel lamp If a broad-

cast is too weak for quiet stereo, you

can release the button and return to

mono The MTS button (duplicated on

the front subpanel and the remote)

sequences through main -channel ste-

reo reception, SAP, a comb ned mode

(intended primarily for recording) that

routes a mono blend of the main

program to the left channel and the

SAP signal to the right. and back to

stereo.

There are back -panel controls for

horizontal centering and vertical hold,

but our sample of the IN-25XBR was

so perfectly adjusted that we had no

recourse to them. A six -pin DIN con-

nector on the rear deck connects with

the optional Stl 171 TV stand and

enables you to turn the system on and

off, adjust volume, and select chan-

nels via foot pedals (Sony cowman

Akio Morita is said to have come up

with this idea when he brcke his arm

playing table tennis.)

In Diversified Science Labora-

tories' tests, the IN- 25XBR's perfor-

mance as a video monitor was exem-

plary in every regard. It simply can't

FOOT PEDALS ON THE KV-2 5 Xl3R's optional SU-171 base enable you to turn the
unit on and oft, adjust volume, and change channels without using your hands.

remote. The factory setting is

"white " Pressing TRINIIONE once in-

creases the color temperature, adding

a touch of blue to the white portions

of the picture A second press adds a

slight pinkish cast to the white areas

(a reduction in color temperature),

and a third press returns the picture to

the neutral factory white setting.

Each change is signaled briefly by an

appropriate legend at the lower left of

the screen

he faulted. Even under close scrutiny,

convergence is essentially perfect

right to the very corners of the screen.

Geometric linearity is excellent along

both axes, and the picture is perfectly

centered. Overscan is the lowest

we've seen: This is a monitor that

really gives you the whole picture

Transient response and black reten-

tion are excellent, with no visible

overshoot or ringing.

The two fields that make up a

video frame are perfectly interlaced,

assuring maximum vertical resolution.

Gray -scale rendition (with or w thout

chroma modulation) is the best we've

seen Red, green, and blue rasters are

absolutely pure, without a trace of

blotching, and the colors themselves

are remarkably accurate. Only the red

is slightly off. tending a little toward

orange, but even this discrepancy is

noticeably smaller than usual_

The tuner section's performance

is less impressive, but not by much

and not in the most important regards.

Video frequency response is first

rate --essentially flat to the color -

burst frequency-assuring superb

resolution on broadcasts Luminance

level is almost right on the standard,

and the gray -scale linearity is on a par

with the best we've seen. Chroma

accuracy is essentially perfect on the

primary colors (red, green, anc blue)

and farthest off the mark on yellow.

Average chroma level is a bit low, but

not by an unusual amount.

The weak points are chroma

differential gain and phase, which

indicate relatively large variations in

color saturat on and hue according to

scene brightness Nor are the errors

confined exclusively to the brightest

scenes Although the difference is

clearly apparent when switching from

the monitor mode to tuner reception,

we must admit that it's less than

obvious on actual broadcasts.

Audio performance is adequate,

if not stell.Er. Response is almost

ruler -flat from 150 Hz to 13 kHz, but

exhibits a substantial bass rolloff and

a precipitous drop at the high end as

the horizontal -scan filter comes into

play Thanks to the steep notch filter

Sony uses, the scan whistle is almost

entirely reamed

Despite our reservations about

the tuner (which are few), we are

extremely impressed with the IN-

25XBR Its video performance sets

new standards for consumer moni-

tors If you can afford it, this is one

receiver yoc shouldn't pass up

TV TUNER SECTION

A, r,,,.3 ,m' -m, r.,.. !,1,11 he .1 ' . . !e0 outputs

AUDIO FREOUENCY RESPONSE (mono)

DB

0

5

OMNI.

07 20 50 00 200 500 114 2K 511 1014 200

+0. -3 dB. 63Hz to 13 5 kHz

AUDIO S N RATIO (A weighted. mono)

best case (no chroma or luminance)

worst case imultiburstl
50 ,/2 dB

20 3/4 dB

RESIDUAL HORIZONTAL SCAN COMPONENT (15.7 kHz)

51 dB

MAXIMUM AUDIO OUTPUT 0 47 volt

AUDIO OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 3.600 ohms

VIDEO FREQUENCY RESPONSE

at 500 kHz

at 1.5 MHz

at 2.0 MHz

at 3.0 MHz

at 3.58 MHz

041.2 MHz

LUMINANCE LEVEL

+ 1/2 dB

+1 liadB
+ 3/4dB

+ 1/2 dB

-I 1/4 dB

-111/4 dB

1% low

GRAY -SCALE NONLINEARITY (worst case)

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL GAIN

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL PHASE

.711%

=50%

±14*

CHROMA ERROR

level

red 4 dB

magenta -2 314 dB

blue -2314 dB

cyan -3 1/4 dB

green -3 dB
yellow -41/4dB
median error -3 la dB
unconectable error ± 3/4 GB

phase

C0

- 5"

-- r
-31/2"
±311r
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FM TUNER SECTION

FREQUENCY RESPONSE & CHANNEL SEPARATION

Nest record JVC IRS 1007 Mk III
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Frogramicy teepee. + 1/2, -3dB, 39 Hz to 15 kHz

MEW updates > TO 63. 20 Hz to 15 kHz
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Stereo sensitivity (for 50 -dB noise suppromiee)
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Mono sensitivity (Ier 5648 noise suppression)
22, 4 dB,

Stereo S/N ratio (Et 65 dBt) 57 1i4 de

Mono S/N ratio (at 65 dBI) 67 4 dB

CAPTURE RATIO 2 I/2 dB

SELECTIVITY (alternate -channel) 61112dB
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at MB& 34% 4.1%
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FM MUTE ION OFF(

SPARKOMATIC

SR -315 CAR

RECEIVER/TAPE

DECK

Main features: automatic cassette re-

verse, automatic cassette elect,

Dolby 8 and C noise reduction, 0NR

dynamic noise filter, and built-in

clock. Dimensions: 1 by 2 inches

(chassis front), 5 1/4 inches deep; es-

cutcheon, 71/2 by 21/0 inches;

"nose," 4 1/4 by 2 inches; main shafts,

51/4 or 5 3/4 inches o.c. Connections:

bare wires for battery and power an-

tenna; bare wires with special 9 -pin

plug for ignition, ground, and speak-

ers; standard coExial female for an-

tenna input. Fuses: 5 -amp in ignition

line, 2 -amp in battery line. Price:

$350. Warranty: "limited," 90 days

parts and labor. Manufacturer: made

in Japan for Sparkomatic Corp., Mil-

ford, Pa. 18337.

If you're after lots of features in a

reasonably priced front end, the Spar-

komatic SR -315 should be high on

your must -see list. Its music -access

features include blank search to get

you past unrecorded segments in a

- TAPE SCAN

TRANSPORT CONTROLS

TUNING 
PUSH EJECT

BASS 0
TREBLE 0

DNR /DOLBY

DOLBY B/C

BLANK TAPE SKIP

LOUDNESS ION/OFF)

ENHANCEMENT' CONTROLS

TAPE E0 (120/70 SEC)

hurry, song repeat, and a scan that

operates in both tape and tuner

modes. Add to this both Dolby op-

tions, DNR noise reduction, and

switchable tape EQ, and you've got a

mobile music system that's loaded for

bear.

It also has whopping power out-

put by car standards: almost 17 watts

(121/4 dBW) per channel with 3

percent distortion (HD -1- NI at 1

kHz into a 4 -ohm load, according to

Diversified Science Laboratories'

bench measurement The only way

such output can be achieved with a

regular 12 -volt automotive supply is

to strap amps so that one output

terminal of each channel is driven

positive when the timer terminal is

driven negative, and vice versa. This

delivers twice the potential difference

that would be available from the same

supply if one terminal were held at

ground zero. But because neither

terminal of the pair is at ground

potential, it's important that they nev-

er be physically grourded a point

that the manual, which is rather

sketchy in other ways as well, glosses

over.

The bridged power output and

the absence of a preamp output com-

plicated our tests somewhat --both

on the bench and in the car- by

TUNING/

EJECT/BASS
/TREBLE

making it impossible to assess perfor-

mance quite as directly as we would

have liked. The lab added an isolation

transformer to prevent the outputs

from shorting to the ground terminals

of its instruments; we used 100-

microfarad capacitors between the

SR -315 and the high-level (power)

inputs of the AOS amp that we

employ for all road testing. In theory,

this value (recommended by ADS)

should introduce a rolloff at ultralow

frequencies. In fact, the bass sounded

a little more prominent than usual-

or than the graphs suggest. Because

of the test setup, however, Fd hesi-

tate to attribute the apparent differ-

ence unequivocally to the Sparkomat

lc, but when the lab measured

frequency response with a mono FM

signal, a slight (about 11/4 -dB) rise

showed up in the 100 -Hz region.

Aside from the bass and treble

controls, which are fairly typical in

their action, there are three "en-

hancement" switches that introduce

broad prominences of about 6 dB

centered on 100, 200, and 300 Hz.

The switches can be used individually

or in combination to combat the

acoustical problems of car interiors-

or simply to exaggerate the bass or

lower midrange, if you like. We pre-

ferred them off. We also avoided the

Si HIGH FIDELITY



loudness compensation, which boosts

bass in the 80 -Hz region and treble

above 10 kHz by 8 dB or more

relative to 1 -kHz response

Sparkomanc's approach to FM

tuning is somewhat unusual. It retains

full stereo separahoh-and the in-

creasing noise that attends it-to

relatively low input levels. At lust over

30 dBf, below the stereo sensitivity

rating point, things suddenly change.

The separation vanishes, causing a

reciprocal drop in stereo noise, and-

if you have the "mute" feature turned

on-the output begins to attenuate

sharply. If you also are using the DNR

dynamic filter, the high -frequency

hiss content may also fluctuate with

the audio level. These factors togeth-

er cause radical changes in the sound

of weak stations when the car is

moving. Removing the ""muting""

postpones attenuation until signal

BLAUPUNKT

ASPEN SQR-24

CAR RECEIVER/

TAPE DECK

Main features: automatic cassette re-

verse, DNR dynamic noise filter, and

built-in clock. Dimensions: 7 by 2

inches (chassis front), 5 3/4 inches

deep; escutcheon, 71/2 by 21/4 inch-

es; "nose,- 41/4 by 1 3/4 inches; main

shahs, 5 to 5 3/4 inches o.c. Connec-

tions: flat chassis male plus bare -wire

adapter for ignition; small flat chassis

male plus bare -wire adapter for bat-

tery; small, flat chassis male for pow-

er antenna; flat chassis male plus

spade -lug adapter wire for ground;

DIN chassis females plus bare -wire

adapters for front and back speaker

outputs; multipin chassis male for

ARI adapter; DIN cable female for

preamp output: standard coaxial fe-

male for antenna input. Fuse: 5 -amp in

ignition line Price: $320. Warranty:

strength is still lower (and noise is

rapidly returning) hut doesn't do much

to homogenize the "lumps" in the

sound.

On stronger stations, behavior is

far pleasanter, as the more than -re-

spectable lab data indicate it should

be Performance of the AM section is

less impressive. Tuning on both bands

proceeds in full -channel steps: 200

and 10 kHz, respectively.

Subjectively, the most attractive

section of the design is the tape

player. Sparkomatic evidently accepts

National Semiconductor's claims

about the DNR chip doing only good

things to the sound; the only way you

can turn it off in tape playback is to

switch to Dolby B or C. The playback

curves are therefore somewhat

equivocal. Diversified Science Labo-

ratories noted azimuth mismatch be-

tween the deck and the (non -Dolby)

-limited,- one year parts and labor.

Manufacturer: made in Japan for

Blaupunkt. West Germany: U.S. dis-

tributor: Robert Bosch Corp., 2800 S.

25th Ave., Broadview, III. 60153.

Blaupunkt has its own individual

style with car stereo gear, as we

implied in reviewing the Tucson (Oc-

tober 1983), a high-performance,

high -price front end. The Aspen SOB -

24 fits the pattern, though in some-

what more modest fashion. It is, in

fact, an Everyman's model in more

than one sense. It not only dispenses

with some of the posh features of its

more expensive relative but is adapt-

able to an unusually wide variety of

installations.

The Aspen SQR-24 adds a

front -to -back fader and bass and tre-

ble controls to the earlier Aspen,

which it replaces. It can be nounted

in the rectangular dash cutouts origi-

nally introduced in some European

cars, or the two ends of the front

panel can be disassembled to alter the

design to the familiar nosepiece with

test tape, perceptible as instability in

high -frequency output. But the

graph's rolloh may also be partly

attributable to the action of the DNR,

we have no way of telling for sup,. On

the road, our Dolby -encoded test tape

sounded as fresh and natural as t has

in any car unit we've tested.

A final note: We were dismayed

to see that Sparkomatic recommends

against using C-90 as well as C-120

cassettes, stating that both lengths

have too much tendency to form loops

and to wrap around drive parts for

safe operation in car equipment. Con-

sidering the popularity of C -90s

among those who roll their own (of -

ten with special equalization) for car

playback, this is bad news. We can

only say that we haven't yet had such

a problem with any brand. Our regular

test tape is a C 60, but we do use

some C -90s for variety.

flanking control shahs. The shaft

spacing can be altered over a fairly

wide range to accommodate various

dash cutouts and Blaupunkt privides

separate faceplates that align them-

selves automatically on the shaft for

each end so that you need not enlarge

any escutcheon holes or worry that

your handiwork will show. if you

want, you can mount the Aspen be-

neath the dash in a suitable custom

housing, using either escutcheon

style.

Further options are supplied by

the built in amplifier. Its DIN outputs

make it easy to plug in your own DIN

wiring system for either two or four

speakers, or you can use the supplied

adapters to ;price in whatever wiring

you want. In addition-or instead-

you can drive a separate amp from the

preamp output. And if you live in an

area where ARI traffic -information

service is available, a multipin lack on

the back panel lets you plug in Blau-

punkt's ARI adapter. The ARI system

overrides tape playback when a traffic

bulletin is broadcast from a participat
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ing FM station.

"Handling" of the uncluttered

front panel is mostly excellent. There

are more functions than we like to

encounter on each of the main control

shafts, however. At first, we couldn't

adjust the balance or fader without

accidentally altering the volume set-

ting. But practice improves perfor-

mance, and the knob "homes- on its

volume function, the only one of the

three that most people will want

frequently. The buttons are well

spaced and clearly marked, with one

exception: We sometimes hit MEMORY

when aiming at ,RESET I which con-

sequently was reset to the tuned

frequency.

The FM section is unusually free

of "spitting" noises when multipath

and signal strergth are fluctuating

What spitting there is can be tamed a

bit by turning on the DNR (National

Semiconductor's one -chip dynamic

filter), but this can lend a slightly

muffled quality to the sound and,

under some conditions, audibly pump

the noise in response to the signal.

The rapid reduction of output when

STATION PRESETS

CLOCK DISPLAY ON

MEMORY

signal strength falls below 30 dBf or

so can give you a bumpy aural ride as

loudness fluctuates radically.

Sensitivity and capture -ratio fig-

ures aren't spectacular, though they

are certainly good, and response in

the treble range isn't as flat as we'd

like. In other respects. the FM section

measures very much like those of

most leading models, with selectivity

and AM suppression proving the most

outstanding characteristics. Tuning on

both the FM and the AM bands

proceeds by full -channel steps (200

and 10 kHz, respectively) and can be

made to rush across the dial by

holding the tuning knob turned in the

desired direction. Sound on the AM

band is distinctly tubby, despite the

considerable bass Aloft When an

AM station is noisy, incidentally, the

DNR does little or nothing to help;

evidently the restricted bandwidth

gives it too little to work with. On the

plus side, we found that the Aspen

brought in more AM stations with

less noise than most of the other

models we've evaluated.

The cassette transport is as im-

mune to road shock as any we've

tested. Response is remarkably simi-

lar in both directions of tape travel,

but there is a somewhat enigmatic

high -frequency rolloff It looks like a

disparity in azimuth alignment be-

tween the deck and the test tape, but

Diversified Science Laboratories as-

sures us that the stability of the high -

TRANSPORT

CONTROLS

TUNING/
SEEK/

TREBLE

frequency signal in this test indicates

good azimuth agreement. Perhaps it is

an attempt to compensate for the lack

of either EQ switching (the test tape

requires 120 -microsecond EQ for cor-

rect playback) or Dolby noise reduc-

tion. However, fixed EQ can never

fully compensate for the dynamically

changing signal brightness of Dolby

tapes. Neither can the DNR

though it may be of some help.

The deck automatically retracts

the pinch roller (but doesn't eject the

cassette) when the power is turned

off. Otherwise, the Aspen dispenses

with the "extras" (though it does

offer tuner SEEK), to keep the model in

the medium price range. The only

relatively out -of -the-ordinary feature

is the clock function of the readout

panel. The focus here is squarely on

fuss -free music on the road
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Unindexed Polygram CD
(top), and an indexed disc.

Several months ago [October
19841, !criticized Polygram for
its failure to index Compact
Discs. Herewith its reply, from
CD Coordination Director
Hans G. Gout.-TL.

To index or not to index: Which

would be a betrayal? I say that
to have indexed all our 2,000 -
plus Compact Discs released so
far would have been a betrayal.
Anyone who bought such a disc
would have owned software
much more refined than his
player: Only 5 percent or so of
the 900,000 CD players now in
home use around the world
have an index feature.

He would have had a Tro-
vatore CD listing Scene 2 as a
track number and the aria

Georgia Christgau

and

"race la notte" as an index
number. With his player unable
to search an index, he could not

directly access that aria. Imag-
ine the outcry from the markets
and the media. Instead, Poly-
gram lists the aria as a track
number-number 4 on Deut-
sche Grammophon's release-
enabling the buyer to find the
piece easily.

So Polygram -affiliated la-
bels decided to forgo indexing
and instead to allocate tracks
much more liberally than the
CD standard foresaw. That
standard actually suggests that
track numbers be allocated ac-
cording to pauses, prolonged si-
lences, or crossfades in the mu-
sic, with indices subdividing
individual tracks.

Our research confirms our
beliefs: CD owners have bought
the format first because they
want to enjoy music. In all the
communications we receive
from consumers, nobody has
ever complained about the ab-
sence of indexing. Readers own-
ing a CD player without an in-
dex feature-and they will be in
the majority for a time to
come-surely will appreciate
Polygram's past preference for
liberal track listing instead of in-

dexing.

I must also admit to a self-
ish reason for not indexing: We
had neither the equipment (now

we do), the expertise, the time,
nor the manpower to index
more than 2,000 titles in just two

years. (It would have meant at
least another two hours in tape
production every time.) Thus,
both the hardware market and
the leading software company
were not yet ready for indexing.

Now we are ready-almost.

A few problems remain to be
solved. The CD standard speci-
fies that indices should be allo-
cated according to subdivisions
of a track. But what are the logi-

cal points for such indices:
changes in tempo, solos, melod-

ic subjects? And where exactly

should they be placed: a second
before or spot on? Beethoven
(Continued on page 58)

Lone Wolves

Nineteen eighty-four was a
good year for pop music. Mi-
chael Jackson made room
for No. 1 albums by such di-
verse artists as Bruce
Springsteen and Prince;
newcomers Cyndi Lauper
and Madonna became as fa-
miliar as the girl next door in
spite of, or maybe because
of, their outrageousness;
even Tina Turner managed a
major Top 10 comeback. It
was a good year for debut
LPs by American bands, too.
Boston's Del Fuegos, New

Bet 82 on the Del Lords.

Ted Libbey

York's Del Lords, Los Ange-
les's Los Lobos and the Ban-
gles, Minneapolis's the Re-
placements, and Winston-
Salem's the dB's all turned
out excellent records. But
the success of these re-
leases, many of them start-
ed as independent projects,
seems independent as well
of the interest major labels
showed in them.

That's because the in-
dustry isn't looking for local
heroes. As one expert put it,
"Record companies don't
bet at the 82 table; they bet
at the 8500 table." Large in-
vestments require large
profits, so the popularity of
stars like Springsteen and
Prince is insured by tremen-
dous outlays of cash. The
sales of a record by a great
little band from Winston-
Salem, for example, can't
compete-no matter how
good their music is.

But instead of discour-
aging bands, corporate in -
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difference seems to have
strengthened them. There's
hopefulness and innocence
in their sound, qualities that
are healthy in this unrecep-
tive climate. The Del Lords,
whose excellent Frontier
Days (EMI America ST

17133) reflects this atti-
tude, were already in the
studio by the time EMI got
involved. "You do things
your own way, even when
you ought to know better,"
says comanager Marjorie
Spencer.

Warner Bros., which this
year canceled the contracts
of respected artists with
supposed tenure such as
Bonnie Raitt and Van Morri-
son, distributes the Slash la-
bel, home of at least three
auspicious releases in 1984
(Rank and File's Long Gone
Dead, Slash 1-25087; the
Del Fuegos' The Longest

Day, Slash 25174; and Los
Lobos' How Will the Wolf
Survive?, reviewed in this is-
sue). So although Warner
Bros.' rep as a company that
cares about its people
seems to have tarnished a
bit, it still offers some of its
considerable power in the
marketplace to struggling
new acts on smaller labels.
"You take most of the finan-
cial risk, and we'll consider
distributing you," it seems
to be saying.

Standing alone are mav-
ericks like the Replace-
ments (whose album Let It
Bois also reviewed in this is-
sue). That group in particu-
lar has turned unprofession-
alism into an aesthetic,
hoping that inconsistent
performances and whimsi-
cal "concept albums" (such
as 1982's Hootenanny) will
be forgiven as poetic li-

cense. But most bands have
sobered since the heyday of
'70s punk, when anyone
made a single. Their mem-
bers are learning how to
hold day jobs, how to work
with lawyers ... and how to
make records.-G.C.

CD INDEXING
(Continued from page 57)

didn't have indexing in mind
when he wrote "fortissimo'; he

does not indicate precisely
where it starts or ends. The con-

ductor, however, decides exact-

ly where. So is it up to him to al-

locate indices, provided one has

agreed on a tempo -indexing
mode? Or does the producer
take on that responsibility and

secure the artist's approval af-

terward? How much more time
will this take?

Polygram is all for index-
ing, and wt. will introduce it on

selected items during this year,

hut neither we nor our competi-

tors are yet quite certain how
best to do it. The CD system
partners have succeeded in de-

veloping a universal disc stan-

dard, right down to the packag-

ing. Shouldn't they all agree on

an indexing philosophy before

hastily jumping to second-best

conclusions? Of course, I am
speaking here for the marketer

of music who has in mind per-
fect sound reproduction and
musical enjoyment at a reason-

able price.

Today it is important to sat-

isfy the majority of music lovers

who like CD programming as it

is. Tomorrow-during the com-
ing year-Polygram labels will
be ready with indexing princi-
ples that make sense and that

are acceptable to all system
partners. Why should we aim to

be first, when we want only to
be best?
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Bronx native Murray Perahia begins a new project in London.

Success Is An

Anglo-American by Edward

Alliance

Few pianists today contradict as completely as Murray Perahia the standard image of
the virtuoso as a steel -fingered whiz kid. If his records and concert performances
consistently magnetize with poetry rather than power, if they sparkle rather than
(heck, Perila the man bears out that impression. At thirty-seven, he remains boyish-
ly diminutive, his voice a light tenor (readily confirmed each
time he sings a Mozart phrase in illustration), and when he
talks of fellow artists, his eagerness to enjoy and appreciate
other points of view shines through. In conversation he
laughs a lot, yet his deep seriousness, his sense of purpose,
emerge all the more strongly for never being paraded, just
low 'too
expressed in thoughtful and pointed comments on whatever
musical subject comes up.

Now that Perahia has finished recording all the Mozart
piano concertos (except the double and triple concertos), he
can look back over the ten years the project has taken and
f roliteer experience marvel at the musical miracle they
represent. Compliment him specially on his coupling of K. 450
and K. 451, and he will grin with delight: "Oh, aren't they
wonderful!" He isn't referring to the recording or his own
performances, just to the works themselves. Similarly, wh6n
he came to do the four early concertos (K. 37, 39, 40, and 41),

w  ed to discover-having searched out the mod-
/e -that e twelve -year -old Mozart had not simply ar-
ranged sonata movements by Raupach, Schobert, Honauer,
and C. R E. Bach, but had let his imagination run. Perahia
joined in, writing the cadenzas for his recording of those
works. Unfortunately, with CBS eager to finish the project
quick] h ever got the chance to play the four in public.

rahia had made sure (in his unforced way) of programming each concer-
to in live performances around the time of the studio sessions. That dedication pre-
vented him from ever growing bored with the recording process, and today he firmly
denies that he could ever confuse one concerto, or even one passage, with another.
[See review of K. 170, Nos. 1-3, in this issue.]

The project also made him fully appreciate the development that Mozart achieved
in the concerto form. The earliest of the fully mature concertos, K. 271 in E flat, may
be among the most revolutionary of all, but as Perahia sees it, that work still keeps
elements of the galant style, notably in its finale. He marvels at the intensification of
the symphonic argument as the scale of the concertos increases, with huge para-
graphs using subtly related motifs. Perahia likes to draw a distinction between the
great large-scale concertos toward the end of the cycle-K. 466, 467, 491, and, not

Greenfield
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least, 503-and two that he regards as pri-
marily lyrical, not quite so symphonic in
their long melodic lines: K. 488 in A and the

last of all, K. 595 in B flat. Though he finds

a mood of resignation in the first two move-

ments of K. 595, he doesn't like "perfor-
mances that put a huge tear on it." He
counters my suggestion that K. 537 is
something of an interloper, arguing that it
is far more ambitious than is often real-
ized, with its contrapuntal passages, but
that Mozart "didn't quite achieve what he
set out to do."

Perahia heard his first Mozart concertos
as a child of five or six, when he would go
with his father to Carnegie Hall. George
Szell was conducting the Cleveland Or-
chestra with such soloists as Rudolf Fir-
kusny, Robert Casadesus, and, of course,
Rudolf Serkin, who many years later
would be one of Perahia's mentors at
Tanglewood (and with whom he would play

Mozart four -handed, both the two -piano
Sonata in D and the piano -duet Sonata in
C). But Perahia did not have the opportuni-
ty to play a Mozart concerto until much lat-
er. Jeannette Haien, who taught him from
the time he was six until he was seventeen
(not just the piano, but theory, harmony,
and ear training), never let her pupils play
in public. Coming from a Sephardic Jewish
family in The Bronx, Perahia occasionally
would appear in events at the synagogue,
but that was the most he was allowed to do
during those years. When he won the
Leeds International Pianoforte Competi-
tion outright (in 1972 at the age of twenty-
five) and was launched on a big career, he
was still primarily concerned with playing
chamber music.

At the Mannes College of Music in
New York, Perahia had studied conduct-
ing, and one of his first Mozart concerto
performances was not as pianist but as
conductor of the Clarinet Concerto. After
leaving college, he directed in Baltimore a
Mozart piano concerto from the key-
board-his first essay at doing that-and
received a blistering notice from a local
critic. He was glad the orchestra rallied to
his support. It was quite different a year or
so later when, after winning Leeds, he was
asked to play and direct the English Cham-

ber Orchestra in K. 449 at a concert from
which Pinchas Zukerman had withdrawn.
Notices were ecstatic, and after perform-
ing the work several more times on a tour
of Spain with the ECO, Perahia was asked
by Paul Myers (then of CBS) to record it
and the more challenging K. 491 in C mi-
nor. The disc was a success, which led to
another being made, coupling K. 467 in C
(nowadays subtitled "Elvira Madigan")
and K. 271. That release was an even great-
er success. It was then that a plan to record
the complete cycle was agreed upon, arriv-
ing almost by stealth. Perahia insisted that
it should not be done in a hurry, and so it
evolved.

Perahia finds the recording process
very taxing. He rarely is entirely satisfied
with the results (a version of Beethoven's
Appassionata now due for release is an ex-
ception, he confides), yet he treats the job
with the keen care and analysis he brings
to all his musical preparation and tries also
to enjoy himself. Perahia likes to do two or
preferably three complete takes of any
movement he is recording. Then he allows
"patching," and though he often finds that
difficult, he never resorts to the practice of
his friend Radu Lupu, who insists on going
back "to the top" for every single take.
Much as he loves playing with Lupu (anoth-

er and earlier Leeds prizewinner), a record-

ing session with him usually involves more
repetitions than Perahia can cope with.
Last summer at the Maltings, CBS record-
ed their live performances of Mozart's two -
piano Sonata in D (K. 448) and Schubert's
piano -duet Fantasy in F minor, given as
part of the Aldeburgh Festival (of which
Perahia is now one of the principal artistic
directors). The aim was to make a commer-
cial recording with the help of extra studio
sessions, but since then it has been touch
and go whether Lupu would finally ap-
prove.

What certainly will be appearing is a
coupling of Mozart's and Beethoven's quin-
tets for piano and winds, recorded in a very
similar fashion. Perahia did the Mozart
with the wind soloists of the English Cham-
ber Orchestra (Neil Black, Thea King, Gra-

ham Sheen, and Anthony Halstead) at the
Maltings in 1983; the Beethoven followed a

year later. When I saw him, he was delight-
ed to find that the greater part of the Bee-
thoven side will be taken from the live per-
formance.

The big project now starting is a set of
the Beethoven piano concertos with Ber-
nard Haitink and the Concertgebouw Or-
chestra, to be recorded in Amsterdam-
again not in a rush, but over five years. In
September 1983, Perahia did the Second
Concerto, and last October he turned to the
Fourth (these works will be coupled on
disc). It is a measure of his concern over
getting the best possible results that the
recording sessions for the Fourth Concerto
were planned to come immediately after a
set of three live performances with Haitink

and the Concertgebouw, not to mention an-
other performance in the Royal Festival
Hall in London with Sir Charles Mackerras
and the ECO.

Rather shamefacedly, Perahia admits
that for quite a time-ending about ten
years ago-he didn't enjoy Beethoven.
Part of the problem was that he had stud-
ied the composer's works so much in his
years with Jeannette Haien, who had been
a pupil of Artur Schnabel. Perahia found
Beethoven very aggressive and unsympa-
thetic and felt much closer to Schubert,
Mozart, and Bach. Eventually, in part be-
cause of his enjoyment of listening to
chamber music on records, his love of Bee-
thoven was restored and reinforced: "I
came to see [his drive] not as aggression
but as positive assertion from a man who
had been through everything and suf-
fered." Still, with the Fourth Concerto,
Perahia doesn't like performances that are
"too hard -edged, where tension is domi-
nant." He prefers to find the poetry, to al-
low himself "a somewhat subjective view."

The name Wilhelm Kempff comes up in
that context, though one knows that Pera-
hia, however much he admires a particular
pianist of the past or present, will keep his
own individual view-always his own man.

A complete Beethoven sonata cycle is
unlikely to emerge in the foreseeable fu-
ture, though Perahia has already recorded
three of the most ambitious of the early
works: Opus 7 and Opus 22 are on one disc,
and Opus 10, No. 3, is coupled with the Ap-

(Continued on page 87)
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1 9 8 5: A BANNER YEAR IN MUSIC

HANDEL
With this issue, HIGH FIDELITY comet -aces a

series of special features marking the anni-

versaries in 1985 of several significant com-

posers. Our plans call for a wide range of
birthday tributes, including spot and feature

reviews and recommended discographies,

plus a few surprises. Among the honorees

this year are George Frideric Handel, Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach, and Domenico Scarlat-

ti-all of whom were born in 1685 -as well
as Heinrich Schutz (1585) and Alban Berg

(1885).

To begin, we second Beethoven's fa-
mous remark and "bend the knee to Han-
del," who was born on February 23, 1685.

Handel enjoyed many pleasures, and he al-

ways made certain his music gave pleasure

to those who heard it. This most profession -

OPERAS
Ariodante.
Mathis; Burrowes; Baker; Bowman;
Ramey; English Chamber Orchestra
and Chorus, Leppard. Philips 6769 025

(A. 41.0 (4): 7699 112.

Rinaldo.
Cotrubas; Seafront; Watkinson; E.ss-
woock Brett; Cold; La Grande Ecurie,
Malgoire. CBS Masterworks MJ 34591
(A. 3). CI (3)

ORATORIOS AND ODES
Hercules.
English Baroque Soloists, Monteverdi
Chorus, Gardiner. Archie 2741 004 (1),
3). a (3): 3383 004. (Distributed by
Deutsche Grammophon.)

Messiah.
Marshall; Robbin; Rolfe -Johnson;
Hale; Brett; Quirke; English Baroque
Soloists, Monteverdi Chorus, Gardi-
ner. Philips 6769 107 (D. 3). CI (3): 76.54
107.0 (J): 411041-1.

Messiah.
Nelson; Kirkby; Watkinson; Academy
of Ancient Music, Hogwood. Oiseau-
Lyre D 189D -3(A. 3). CI (3): K 189K-33.

(3): 411 858-2 (Distributed by Lon-
don.)

ally accomplished of musicians was the pro-

lific composer of dozens of operas and ora-

torios and a man of lively wit, penetrating
intelligence, rare cultivation, unshakable in-

tegrity, good humor, and good sense. More

than that, he was an artist of the highest
rank, the most cosmopolitan and eclectic, as

well as the most famous, of his age.

In his youth, Handel absorbed complete-

ly the elements of the German, French, and

Italian styles of the mid -Baroque; after his

arrival in England, he acquired that coun-
try's language and musical culture as well.

Handel's range as a composer -his mastery

of a variety of forms and techniques and his

ability to draw on them at will -has never
been surpassed. Although he was by temper-

ament and training primarily a composer for

Ode for St. Cecilla*s Day.
Gomez; Tear; English Chamber Or-
chestra, King's College Chorus, Led-
ger. Vanguard ZA 15010. (D).

Semple.
English Baroque Soloists, Monteverdi
Chorus, Gardiner. RCA Erato STU
71445 (A. 3).

ORCHESTRAL WORKS
Concerti grossi, Op. 3.
English Baroque Soloists. Gardiner.
RCA FM ST( I Al CI

Concerti grossi, Op. 6.
English Concert, Pinnock. Archly 2742
002 (D. 31 CI (I): 3.183 001

Concertos for Organ,
Op. 4.
Preston; English Concert, Pinnock.
Archie 41. 14g5-1 (D. 21 CI (11.0 OA

Concertos for Organ,
Op. 7.
Preston; English Concert, Pinnacle.
Archie 41.1468-1 (D. 2). a (2).0(21.

Overtures.
English Chamber Orchestra, Leppard.
Philips 9502 079 (A). O : 7313 079.

Lotario; Esther; Admen,: Alcina;
Orlando; Poro; Partenope; Ottone.

Royal Fireworks Music.
Academy of Ancient Music. Hogwood.
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 59.5 (A). I=1 .

0:400 059-2.

the theater, he created works of lasting val-

ue in every important musical genre. Among

all the ether composers of the 18th century,

only Mozart achieved similar, lasting success

in so many fields.

The discography that follows is offered

as a guide for acquiring a basic library of
Handers music, as represented on recent re-

cordings by informed interpreters. Collec-

tors should note that new digital recordings

of Messiahby Colin Davis and Georg Solti

are slated for release in 1985 and that a num-

ber of bargain -price reissue packages featur-

ing the composer's most popular works are

on the way. Reviews of these and other im-

portant Handel releases will appear in forth-

coming issues of HIGH FIDELITY.

Theodore W. Libbey, Jr.

Water Music (complete).
English Baroque Soloists. Gardine,
RCA Erato STU 71461 (A). a

: ECD 88005.

Water Music (complete).
English Concert. Pinnock. Archie 410
525-1. all El

Orchestral Works.
Munich Bach London Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Richter. Archie
2723 080 (A, 6).

Concerti grossi, Op. 3; Concerti
grossi, Op. 6, Nag. 1-5, 8-12. Concerto
in C; Concertos for Turo Wind Choirs
and Strings; Oirrtures (Alcina; Agrip-
pina; Rinaldo; Rodelinda; Susanna,:
Royal Fireworks Music.

VOCAL WORKS
SFCULAP
Cantata No. 46 ("0 numi
eterni"); Arias.
Baker; English Chamber Orchestra,
Leppard. Philips 9.501 097 (A).
O : 7313 097.

VOCAL WORKS,
SACRED
Coronation Anthems for
George II.
English Cwicert, West ni Insicr Abbey
Chorus, Pinnock. Archly 25.14 005. (D).

OM a 410 410-2.

Dettingen Te Deum;
Dettingen Anthem.
Westminster Abbey Orchestra and
Chorus, Preston. Archie 410 647-1. (D).
O O.

INSTRUMENTAL
WORKS
Sonatas, Op. 1, Nos. 2, 4,
7, 1 1 .

Li nth' (recorder), Ihnprood. ngel DS
37983. (D). a .

Sonatas for Wind
instruments (complete).
Bruggen; Haynes; Van Asperen;
Lange; Bylsma. Pro Arte 3 -PAL 3001
(A, 3). O (3). (Distributed by Inter -
sound, Inc.. 1402523rd Are. N. Minne-
apolis, Minn .55.5.l I )

Suites for Harpsichord,
Nos. 1, 3, 5, 8; Chaconne
in G.

n flck. Archer 41(1 hi6-1. (In
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A Magnificent

'Turandot'

From Vienna

Eva Marton (left) is an electrifying Turandot, and Jose Carreras a luxuriant Calaf.

PUCCINI:
Turandot
O Marton, Kmentt, Bogart, Carreras, Ricciarelli,

Kerns, Wildhaber, Zednik, Ryd(, Vienna State
Opera Orchestra and Chorus, Vienna Choir Boys,
Maazel. Michel Glotz, prod. CBS Masterworks LIM
19160 (D, CI (3). 0 (1).

If you are a Turandot fan-as I am, without
reservation-you will be thrilled about al-
most every aspect of this new entry in the
growing Turandot lists. My first reason for
breaking out the champagne is the presence
of the magnificent Hungarian soprano Eva
Marton in the title role. A few weeks after
singing in this September 1983 live perfor-
mance in Vienna, Marton sang the role with

Sarah Caldwell's Opera Company of Boston
and simply stopped the show.

Among the sopranos I have heard sing
Turandot was Rosa Raisa, the first of all of
them and still, in my view, the greatest. But I
have also heard Maria Jeritza, who damaged
her voice in the role; Eva Turner, who was
magnificent but not Raisa's equal; Inge

Borkh, a rather hard -sounding contestant;
and of course Birgit Nilsson. Certainly Nils-
son was formidable in the part But her voice

was Northern in its textures, and in crucial
moments, it lacked the quality and depth of
feeling that Raisa-and now Marton-have
found. I also heard Maria Callas record Tur-
andot in La Scala in the summer of 1957, a
brilliant performance that is still available on

Angel 3571. There is little to be said in favor

of the more recent recorded performances of
the role by Montserrat Caballe, Joan Suther-
land, or, most disastrous of all, Katia Ricciar-

elli, the Lill of the present set.

Those who do not believe that the role of

Turandot is a challenge do not assess cor-
rectly the hurdles the Princess must meet
with her very first singing (which does not
occur until the middle of the second act).
Then, with little enough orchestral support,
she must launch into a series of high B's and

C's that are far more taxing than Briinn-
hilde's opening cries in Die Walkiire. These
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notes were never hard for Nilsson, who once

said that when she had finished Turandot,
she was just warmed up for Isolde. But they
are clearly intended to be trumpeted out, and

they demand a true heroic soprano in the line
of Raisa, Turner, Callas (who did not sing the

role that often in public), Nilsson, and now, it

is safe to say, Marton.

In Marton's background, there is a com-
bination of Middle -European birth and early

years spent in the Italian repertory that par-
allels Raisa's beginnings. Raisa, born Rosa
Burchstein in Bialystok (in what became Po-

land again in 1918), studied in Italy and en-
joyed her first triumphs largely in Italian
houses. Marton, born Eva Heinrich, included

among her early roles Maddalena in Andrea
Chenier, Donna Anna, Manon Lescaut,
Tosca, five Verdi heroines, and Mathilde in

Rossini's Guillaume Tell. Her voice is re-
markably even throughout her wide range,
with no audible shifting of gears through the

top octave. What becomes increasingly trea-
surable as she moves into the third act of
Turandot is the velvety quality of her soft
singing-first in her pianissimo repetition of
the word "L'amore," echoing Lill; then in
her replies to the Prince, as she sings, "ma
('anima e lassie"; and most of all in her final

capitulation on the phrase "E l'alba!," on the
third repetition of which she suggests the
deepest ecstasy, in a way no Turandot since

Raisa has done. With her Ortrud this season
at the Met and the promise of large Wagneri-

an roles to come-which until now she has
avoided, as Nilsson did until she reached the

same age-Marton is the most promising
true heroic dramatic soprano of our time.

Marton is matched handsomely in this
recording in nearly every detail. That "near-
ly" is not intended to suggest that any ele-
ment fails to achieve its goal. But this is a
live performance, which is at once an advan-

tage and a disadvantage. On the plus side, it
conveys a sense of urgency that intensifies
the dramatic situation. You can almost see
the crowd moving restlessly about the stage;

the voices are clearly coming from various
distances, on and off stage. What is lost, on
rare occasions, is impact; the distant micro-
phones simply cannot provide it. On the
whole, however, I prefer the feeling of being
present in the house on a great night.

When this recording was made, Lorin
Maazel (who has made notable contributions

to the operatic catalog in recent years) was
serving as general director of the Vienna

State Opera. He is in top form here: The or-
chestra, chorus, and principals are all in in-
spired shape and perform thrillingly. Jose
Carreras, who for a time seemed to be
stretching his voice beyond its limits, sounds

comfortable, even luxuriant, as Calaf. He
takes some liberties with the notes as print-
ed, but he stands up to the challenge of Mar -

ton's electrifying singing. It is impossible to
mention Ricciarelli's Liu without recalling
her tragic attempt at the title role under Her-
bert von Karajan's baton, one of the most ru-

inous treatments of a once lovely voice in his-

tory. Her Liu has real beauty, but
undoubtedly it would be more beautiful had
she never even thought of singing Turandot.

John -Paul Bogart is an astonishing Ti-
mur-astonishing because he sounds as if he
really were an old king, and yet not too many

years ago, he was the boy alto soloist in
Leonard Bernstein's recording of the Chi-
chester Psalms (CBS MS 6792).

Kurt Rydl and Waldemar Kmentt do all
that the Mandarin and the aged Emperor Al-

toum need do. And the lovely trio of Ping,
Pang, and Pong is skillfully handled by Rob-

ert Kerns, Helmut Wildhaber, and Heinz
Zednik, although their scene is one of the
times when a touch more presence nearer
the microphones would have been welcome.

This recording uses the customary edi-
tion, for which, at Toscanini's request, Fran-
co Alfano wrote the ending, using some of
Puccini's material and some of his own. It
has been a serviceable closing during the
years since the night of the premiere, when
Toscanini stopped and said to the La Scala
audience something like "At this point, Gia-
como Puccini broke off his work. Death on
that occasion was stronger than art."

Recently, however, a more extended
conclusion has come to light, one in which Al-

fano made greater use of Puccini's ideas. It
was heard in London in 1982 and again short-

ly thereafter at the New York City Opera. It
would be appropriate and welcome if yet an-

other Turandot were to be recorded with
this alternative conclusion. Should that hap-
pen, I hope that Marton will again assume
the title role. There was to have been a final
duet, for which librettist Renato Simoni
wrote the lines about which Puccini said,
"They are really beautiful; they round off
and justify the duet." Puccini intended to de-
velop it into the musical and dramatic climax

of the entire opera, but we shall never hear it

this side of heaven. Paul Hume

MAYM
Symphonkosa No. 100, In 0
elailltaryn; No. 104, In 0 ("London").
0 Academy of Ancient Music, Hogwood Peter

Wodland and Morten Winding, prods. Oiseau-
Lyre 411 WI (D). CI a I. (Distributed by London.)

What Christopher Hogwood and the Acade-
my of Ancient Music did for Mozart's sym-
phonies, they are now beginning to do for
Haydn's. Whether they intend to record all
of them is another question, but with this re-

lease of two of Haydn's "London" sympho-
nies (Nos. 100 and 104), they have at least
made a start

Hogwood's performances of the Mozart
symphonies came as a revelation to admirers

of 18th -century music. Here, for the first
time, were familiar as well as unfamiliar
masterpieces cleansed of deposits accumu-
lated over generations and allowed to shine
with crystalline clarity. The timbres of the
original instruments, together with the vigor
of the interpretations, led one to wonder if
one had ever really heard these works be-
fore.

We can only celebrate, therefore, Hog -
wood's initial foray into the Haydn canon.
Here two of the finest, most familiar of the

FORMAT
0 LP
O Cassette
0 Compact Disc
CD Videocassette
ISO Videodisc
e) Open reel

K E Y

RECONOINO INFORMATION

(A) armies original
(D) digital original

Large symbol beneath ode indicates reviewed
format. Small symbols foNOWillg catalog number
of reviewed format indicate other avarktie for-
mats (if any).

Catalog numbers of all femurs of a partic-
ular recording usually are identical except foi
differing prefixes or suffixes. Catalog numbers of
formats other than the reviewed format are
printed only if their basic numbers differ sub-
stantially horn that of the reviewed format.

Arabic numeral in parentheses indicates
number of Hems in mutts -item set. Uniess other-
wise dxhcated. all multi -LP sets are in manual
SOQUIVICEI.

Unless otherwise indicated. all videocas-
settes are available m both Beta and VHS at the
3111118 puce.
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"London" symphonies are performed by a
medium -size orchestra (about 40 players)
with period instruments and a fortepiano
continuo. According to Hogwood's literate
program notes, he consulted not only the
autograph scores but original performing
and rehearsal materials in order to assemble

the most accurate possible editions of these
symphonies. His loving concern is evidenced

in almost every measure by sensitive phras-
ing, crisp articulation, and the scrupulous ob-

servance of dynamics.

But there is more to these readings than
mere faithfulness to the scores. The size of
the Academy restores the proper balance be-

tween strings, woodwinds, and brass; no
longer are the winds swamped by an over -

of the old instruments or the purity of line,
but in Hogwood's hands, Haydn's surprises
sound more Beethovenian, more pre -Roman-

tic than I have ever heard them sound be-
fore. The interpretations are characterized
by brisk tempos and have surprising
strength; anyone who still thinks that "origi-

nal instrument" is a euphemism for "inti-
mate" or "timid" need only listen to these
performances.

I hope that this release is only the start
of Hogwood's efforts on Haydn's behalf, for
complete sets of the "London" and "Paris"
symphonies would have immense musical
and historical importance. In the meantime,
it is a banner decade for Haydn symphonies

on original instruments, with Derek Solo-

Hogwood: beginning a Haydn symphony series, and offering flawless Bach

sized string section. The result is that every
musical line stands out in relief, to be con-
veyed with a clarity and soloistic flair we are

more accustomed to find in chamber music
performance. The winds-with their charm-
ingly piquant, slightly nasal timbres-bene-
fit the most from this sense of orchestral
proportion, though the listener will also be
struck by the biting brass attacks, the spar-
kling string articulations, and the brittle so-
nority of the old tympani.

The irony of it all is that Hogwood's
Academy, far from sounding small -toned,
generates a vitality and expressive power
equal to or surpassing that of conventional
orchestras twice its size. Maybe it is the wide

dynamic range, maybe the piercing timbres

mons recording them all from the beginning
and Hogwood now starting at the end. We
have much to gain from such fortunate
events.

K Robert Schwarz

BACH:
French Suites, in D minor, C minor,
B minor, E flat, G, and E, B.W.V.
812-817; Suite in A minor, B.W.V.
818ac Suite in E flat, B.W.V. 819/
819a.

Hogwood Peter Wadland, prod 0:sena-Lyre 411
811-1 (D, 2). CI (2). (Distributed by London.)

Christopher Hogwood was a harpsichordist
long before he was a conductor, but his earli-

er career has been all but eclipsed by his re-
markable successes as director of the period -

instrument Academy of Ancient Music and,
more recently, as a guest maestro for more
conventionally equipped orchestras. His
1982 Oiseau-Lyre recording (D 261D-2) of se-

lections from the Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book, on which he played a variety of instru-

ments, was an impressive reminder of how
skilled a keyboardist he is. His new survey of

Bach's French Suites (plus the comparably
constructed B.W.V. 818a and 819/819a) puts

him in the category of the best in the busi-
ness-the technique is flawless, the orna-
mentation is deft and pointed, the never -
very -straightforward rhythmic treatments
are charged with dynamism and vitality.
This is an exquisitely performed and pro-
duced recording, made all the more interest-

ing because a different 18th -century tuning
system is used for each of the eight suites.
Hogwood explains the details of the temper-

aments in his liner -note essay, but he's not
terribly informative about the manuscript
sources on which he bases his musical texts.

James Wierzbicki

MENDELSSOHN:
Sonata for Piano, in E, Op. 6;
Variations sari in D, Op. 54;
Prelude and Fugue, in B flat, Op. 35,
No. 1; Rondo capriccioso in E, Op. 14.
0 Perahm. Richard Einhurn and A talrete Kazdan,

prods. CBS Masterworks IM :178,.48 (D). 00

A year ago, CBS Masterworks offered us its
posthumous release of Glenn Gould's record-

ing of the Richard Strauss Sonata, Op. 5, a
teenage work Gould once affectionately de-
scribed as "full of Mendelssohn and full of
beans!" Here, on the same label, is Mendels-

sohn's first published sonata, written in 1826

when he was seventeen, and it's full of
Beethoven.

At least a couple of notches above the
engaging Strauss juvenilia, Mendelssohn's
Sonata, Op. 6, is a charming curiosity, but it's

still a far cry from the overture he would cre-

ate later that year for A Midsummer
Night's Dream. Its first movement opens
with an outright steal from Beethoven's
Opus 101, and there are traces of Opus 90
and, in the slow movement, a phrase from
Fidelio. More imitative than this, however,
are the keyboard mannerisms: the treatment
of the bass, trills in both hands, and broken
chords that suggest how well Mendelssohn
knew the late Beethoven sonatas.

Because this is Mendelssohn, however, a
remarkable keyboard finesse also informs
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the four -movement work, which seems
strongest in its graceful, interestingly devel-

oped first movement (Allegretto) and its ven-
turesome third movement, a Beethovenian
recitative that is worked out contrapuntally.
But the sonata bogs down with excess oc-
tave and scale bravura in the finale (imagine

a Wanderer Fantasy on a less interesting
theme), and here even Murray Perahia
seems to lose interest and indulge too much
in matter-of-fact pounding. Otherwise, only
the prominence of bass sonorities disturbs
the piece, creating a harshness that fortu-
nately can be adjusted via the tone controls.

Perahia's finest gifts-grace, color, re-
straint-make him an ideal Mendelssohn in-
terpreter. This record is also a welcome addi-
tion to a catalog that hardly abounds in the
composer's piano works. Its highlight, of
course, is the Mendelssohn every pianist
wants to play: the estimable Variations ser-
ieuses. Perahia plays them hauntingly from
the first lingering A of the opening theme.
His quiet, insightful approach suffers only
occasionally from a neglect of voicing or a
lack of tension in the agitato passages. Com-

pared with De Larrocha's beautifully voiced

but ritard-laden rendition or Horowitz's
sparkling but less sensitive reading, I prefer
this poetic account, with its faithfulness to
tempo and dynamics. Equally satisfying are
the works balancing Side Two: The usually
overwrought Rondo capriccios° has never
seemed so lovely or fresh.

Lesley Valdes

SCHUBURT:
Symphony No. 9, In C, D. 944
("Omar).
0 Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Levine. Cord

Goshen, prod. Deutsche Grammophon 413 437-1
(D1 CIO

Schubert died in 1828 without ever having
heard more than a run-through of this great
work the year before; not until 12 years later
did Felix Mendelssohn conduct its world pre-

miere with Leipzig's Gewandhaus Orches-
tra. At the time, some donkey complained
that the work had lAingen (which Anglo-
Saxons usually translate as longueurs), and
that impelled Robert Schumann to defend it
as "von himmlischen Ltingen"; ever since,
we have known it as Schubert's symphony
"of heavenly length."

That length seems also to have irked
James Levine, for-calculated by his tempos
here-he has cut 6:30 out of the first move -

MARCH 1985

ment and 3:45 out of the last simply by de-
clining to repeat sections Schubert wanted
played. As Schubert wrote it, the Ninth
ought to last, at Levine's tempos, about
three minutes over an hour: If that present-
ed a problem to the recording staff, they
should have solved it in some other manner.
Musically, neither they nor Levine should ex-

pect any more critical grace than the impa-

tient pianist who chooses to ignore the re -
pests in Schubert's opus posthumous B flat
Sonata.

This great orchestra plays superbly and
sounds wonderful, but I have numerous mu-
sical bones to pick with Levine. Presumably

invoking "tradition"-may God damn it-he
takes the opening eight -bar unaccompanied

horn call at 72 beats per minute, then jumps

1
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three full metronome stops faster when the
orchestra joins in. Six bars before the shift
into allegro, ma non troppo, he jumps the
gun by accelerating gradually, thus sliding
into a different tempo instead of changing
At the movement's end, he makes a whop-
ping, unauthorized ritard. Some grace
notes-inconsistently-sound on the beat,
some before. I could go on this way through
the whole work, but the worst violations
come in the fourth movement, which Levine

seems to relish in the way a flashy piano vir-

tuoso relishes, say, Liszt's twelfth Hungar-
ian Rhapsody. With Levine's one -fast -beat -

to -a -bar, it becomes a tarantella, maybe even

a saltarello. Nineteenth-century Vienna? It
reminds me more of the Eighth Avenue sub-

way's open -windowed A train on that non-
stop stretch between 59th Street and 125th.
If you like your Schubert to sound like Ber-
lioz's Roman Carnival Overture, you may
well find this hyperactive interpretation
right down your alley.

Paul Moor

PUCCINI:
Manon Lescaut.
CI &cm, Domingo, Bruson, Rydl, Gambill, Ruts-

baendrr; Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus,
Sinopoli. Gunther Breed, prod Deutsche Grammo-
phon 418 89J-4 (D, 2).ci (d). O (:1)

With only nit-picking reservations, I regard
this as surely the finest overall recorded per-
formance of young Puccini's flawed but irre-

sistible masterpiece. Certainly the magnifi-
cent engineering sets it apart: Sonics here
have optimum immediacy, clarity, and sense
of proper stage space, and no doubt the CD
issue of it should be even more revelatory of

the score's felicitous beauties.
Though the cast is almost state of the

art as far as contemporary operatic perform-
ing is concerned, the true star of the proceed-

ings is conductor Giuseppe Sinopoli, whose
reading of the orchestral score is by far the
best I have heard, live or recorded. Sinopoli
injects a consistent sense of breathless, al-
most adolescent energy into every measure,

yet he does not neglect the spacious romance

the wonderful melodies deserve. Even more

important, his exposure of the orchestral
fabric's myriad details is amazing (though I
wonder if they would sound so clear in an
opera house, without the boon of miking),
and he is able to keep the structure para-
mount, which is quite a job in a score so full
of false climaxes.

I am especially impressed with the al-
most Wagnerian underlining of the various
brief motives that permeate' the work, such
as the four -note "Ma -non Les-caut" phrase
that recurs innumerable times in various
guises. Although Sinopoli's concept is decid-

edly symphonic, he is always sympathetic to

the singers, not in muting any of the orches-
tral sounds, but in allowing the accompani-
ment to fully support the soloists and inspire

them to give their very best.

Mirella Freni's performances of Manon
at the Metropolitan Opera last fall (as a re-
placement for Katia Ricciarelli) came as an
iridescent revelation to most people who wit-

nessed them. The plummy, Tebaldi-esque
richness of her lyric spinto voice is a perfect
match for the role, while the fierce demands
in range of note, color, dynamics, and emo-
tions hold no terrors whatsoever for her, giv-

en her exquisitely schooled technique.
In addition, Manon is a role in which

Freni's unusually pensive, inward -looking in-

terpretative manner can really shine. With
her, Manon is at the outset a character afraid
of the world, who then furtively accepts the
protestations of love from Des Grieux and
ultimately resigns herself first to her sugar
daddy, Geronte, and then, fully knowing her

eventual doom, once again to her lover. The

tragedy of her downfall and death in the fi-
nal two scenes becomes even more affecting

than usual. It is to Freni's credit that even
without seeing her stage performance, her
characterization still springs to febrile life as

one listens to this recording.

Domingo previously recorded Des
Grieux with Montserrat Caballb for Angel-
a curiously neutral rendition that was not
helped by conducting considerably below
Sinopoli's level. Here, Domingo-his singing
characterized by a purply ringing of tone-is
at his absolute, impassioned best, at one with

Puccini and the rest of the cast. In cumula-
tive effect, this is one of his most riveting
performances, particularly in the groove -
melting duets with Manon in Acts II and IV.
(For the record, he whips out a stunning high

C in the latter scene.)

Renato Bruson has often been a prosaic

performer on recordings (his Enrico on the
recent Angel Lucia is a case in point), and
while he doesn't capture all of Lescaut's dev-

il-may-care ebullience or fully convey his
two-faced attitude toward Manon, he sings
sturdily and gives a competent portrayal.
(Moreover, those whistled s's of his, which

often sound like fingernails on a blackboard,

are seldom apparent.) Kurt Rydl is a sono-
rous, appropriately sinister Geronte; Robert
Gambill, a bouncy Edmondo, offering a wel-

comely youthful sound not often encoun-
tered in this role; and Brigitte Fassbaender
handles the little second -act madrigal (which

Puccini purloined from the Agnus Dei of his

early Mass) most pleasingly. The chorus-
particularly the student group in Act I-
sings with great vitality.

In short, this version of Manon Lescaut
is, in all musical, dramatic, and technical as-

pects, as close to definitive as one can right-

fully expect in our time.

Bill Zakariasen

BARTOK:
Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No.
1'; Sonata for Two Pianos and
Percussion t.
0 Vladimir Ashkenozy-t. Vorka Ashkertazyt,

Corkhillt, Smithf; London Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Solti". Andrew Cornall, prod London 410
108-1(D). a
The next time you want to get vicious in a
game of musical trivia, defy your opponent
to name the person who conducted for Bela
Bartok when he unveiled his barbaric first
piano concerto at the International Society
for Contemporary Music's 1927 festival in
Frankfurt. (The answer's at the end of the
review.)

The French like to apply the word brut
to this kind of music (they also apply the ad-
jective to what we call primitive art). It
makes one feel certain that Carlos Chavez
thoroughly assimilated this concerto, as well

as Bartek's second, before composing his
own piano concerto a decade or so later. The

Bartok work's pile-driver energy and its dis-

sonances-minor seconds, major sevenths,
and augmented octaves, not to mention two -

hand partial clusters with multiple adjacent
semitones-sound harsh enough even today;
they must have really shocked the pants off
earlier auditors.

This extremely difficult work demands
performers with a rhythmic sense as solid as

the Rock of Gibraltar; in this outstanding re-

cording, it gets them. Vladimir Ashkenazy
manages force and brilliance without becom-

ing martellato or bangy, and Georg Solti
guides his Londoners through all those jag-
ged meters with an absolutely sure hand.
The ensemble leaves nothing to be desired.

The album notes tell us nary a word
about Vovka Ashkenazy, the other pianist in
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the sonata. Since mutual Moscow friends call

Vladimir Ashkenazy "Vova," I wondered at

first whether he had resorted to diabolical
electronic trickery of the sortJascha Heifetz

once used to record Bach's Double Concerto

with himself. No, I decided, not at these tem-

pos, which considerably exceed those Bartok

indicated in the two fast movements-and,
unfortunately, actually interfere with the
rhythmic articulation of the quarter -plus -
eighth -note groups in the first movement
and the dotted -eighth -plus -sixteenth -note

groups in the last. Less self -destructively
breakneck tempos would have benefited
those two movements greatly. Also, the re-

cording of the sonata at times fails to pass

muster. For example, at measures 62-63 in

the slow movement, the snare drum drowns

out the second piano's high -B octaves almost

entirely, and at 70, the first piano's 18 succes-

sive slow glissandos in thirds are simply in-

audible. The two Ashkenazys [Incidentally,

Vovka is Vladimir's son-Ed.) otherwise
play almost too brilliantly, and David Cork -
hill and Andrew Smith perform prodigies
with three tympani, a xylophone, side drums

(both with and without snares), suspended

cymbal, crash cymbals, bass drum, triangle,

and tam -tam.

So who did conduct the world premiere

of Bartok's first concerto? Wilhelm Furt-
wangler.

Paul Moor

BA=LIU&
Symphonies: No. 4, in A minor, Op. 63;
No. 7, in C, Op. 105.

0 Helsinkt Philharmonic Orchestra, Berglund.
1; '111 verhouse. prod. Angel DS .181.15 (D).M

SIBELIUS:
Symphony No. 6, in D minor, Op. 104;
Suite from "Pelleas et Melisande," Op.
46.
0 Gothettemry Sy friplimly (Irchrstrti, jar, Robot

von Bahr. prod. Bit LP 417 (1)). O. (Distributed
by Qualiton Imports. .19-28 ('rentrent St.. Long Island
City. NY. 11101.)

Paavo Berglund's recording is the first in-
stallment in his second recorded cycle of the

Sibelius symphonies. The first cycle was
made for HMV with the Bournemouth Sym-

phony Orchestra during the early 1970s, and

the venture proved quite successful with Si-

belian audiences and critics. However, only

Nos. 1 and 5 were issued in this country (on

Seraphim and Angel, respectively).

The current Angel single actually con-

tains Berglund's third recording of the
Fourth-he first recorded it about 15 years

ago with the Helsinki Radio Symphony on

Finnish Decca. I don't have that version at

my disposal, but comparisons between the

two Angel editions are rather striking. The

Bournemouth Fourth is notably expansive

throughout-in fact, many Sibelians found it

much too expansive in the last movement,
where the allegro molto in Berglund's
hands begins at the indicated tempo, but by

the end slows to a crawl.

The Helsinki version adheres far more

closely to the score in this section, while the

other three movements are marginally
brisker than before. However, while taking

note of the greater "correctness" of the later

performance, I don't find it possesses the in-

dividual character heard in Bournemouth,
where one gets the feeling of suspended awe

and almost monumental desolation. This is

strictly a personal reaction, and it must be

0<
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said that veteran collectors who remember

the old Rodzinski-New York Philharmonic-

Columbia 78 -rpm set with affection will no

doubt approve of Berglund's near carbon
copy of it. (The "near" qualification is used
because Rodzinski used bells in the last
movement, whereas Berglund opts for the

more frequently heard glockenspiel; contro-

versy still reigns over what Sibelius really
wanted when he wrote "glocken" in the
score.)

When Berglund first recorded Sympho-

ny No. 7 in Bournemouth, he stated in the
liner notes that he had made numerous cor-

rections to the Wilhelm Hansen score that

were based on the original 1924 manuscript.

Presumably he used the same edition in Hel-

sinki, but for these ears, the differences are

infinitesimal. The performance, as before, is

just in tempo and grand in expression-cer-

tainly a thoroughly competitive reading-
though I find the delivery of the last few
measures surprisingly perfunctory. The son-

ics, at any rate, are commendably clear and

full of impressive impact in the climaxes.
Berglund's succeeding installments in this

series ought to be interesting.

With the Bis No. 6, Neeme Jarvi and the

Gothenburg Symphony continue their gener-

ally imposing traversal of Sibelius's com-
plete orchestral works-tone poems, inciden-

tal music, et al., in addition to the seven
symphonies-and the results here are quite

satisfying. The Sixth is an especially tricky

piece to bring off: Its transparent, often
frighteningly exposed instrumental writing
creates many pitfalls, while the fragmented

nature of the themes and their development

can contribute to an incoherent perfor-
mance. Jarvi's long -breathed, yet tightly
knit, rendition seems to sew up most, if not

all, of the myriad seams, and the orchestra is

in excellent fettle. The strings in particular
(who must often echo the a capella choral

writing of such Renaissance masters as Pa-

lestrina) have a wonderfully airy tonal quali-

ty, and the undulating counterpoint is ex-
posed with complete technical assurance.

The recording (like others in this series,

of a live performance in the Gothenburg
Concert Hall) is free, clear, and open (the

sound of the harp particularly so)-exactly
what this sort of music deserves. The rec-
ord's surface-and the audience-are com-
mendably silent.

These virtues carry over to the flip side,

which contains the customary nine -move-

ment suite taken from the 1905 Pelleas et

Melisande incidental music. Jarvis presen-

tation is alert and affectionate, and though

this music is of little more than marginal im-

portance in the Sibelius catalog, the sympa-

thetic, atmospheric charm of the writing al-

ways makes for pleasant listening,
particularly when delivered as well as it is

here.

Speaking of Sibelius's incidental music,

one hopes that it won't be too long before

Jarvi tackles the complete music Sibelius

wrote for the 1926 Helsinki Swedish Theater

production of Shakespeare's The Tempest.

Thus far, only fragmentary suites have been

available, but Sibelius actually wrote over 90

minutes of music-including vocal solos and

chorus, all of it with instrumentation of ex-
treme elaborateness-which makes it the
largest work of his in any form. Next?

Bill Zakariasen

MOZART (after J. C. Bach
sonatas):
Concertos for Piano and Strings,
K. 107: No. 1, in D; No. 2, in G; No. 3,
in E flat.
SCHROTER, J. S.:
Concerto for Piano and Strings, in C,
Op. 3, No. 3.
0 I'r rahla. English Chambe (Info stra.

James Mallinson, prod. CBS Masterworks 1M
19222(D). ao
Something needs to be said about the prac-

tice of reducing liner notes to one column to

make room for translations-often bad
ones-into other languages. Although note

writers have to invent less desperately now

that they have only a few inches to fill-for
which we should be grateful-they still do
invent. The present album describes the
three concertos the adolescent Mozart con-

structed from piano sonatas by Johann
Christian Bach as "a fascinating fusion of
the dwindling Baroque and the budding
Classical periods, an intriguing glimpse into

the birth process of the concerto itself "-a
statement with no relation to the concertos

on the record, which are in the already -well -

established style of the mid 18th century.

I had to look elsewhere for useful infor-

mation. For example, Mozart's only contri-

butions to these pieces, apart from his skill-

ful rewriting of some of the piano part as
accompanying figures for strings, are the or-

chestral ritornellos before the development

sections: They are original. For the rest, he

scored Bach's piano writing and used it
again for the tuttis. This reiteration of mate-

rial has the good effect of making Bach's
structure clearer than in the original piano

sonatas. The epigrammatic cadenzas, whose

bold harmonic excursions are even more im-

pressive than the music they are based on,

were not written by Mozart either. They are

by Murray Perahia, although they sound like

the sort of unexpectedly mature utterances

that occasionally surprised young Mozart's

listeners. Bach's music itself is inventive and

often affecting. But I suggest that you listen

to the Second and Third Concertowbefore the

First, which has an uninteresting first move-

ment.

The concerto by Johann Schroter, Mo-

zart's contemporary, is insubstantial and re-

petitive in spite of cuts. It should embarrass

a reviewer to say that, I suppose, since Mo-

zart thought highly of it. But I believe it was

included here because it contains complete

cadenzas by Mozart, whereas what I am told

is the more interesting Sixth Concerto of
Opus 3 has only fragments.

Both Perahia's performances and the re-

cording are excellent.

Thomas Hathaway

BRAHMS:
Concerto for Violin, Cello, and
Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 102; Tragic
Overture in D minor, Op. 81.
0 1,rrliey, Starkerr, Amsterdam Philharmonic Or-

chestra. Job. Joseph &fel, prod. Sefel SEFD 50.?J
(DA 0

The concerto receives a splendid perfor-
mance-broad, powerful, yet consistently
lyrical in expression-that is mirrored in re-

corded sound of admirable depth and focus.

Janos Starker's mastery of the cello needs

no special pleading, and he is in top form

here-his tone prevailingly full and suave,
his virtuosic technique completely in tow.
Emmy Verhey is comparatively little-known

in these parts, but she has apparently made

quite a name on the Continent (among her

teachers was David Oistrakh, and in 1966 she

became the youngest violinist to win the
Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow). The

beautifully shaded, technically commanding

playing she offers here obviously places her

in the big leagues.

Verhey and Starker work with admira-

ble unanimity of purpose. The balance be-
tween their two instruments is excellent
throughout, and the teamwork carries
through to their collaboration with Arpad
Job and the orchestra. Jo6's probing of detail

(for instance, hear the subtle underlining of
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bassoons at the beginning of the finale) pays

dividends, and although the Amsterdam

Philharmonic doesn't always play with the
sharply honed discipline of the more famous

Concertgebouw, the big, bold tone and strik-

ing dynamic range prove most satisfying.
Job's long -breathed traversal of the Tragic
Overture possesses similar virtues. Despite

the already crowded field for this coupling,
the present issue is definitely competitive.

Bill Zakariasen

WAGNEft
Lohenerin (entatarpts).
0 Hofmann, Armstrong, Vogel, Roar, Connell.

Weikl: Bayreuth Festival Chorus and Orchestra,
Nelsson. Rudolf Werner. prod CBS Masterworks M
38988 (A).

Hort! Grafen, Edle, Freie tan Brabant!: Elsa's
Dream: Einsam in triiben Tagen; Nun sei bedankt;
Das siisse Lied mrhallt; Gralserzahlung: In fernem
Land Mein Heber Schwan.

It has finally occurred to me why Germany's

handsome young heldentenor Peter Hof-
mann enjoys such extraordinary popularity

in this country. If you thought that Little

House on the Prairie and Lohengrin have

nothing in common, think again. When
Americans look at Peter Hofmann, they see

in their imaginations Michael Landon in le-
derhosen.

Some heroic tenors, like the great Laur-

itz Melchior, brought to their roles all the sex

appeal of an oil drum. Particularly in Lohen-
grin-where at the hero's first appearance
(Act I, Scene 3), the chorus drools for 13 full

measures over how schon he is -that lack of
sex appeal presents a contradiction. But
when someone like Hofmann comes along
with both an attractive voice and manly
beauty -bingo!

Germans call this sort of disc a Quer-
schnitt (cross section) -in this case, of the
1982 Bayreuth Festival performance record-

ed live. These excerpts comprise, in full or in

part, the first act's three scenes and the third

act's latter two. The conductor here seems to

me to be the recording's weakest feature. I

gave up on him completely in Act III, Scene

2; where Wagner writes motto tranguillo,
Woldemar Nelsson chooses that very mea-

sure to initiate a faster tempo.

If Hofmann's voice falls short of great-
ness, he does have a good one, both in gentle,

tender passages and whenever an occasional

high A gives him the opportunity really to let

fly. Karan Armstrong does creditably as

Elsa, but I hope that subsequent to this re-

cording she has taken prophylactic mea-

sures against an incipient vocal wobble. Eliz-

abeth Connell is impressive here as Ortrud,
and the other soloists maintain Bayreuth's

customary high standards. Both chorus and
orchestra sound simply wonderful, particu-
larly the brass.

Given that this is a recorded stage per-

formance, the technicians have done remark-

ably well with it. But occasional lapses do oc-

cur, for instance during the opening scene,

when you can just barely discern the choral

passage beginning "Ha, schwerer Schuld
zieht Telramundt" In these six scenes,
though, only one technical blemish truly dis-

comfited me: the loud pre -echo suddenly vio-

lating the tense silence in the final scene, im-

mediately preceding the hero's disclosure
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that he is Parsifal's son, Lohengrin.

CBS's text department, as usual, has

fallen down on the job. It says that the open-

ing cut starts with "Gott griiss Euch," sung

by King Heinrich, when in fact it starts at
the very beginning, where the Herald gets

things going with "Hort! Grafen, Edle,
Freie von Brabant!" CBS inserts a trilin-
gual page that summarizes the story in ex-

ceptionally large print. It would have served

purchasers better by devoting that space to

small -type excerpts from the libretto.
Paul Moor

WEBER:
Symphonies: No. 1, in C, J. 50;
No. 2, in C, J. 51.
a Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Sawal-

lisch. F Axel Mehrle, Dieter Sinn, and Diether G.
Warneck, prods. Orfeo C 091-841 MAO (Distributed by
Harmonia Munch, U.S.A.. 2.151 Westwood Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif. 9004.)

In a period of six weeks prior to his twenty-
first birthday, Carl Maria von Weber wrote

both of these symphonies, then abandoned

the form. Although he adored Mozart and
Haydn (and disapproved of Beethoven as a

dangerous radical), Weber imitated no one.

If the opening movement of his First Sym-

phony (the finer of the two works) recalls

Mozart's Abduction from the Seraglio, it
more startlingly anticipates Rossini, Doni-

C r I T 1 C S'
The most noteworthy

BARTOK:
Concerto for Orchestra;
Ket Kep (Two Pictures),
Op. 10.
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Dorali.
Philips ill 132-1. Pel,

BEETHOVEN:
Sonata for Piano, No. 29,
Op. 106
("Hammerklavier").
Srrk, II 0 Pn, At le PAD 181. Feb.

zetti, Bellini, and Schubert-the oldest of

whom was fourteen at the time. Perhaps
there was musical pollen in the air. Neither

symphony is a historic plaque (or even a road

marker) on the high road to Romanticism,

but the First is every bit as ingratiating as

those by Arriaga. Vofigek, and Bizet, while
the Second, which Weber ends with a throw-

away coda that fails to make its mark, none-

theless reveals a remarkable sense of fanta-

sy.

Not only is conductor Wolfgang Sawal-

lisch a conscientious and intelligent musi-

cian, he's a native Miinchener in the bargain,

meaning that the Bavarian Radio Symphony

Orchestra knows him as London orchestras

knew Sir Adrian Boult, quirks and all. Paced

by an excellent solo oboe, they manage to
play in tune and almost all of the time togeth-

er. Sawallisch divides the violins, praise be;

behind the firsts are cellos and double
.basses, behind the seconds, violas. As Orfeo

recorded the winds, two bassoons sit left of

center, next to them a single flute, and then a

pair of oboes, all in a single row. Two trum-

pets play to the right of rear -center timpani,

with a pair of French horns banished to the

far -right corner.
The sound on CD, while not shrill or stri-

dent, fails to define a more specific chamber

in the mind's eye. And because the frequen-

HOICE
releases reviewed recently

DEBUSSY:
Preludes, Bks. 1 and 2;
Reflets dans l'eau, from
"Images," Set 1; Estampas.

0: Egoror. 0: Angel DSB .1954, Jan.

HANDEL:
Concerti gross', OP. 6, Nos.
5-8', 9-121.
Standage, Wilcock, Pleeth; English
Concert, Pinnock.0: Archiv410 898-1
',10,'.9.9 I f Jan.

HAYDN:
Symphonies Nos. 26, 41,
43, 44, 48, 52; Overture to
"Le Pescatrici," in D.
LEstro Amanita), SUI011iOnS. 0: CBS
Masterworks 1.131 .19040, Jan.

HONEGGER:
Symphonies Nos. 3, 5.
I3acanan Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Dutoit.0: RCA Erato NUM 75117, Dec.

cy compass doesn't go beyond day -in, month -

out standards on NPR, the tone is thickish.

Just now, Orfeo is the only CD version with a

U.S. distributor. However, while this review

was being prepared, Academy Sound and Vi-

sion Ltd. in England published a CD of Nev-

ille Marriner's dashing 1982 performances

with the Academy of St. Martin -in -the -

Fields, licensed last year by the Musical Her-

itage Society and, I assume, the same ones

that Vanguard offers on LP. When this
reaches our shores, either in metropolitan
import stores or on one (or both?) of the two

U.S. licensing labels, Orfeo will likely have to

forfeit first place, assuming the sound is as

vivid on Compact Disc as the MHS cassette

counterpart implies it can be.

Roger Dettmer

VIVALDI:
Chamber Works.

Ayo (performing on R.V. 87 92, 94, 95, 105, 108).
Demenga Holliger (87, 94, 95, 101, 104 105),

Jaceottet (all), Pellegrino (87, 108), Petri (all), Rubin
(all), Thunemann (86, 94, 95, 101, 109, 105). Philips 411
.1561 (D. C)(2)

Concertos: in C, R.V. 87; in D, RV 94. in D, R.V
94; in D, R.V. 95; in G, R.V. 101; in G minor, R.V 108;
in G minor, R.V. 105; in A minor, R.V. 108. Sonata for
Chamber Orchestra, in A minor, RV. 86.

The brilliantly recorded sound of this out-

standing two -disc set makes you sit up and

take notice immediately. That plus the virtu-

MAHLER:
Symphony No. 4, In G.
Battle; Vienna Philharmonic, Maazel.
0: CBS Masterworks 1M .01075 Jan.

PROKOFIEV:
Suite from "Lieutenant
KiJS," Op. 60.
KODALY:
Suite from "Nary AAAAA."
I.Ond011 Philharmonic Orchestra.

Ten nstedt. 0: Angel DS .18155, Jan.

PROKOFIEV:
Symphony No. 5, in B flat,
Op. 100.
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, Slat -
kin. 0: RCA ARC 1-5035, Jan.

VIVALDI:
Concertos for Oboe,
Strings, and Harpsichord:
R.V. 447, 453, 457, 461,
463.
Bourgue; 1 Soliiti Venetr, Scimone. 0:
RCA Erato NUM 75110 Feb.

ZAPPA:
Orchestral and Chamber
Works.
Easrm bl InterContemporain, The

Barking Pumpkin Digital Gratifica-
tion Consort, Boulez. 0: Angel DS
38170 Fbb.

MAURICE ANDRE:
Trompetissimo.
An,/ rr. ni n, r n WI ensemble. 0: An
gel S18068. Der.
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osity of the five soloists and three continuo

players and their full realization of the mu-
sic's sheer joy of living make this an album

almost everyone except incorrigible Vivaldi -

haters can cherish.

What a delight to hear such a small en-

semble play works like these without orches-

tra! Although I recognize Heinz Holliger as

not only an oboist of world renown but also

one of Switzerland's leading avant-garde
composers, and I can report that Felix Ayo

has a solid, musicianly reputation in Europe,

otherwise -since the album notes deal exclu-

sively with the music -I can tell you nothing

more about these remarkable artists. They
obviously work together ex aequo, since

they all share equal billing; and to judge
from these sparkling performances, they
may well get together just for the fun of it.
This becomes apparent in the finale of R.V.

101, when one of them punctuates the music

with some drumming on one of the instru-
ments. The continuo comprises harpsichord,

theorbo (one of those picturesque double -

necked lutes), and cello, and the players vary

the emphasis from one instrument to anoth-
er with tasteful discretion.

Michala Petri, who plays the recorder
better than anyone I've ever heard, deserves

special mention. She is the only soloist who

performs in every work, three of which (R.V.

95, 101, and 108) amount to full-fledged, if

short, concertos for recorder plus accompa-

niment. Her recorder has a cool, sexless tim-

bre, free of all vibrato and reminiscent of a

boy soprano. And no matter what length re-

corder she plays (including one in the piccolo

register), Petri handles this elemental, al-
most primitive instrument with astonishing
dexterity.

Included here are nine works on four LP

sides. Listen to them individually; don't over-

do it by playing an entire side at a time, let

alone all four sides in succession! I think
you'll find this set to be just as much fun as I

do -and lovely, joyous music into the bar-
gain.

a:Mimi, audio
411
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Paul Moor

WAGNER:
Der Ring des tilbolungen (excerpts).
O Orchestra de Paris, Barenboirn. Werner Mayer.

prod. Deutsche Gmmmophon 410811-I (IJI.C1
Gotterdrimmerung: Siegfried's Rhine Journey:

Siegfned's Funeral Music; Finale. Siegfried: Forest
Murmurs. Die Walkhre: Ride of the Valk yries.

0i, vay, I thought, when this record first
came my way, Richard Wagner's Greatest
"Ring" Hits, yet. I apologize for such a stu-

pid first reaction, and I urge you not to have

it, too. For one reason or another, Wagnerian

excerpts like these have nearly vanished

from American symphony programs, so in a

sense, this record fills a gap. The Orchestre

de Paris, ably conducted and thrillingly re-

corded. plays them about as well as you can

expect to hear them anywhere.

I can never hear the first two Goiter-
dtimmerung excerpts without recalling Jo-

achim Herz's inspired production at the Leip-

zig Opera during the Ring centennial year,

when he cajoled -or possibly bullied -the

conductor into letting him use this purely or-

chestral music for a pantomime on stage.

SAVE MONEY  TIME . FREIGHT ON NAME BRAND STEREO
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"Siegfried's Rhine Journey" came off as
rather trite, but the "Funeral Music" accom-
panied the defeated Wotan-the half -blind,
exhausted old marauder-as he slowly pro-
ceeded, alone, between the columns of a kind

of allee, making a slight gesture of farewell
to each one of the symbols of his past glory.

It provided one of the most touching mo-
ments in all my opera experience, and Daniel

Barenboim's realization of that superb mu-
sic, with its grief exploding into outcries that

challenge the very heavens, does it full jus-
tice. The opera's finale gets off to an oddly
tentative start here, interrupted by a succes-
sion of musical commas, but eventually its
polyphonic weaving together of an almost
endless leitmotif series raises it to the gener-

ally high level of the rest of these perfor-
mances.

Paul Moor

RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY

ARBOS/MADRID SYMPHONY:
Spanish Program.
ri Ilaarid Symphony Orchestra, Arbor Barton

'limbic, reissue prod. In Sync/Conductart C
414100.

ALBENIZ Iberia: Evocation, El Puerto, El Cor-
pus en Sevilla. Triana (orch. Athos); Navarra (orch.
Arbos). FALLA: The Three -Cornered Hat: Three
Dances. GRANADOS: Goyeseas: Intermezzo; Danza
espailola No. 6, in D. TURINA: La Procession del
Ratio.

This quintessentially Spanish symphonic
music is so familiar that it's difficult, if not
impossible, for youngsters to realize what an

electrifying revelation of exoticism it was to

those American concertgoers who first
heard it over a half century ago, authorita-
tively conducted by Enrique Fernandez Ar-
b6s during his guest appearances in this
country.

Arbos (1863-1939) was not only a close

colleague of the four composers represented
here but their most influential proponent.
I've never forgotten my own first entranced
encounter with most of these works on Janu-

ary 18, 1929, in Boston Symphony perfor-
mances led by ArbOs himself-scholar-spec-
tacled and bearded like the pard. That
experience was soon reinforced by hearing
domestic releases of the Spanish Columbia
recordings Arb6s had made earlier with the
Madrid Symphony to commemorate his
twenty-five years as its director.

Reappearing in miraculous Barton Wim-
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ble rejuvenations (by now almost expected

from him), these same recordings again
serveas paradigms of how this music should

be inflected and colored-stylistic essentials

that some of today's star conductors have

never fully mastered, least of all with the
magisterial assurance of Arb6s. I no longer

have the original discs for direct compari-
sons, but rereading my 1929-30 Phono-
graph Monthly Review evaluations sug-
gests that the present real-time chrome -tape

processings have actually improved the 78 -

rpm shellac sonics, especially in lifting the

veil that then somewhat diffused their full
sonorities.

In any case, if you don't know the extent

to which tonal fidelity could be achieved in

the late Twenties, you're likely to be flabber-

gasted by the present documentary evi-
dence. I'm convinced that the most signifi-
cant improvement that the latest

technologies can achieve is not in the musical

sound itself but in more expansive acoustical

ambience and more vivid apparent presence.

R. D. Darrell

GIDON K REMER:
Waltzes and Polkas.
O K 'VIM G II 'h. A ,,/ ashinn, Ifortnaget Philips

;10395-1(Dl.OU
KLAUSER: .Vattunallondler. LA.VNER: Die

Werber, Op. lal; Manen-Walzer. Op. 14.1; Steyrisehe
78nze, Op. la STRAUSS, j, Sr.: Eisele- and Bei.sele-
Spriinge, Op. 102 Kettenbrfteken-Walzer, Op. 4; Be -
&Me Annen-Polkn, Op. 137; Wiener-Gernlits-Walzer,
Op. 116; Schwarzsehe Boll -Tana, Op. dl

Maybe you can figure out this release; it
sure beats the hell out of me. Here we have

Gidon Kremer, first -prize winner in Mos-
cow's International Tchaikovsky Competi-
tion and one of today's most impressive vio-

lin virtuosos, joined by three distinguished

colleagues, and what do they offer us?
Would you believe Viennese coffeehouse

music? Note, too, that you don't even get Jo-

hann Strauss, The Waltz King-you get his
father.

Since Kremer, born in Riga, left the So-

viet Union to settle in Munich, he has become

known as what my old Texas friend John
Henry Faulk would admiringly call "one o'
them inde-goddamn-pendent sonofabitches."

He makes concert managers all but froth at

the mouth, not only by steering clear of the

tried-and-true repertory, the old favorites
that act upon audiences like magnets, but by

using his position as a lever to insinuate into

almost every recital at least one sizable score

by such composers as Karlheinz Stockhau-

sen and John Cage, whose works act upon

most audiences like stink bombs.

I can't help suspecting that this record-

ing is some sort of quid pro quo, owing its

(anonymous) production to some bit of gen-

teel blackmail. The scholarly album notes,

devoted entirely to chronicling the evolution

of early 19th -century Austrian threes such
as these, give us no clue. I listened closely, all

the way through, half expecting Kremer to
come up with the musical equivalent of a

whoopee cushion, an unexpected punch line

to make the joke clear, but so help me, they
play it all absolutely straight-no frills, no
fireworks, no nothing. If you happen to like
this sort of stuff, though, you certainly will
never hear it played better.

Paul Moor
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 Dolby BBC N R
 DBX
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motors '214

SONY.
Wm -10 fly
WALKMAN
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 auto -reverse ..a.
 Dolby' N R 'VY

Technics
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remote control
 programmable

music -scan
 FL display

Call for price!

JVC
RX-400
 70 watts/ch
 digital tuning
 7 -band EC)

Call for price!

Technics
SL -J3
 programmable

linear tracking T.T.
 record ;ache! size
 quartz -locked D.D.

'156

TRY & BEAT OUR
RICESYOUR CHOICE

BASFSONY
PRO II UC-XC90
C-90

1 .69 each
",,F) Minimum Purchase

ocosx°4"`two
woos

TEAC
R -777X
 Dolby BBC 8 DBX
2 motor/2 head
 auto reverse

SHURE
V15-5MR CART.
Our Price $138
Mfr. Rebate
starting 2/16 - 25
Your Net Cost 8113
After Rebate .. I 1

etprn 4115115

'389

Technics
SH -8055
 24 band graphic EO
 spectrum analyzer
 pink noise

generator $214

nnavz
S- X 1 130
RECEIVER

 130 watts/ch
 16 sta. presets
 video sound

picture circuits

Call for price!

Panasonic
P V-1 730
 2 wk/8 event
 VHS -hi-fi
 wireless remote

Call for price!

SERVICE
SPEAKERS!
Complete line of
Bose speakers now
available

Call for price!

AV -77
AUDIO VIDEO
PROCESSOR
 video effector
 bi-directional

VCR tape dubbin

Call for price.

San

This Is just a small
sampling of our

great prices.
T-120
Our Price $5.49 ea
Less Mfr.

Rebate -1.00 ea

Your Net Cost $449

Au rnerchandrse rs brand new & fully warranteed. Quantities limited Prices subject to change. Minimum shipping and handling charge $5

CALL OUR AUDIO/VIDEO 800-221-0974 AK. HI)
(ex N Y.

HOTLINE TOLL -FREE! Mon -Sat 9AM-5:30PM E.S.T. In N.Y. State Call: (718) 253-8888

11 v'irteCa Eorfoe
catalog

STEREO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

MASTERCARD
VISA ACCEPTED

Dept. 203 1629 Flatbush Avenue. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210
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We accept Visa. Mastercard.
American Express 8 Diners Club.
Ask about details on COD orders.
Money orders accepted. Allow 4
weeks clearance on personal checks.

OPEN SUNDAYS THRU FRIDAYS
9:30AM to 8:00 PM

CLOSED SATURDAYS

LflBELLE
CAMERA & STEREO OF MAINE

PRICES AND PRODUCTS IN EFFECT FEB 21 TO MARCH 20

IN
MAINE

155 MAIN STREET
BIDDEFORD, MAINE

1 207-283-1401

IN 224 WEST JERICHO TPK.

NEW YORK SYOSSE-4T. L.I.. NY
1-51696-2235

Send all mail order checks to
155 Main Street, Biddeford, ME 04005

FOR MAIL In Maine Alaska ad
Send 51 for our catalog CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-341-0783ORDERS Hawaii, Call, 1-207-283-n1401

Call for shipping and
handling charges

AM -FM RECEIVERS

AKAIAA-A35229" lbchnic:e; Dolby  El Dolby  C
48 watts per channel  Quartz
Lock Di

1.111
r ! r  

TECHNICS RS -B12 109.95
TECHNICS RS -B14 129.95
TECHNICS RS -818 139.95
TECHNICS RS -B50 169.95
TECHNICS RS -868R 229.95
TECHNICS RS -878R 269.96
Akar HX-A 1 89.96
Akai HX-A2 109.95
Akar HX-1C 109.95
Akai HX-3 149.95
Akai HX-A44 199.96
Akai GX-A55 239.95
Akai GX-7 259.95
Aka. GX-R88 399.96
Akai GX-R99 519.95
JVC KD-V100J 99.95
JVC KD V3031 149.95
JVC KD-V6J 229.96
JVC DD VR7 319.95
TEAC V-70) 279.95
TEAC V -800X 379.95
TEAC V 900X 469.95
TEAC V -777X 409.95
TEAC V-909 RX 319.95
Marantz SD530 239.95

CASSETTE DECKS

I

LL

1-

z
0
2
z
O.
0

Akai AA-RIS (22 watts) . . . 119.95
Akai AA -A25 (32 watts) 199.95
Akar AA -A45 165 watts) 299.95
JVC R -K 100 (25 watts) . 119.96
JVC R -K 200(40 wads)  ... 159.95
JVC R -X300 (55 watts) 219.95
JVC R -X350 (55 watts) .... 239.95
JVC R -X400 170 watts) .... CALL
JVC R-5500(100 watts). .. . CALL
Technics SA120 (35 watts) 119.95
Technics SA150 (25 watts) 139.95
Technics SA350 (40 wads) 189.95
Technics SA450 (50 watts) 209.96
Technics SA550 (70 watts) 299.95
Nikko NR320 128 watts) . . . . 109.95
Nikko NR550 135 watts) .. 179.95
Nikko NR700 140 watts) .... 209.95
Nikko NR800 (50 wads) . ... 269.95
Nikko NR1000 (65 watts) ... 299.99
Scott 379RS (70 watts) . . 299.99
Scott 359FIS 145 watts) ... 239.99
Scott 339RS (25 watts) . . . 169.95
Marantz SR640 (45 watts) .. 299.95
Marantz SR840 170 watts) 329.95

and DBX noise reduction  2
motor reel *model RSM-245X 21985

4

LL
0
z
0
I -z

z

fit

0
.714
W

0
-s
4

U
CC

LL
0

U
I-0z
0
0
(n
4
-s
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CONCORD
HPL-122 R  10 watts per
channel Dolby  B. digital

229"

CAR STEREOS

HPL-502 189.95
HPL-516 239.95
HPL-520 309.95
HPL-532 349.95
HPL-550 479.95
HPO-89 59.95
HP0-90 59.90

OCIarion 8500R
Digital AM -FM stereo tuner
auto -reverse tape separate
base arid treble 159"

#.4ifmtdstq
44 1.

85(1)11 159.95
8100R 139.95
69008 169.95
6300R 119.95
47008 114.95
4100R 79.95
zoo EOB 2 99.95
6700R 139.95
61008 119.95

TURNTABLES

ThChItiCS SLJ-2
 Direct Drive Linear Tracking
Ouwla Turntable 1 0995

Technics SLB-100 56.95
Technics SLB-200 66.95
Technics SLO200 76.95
Technics SLO-300 86.95
Technics SLOX200 119.95
Technics SLOX303 .. 134.95
Technics SLJt 99.96
Technics SLJ3 13995
Technics SLOL-15 17995
Technics SL 1200 MK2  CALL
Akai APA-1 54.95
Aka, APA 2
Akai APD-3
Akai APM-335
JVC LA 200
JVC OLA-220
JVC LF 210
JVC OLF-320
JVC LE 22
JVC LL 1
JVC OLL-2

BLAUPUNKT 111101
TUCSON

 AM -FM digital stereo, push
button tuner. auto reverse 33995
Dolby,. fader

AM -FM CAR STEREOS
Seattle 17595
Richmond . 21995
Manhattan ... . 219.95
Aspen SOR 24 239.95
Sacramento 279.95
Tucson 339.95
Houston 469.96
BPA-?60 209.95

Washington Sq 429 95
New Yorker Sq 519 95
Chicago 219.95
BEO
BEA 40
BEA 80
BPA 415
BPA 430

Panasonic
COS -793

e-

AM -FM stereo cassette
player. auto reverse DBX
NR. & push button 1599$

219.95
269.95
309.95
159.95
209.95
139.95
89.95

COS -934
COS -958
COS -747
COS -834
CYSG- 100
CYSG-S0

SONY WM-10

".':uperWalkman
stereo cassette player
with Dolby. 5995

STEREO TO GO
Sony WMF- 10 99.95
Sony WMF-8 68 96
Sony WMD-6C 259.95
Sony WMD-6 209.95
Sony WMF-5 99.95
Sony WM-16 69.95
Sony WM-8 39.95
Sony SRF-5 59.95
Aiwa HSJ-300 124.96
Aiwa HSJ-403 139.95
Aiwa HSF-07 119.95
Aiwa HSP-07 99.95
Aiwa HSP-06 109.95
Toshiba KTV-200 74.95
Toshiba KTAS-1 99.95
Toshiba KTRS-1 114.96
Toshiba KTAS-10 .... 114.95
Sanyo MG -41 44.96
Sanyo MG -90 54.96
Sanyo MG -800 59.95
Sanyo MG -95 64.95
Sanyo MG -98D 69.95

BLANK TAPES

maxelL
UDXLII-C90 199
UDXLIIS-C90 2.49
MX -90 499
T-120 499
T-120-HGX 7.49

TDK
SA -C90 . 1.99
SAX -C90 2.49
T-120 . 4.99
T-120EHG . 7.49

MINIMUM ORDER 10 TAPES

Radar Detectors

WHISTLER SPECTRUM

$18995
MIRITLER SPECTRUM RIMOTE

7177'7=';;;V,199.5
ox XK . ...... 79.95

Fox Super -Het . $179.95
uzz Buster Ill $159.95

Fuzz Buster FS -04 $159.95
Whistler 01200 $119.95
Whistler 02000 S159 95
Spectrum Remoty. $179.95
Bell 861 $109.95
Bell 860 $149.95
Bell 834 $189.95
Bell 837 $209.95

119 95
89.95

139 95
89.95

209.95

67 95
89 95

119.95
54 95
74.95
79 95
94 95
99.%

109.96
129.95

SHARE
Cartridge of the Month

DT -25P

p
Frequency response 20 to 20.000
 channel separation to 20decibels
 fits all p -mounts and conven
tional turntables

5795

MUNE
DT -15P
DT -35P
V-15VMR
1494LT

$39.96
$79.96

$149.95
$29.95

audio- technica
HR -101 EU 39.96
HA -201 EU 559.95
HR -301 EU 74.96
HR -401 EU 99.95

sTa NTon
PRO 3003 29.95
PRO 4000 59.95
PRO 5000 78.95
PRO 96 89.95

PICKERING
XP -t 19.95
XP -10 39.95
XP -15 64.95

JENSEN
AI 1 1,111

RE -900
Digital unit. quartz clock 12 presets. scan
tuning. fader control. 10 watts 12996

AM -FM CAR STEREOS
ATZ 500 .... 349.95 RE 980 199 95
ATZ 400....309.95 RE 960 179.95
ATZ 300 .. 279.95 RE 940 164.95
ATZ 200 . . 249.95 RE -920 149.95
Al2 100.... 219.95 RE 900 129.95
EOA 5000....99.95 R 220 14595
EOA 2503 . 89.95 A-35 44.95

O SANYD
FTE-25

All night illumination. Dolby"Et &
A.M S S.. 9 5 watts per channel.
tader, clock, full auto reverse

AM -FM CAR STEREOS

ENE
FTE-15 149.95
FTE-20 169.96
FTED-4 159.96
FTED-6 199.95
FTED-7 219.95
FTU-35 9996

FTU-55 139.95
FTU-22 79.95
FTU-42 119.95
PA -6050 99.96
PA -6100  ... 119.95
PA -6110.... 13995

Canon TYPestkr 5
Deluxe

1111179.95

TYPEWRITERS
Canon Typestar 6 229.95
Canon Typemate 10... 189.95
Brother EP -20 159.95
Brother EP -22 199.96
Brother EP -44 269.95

SONYTELEVISIONS

56W WATCHMANS
FD -20 13995 FD -40 17915
FD- MOS

COLOR TELEVISIONS
KV-4000 4" portable... 399.95
KV-5300 5" portable... 409.95
KV-1222R 12 remote 329.95
KV-1350R 13" remote 339.95
KV-1961 19' portable 429.95
KV-1970R 19' remote 499.95
KV-2156R 21" remote 64995
KV-2657R 26" remote 699.95
KXT-1901 18" remote 599.95
KXT-2501A 25" monitor 919.95
Proteel IV

25" tv system .. 1349.96

VIDEO RECORDERS,'
Zenith VR-2000 VHS  4 -head 
wireless remote control  14 day
programming 42999

1

Zenith VR-3010 VHS 519.95
Zenith VR-4000 VHS CALL
Panasonic PV1225 VHS 349.95
Panasonic PV1231R VHS.. . 399 95
Panasonic PV1530 stereo VHS 559 95
Panasonic PV 1630 stereo VHS 649 95
Panasonic PV1733hi-fistereoVH`)51955
Panasonic PV -8503 portable 839 95
Panasonic PV -5800 portable 619.95

JVC HRO 120 VHS 399.95
JVC HRD 220 VHS 499.96
JVC HRD 225 VHS 549 95
JVC HRD 725 VHS 879 95
RCA VKT 303 VHS 429.95
RCA VKP 170 portable VHS 639.95
RCA VKP 900 portable VHS 819.96
RCA VKP 950 portable hi -l) CALL
SONY BETA SL30 439 95
SONY BETA SL-SFR30... . 449 95
SONY BETA SL -2300 299.95
T 120 Tapes 6 -hour 4.99 ea

MITSUBISH
R X-735 199"

Quartz tuning  auto
seek nr SCA',  auto reverse

CZ -757
RX-737
RX-733
RX-726
RX-724
GX-103
RX-711
CV 251
GX-111

259.95
239.95
17995
129.95
99.95
99.95

119.96
99.95
99.95

Telephone answering
machine. remote controls &
voice activate 9995

Telephone
Answering Machines

Panasonic KXT-1410 . . 79.95
Panasonic KXT-1415 . 104.95
Panasonic KXT-2415 149.95
Panasonic KXT-2425 199.95
Panasonic VA -8035 ... 189.95
Code -A -Phone 2530... 199.55
Code -A -Phone 2520... 139.95
Sanyo TAS-1100 79.95
Sanyo TAS-3000 99.95
Phonemate 10-940 . . 109.95
Phonemate 10-2845... 12595
Record -A -Call 655 .. 119.95

Telephones
Panasonic KXT-3203 ... 79.95
Panasonic KXT-3130 139.95
Panasonic KXT-2340 ..  59.95
Panasonic KXT-2200 ... 29.95

SONY
XR G5
Dolby separate base 6 treble automatic
music sensor auto -reverse quartz tuning
auto -search turning CALL

AM -FM CAR STEREOS

XR-20 CALL XR 85 CALL
XR-30 CALL XR 100 CALL
XR-40 CALL XM-E70 . CALL
X11-45 CALL XM-55 CALL
X11-65 CALL XM-100 .... CALL
XR-75 CALL XM-120 . . . CALL

CAR
SPEAKERS
Call for the lowest prices on: Philips/
Kricket, Yamaha, ADS/EPI, Infinity, Bos-
ton/Acoustics, Cerwin Vega and more!!!'

Jensen J3003 41/2"x Thin Coax 49.95
Jensen J3033 6"x9" Triax 79.95
Clarion SE -620 61/2"59- Coax 40w 49.95
Clarion SE -970 6"x9" Coax 49.95
AFS Kricket 8976 6"x9" 99.95
AFS Kricket 8424 4" . 59.95
AFS Kricket 8272 51/4" 69.95

EQUALIZERS COMPACT
DISC PLAYERS

VIM": ribChiliCS
ADCSound SLP-1Auk, shaper

SS315X Graphic
Equalizer, 10 band per
channel, spectrum analyzer

249"
EQUALIZERS/

MIXERS

ADC SS5 49.95
ADC SS115 134.95
ADC SS215 174.95
ADC SS33 249.95
TEAC EOA-10 89.95
TEAC EOA-20 119.95
Technics SH-8025... 89.95
Technics SH-8044... 149.95
Technics SH-8055 . 229.95
Sansui SE -77X CALL
Sansui SE -8X CALL
Sansui SE -9 CALL
Numark 0M-500 .... 8595
Numark DM -1150 139.95
Numark DM -1550 .. 17955
Numark DM -1650 199.95
Numark DM -1900 289.95
Akar EA -A2 109.95
Akar EA -A7 179.96

Compact disc player. 23
track programmable. Search,
system 29995
 -.-r

Technics SLP 2 369.95
Technics SLP-3 CALL
SCOTT 9390A 39995
Sansui PCV-300 CALL
Sansui PCV-100 CALL
TEAC PD -11 399.95
Hitachi DA -3500 349.95
Marantz CD -73 CALL
Marantz CD -54 469.95

Sand $1 for Labelle's
220 pipe catalog

Name
Street
City or Town
State & Zip

155 Main Street,
Biddeford. ME 04005

ATTENTION BARGAIN
HUNTERS!... Cal for LaBelle's
Close -Out Specials)

20 day return policy: All returns must be phoned in for prior authorization and must be received within 20 days from receipt cr4 original shipment.All
products must be returned In original factory packaging, clean and unscratched, and blank warranty card. Do not tape, or deface manufacturers' original
cartons. Shipping and handling charges not refundable. Pictures are for illustrations only .. and do not represent the product exactly as shown. Rainchecks available uponrequest
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Les

Blank's by 141

Americans

His films d ument vanishing cultures. They're also great parties.

Les Blank g heaven. He's comfortable in Poletown. He has been seen sucking
beers in Laf e te, Louisiana, with Zydeco accordion king Clifton Chenier and his
extended y. You might find him being his quiet self at a Serbian lamb -roast
outside of go. Blank is a highway patrolman on the remaining American folk-
ways, and this forty -nine -year -old film maker knows the map about as well as any-
body. visited Cajuns
and Cr.lues-

n, i m\ an oast to
icans,

oast a k with
th *r musi ecipes,
and eir sto egional
cultur ght e act of
being themselv hat's
what he is on fil the
process, h subverts
these life tyles di ppe
Blank re ds the rever-
ently, playfully, i that
things like New S leans
rhyth the rumi tions
of an an can 'ean

,1

F, somethi pectato like
,,,.

ii us.

But i u rk of ti is

the by of e
yours max before ti runs out. Talking on the phone from his El Cerrito,
Californ o e, Blank told me that his pictures were, among other things, "a good

cuse to to a great party." You could perhaps sense this simply from their titles:
Sp. d It A , Always for Pleasure, In Heaven There Is No Beer? Though he's a
su rat dependent film festivals and his work is shown on public television and
in mu s .11 over the country, he's not thrilled with either the fund raising or the
production of the business. But the movies-and the parties-leave one to won-
der. Somebod having a blast.

Blank inserts f empty spaces into his movies, moments when nothing much
happens while a river es across the screen or a car rattles down a flat road. But
music is the organizing c nt. Blank's images of rural folk at work and play are
set into the music, inlaid in a rambling, intuitive soundtrack that would never travel
well as a mere album. He's after an intense, quasi -mystical synthesis of picture and

Smith

Always for Pleasure, a typical title, is Blenk's fan Minor to Now Orleans's Mardi Gras.
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sound, and when he gets it, he makes you

think you're seeing an America you never

knew before.
Originally from Tampa, Blank took ad-

vantage of getting the boot from a New
England prep school to see a few things.
After a couple of tries at college, his trav-
els included a jaunt on a freighter and an

Herzog's Fitzcarraldo, was at the same

time one of Blank's most widely distribut-
ed and atypical films. An admirer of Her-
zog's work, Blank was also influenced by
directors John Ford, Fellini, and documen-

tary maker Robert Flaherty (Nanook of
the North). But two movies by Yugoslavi-

an film maker and polemicist Slavko Vor-

Polka bandleader Renata Romanek, from In Heaven There I. No Beer?

extended stay in San Francisco. He wrote
fiction and poetry, but he was never able to

publish any of it. Deciding on a film -mak-
ing career, he told me, was "a process of
... eliminating all the other things I want-

ed to do but couldn't. I liked movies a lot. It

didn't seem like a person could know how
to do all the things you had to do to make a

movie."

Blank made industrial and educational

films, at first, and shot commercials for ac-

counts like Smuckers and Holly Farms.
This work, he says, got him interested in
cooking. Some people say that Blank's
movies are even more about food than
about music. This is heresy in my view, but

as Blank admits, "Any excuse I get to film
food, I'll take it." After our interview, he
was going to a festival where he was show-

ing his love song to garlic, Garlic Is As
Good As Ten Mothers, in "AromaRound":
Blank actually cooks 20 heads of garlic in a

toaster oven as the film's running.

Burden of Dreams, his 1982 documen-

tary about the making of friend Werner

RJ Smith writes about music for The Vil-

lage Voice and Creem.

kapich had a major effect on him: Fingal's
Cave and Forest Murmurs. Both sought to

upgrade the value of music in a film, to
make it carry as much information as the
images do. Vorkapich worked in "a third
stream," he says, "making a fusion that be-

comes a new element."

Blank is comfortable using music to
help tell the story of a person's life or in a

nonnarrative, ambient way. A Well -Spent

Life is an account of seventy -five -year -old

Mance Lipscomb, a blues musician who had

never been recorded until an anthropolo-
gist stumbled onto him ten years before
Blank made his film. Lipscomb's blues are
freighted with pain and loneliness, and
they need no interpretation when he tells
of his brutal sharecropper's life in Nava-
sota, Texas. Shot at and beaten, Lipscomb

says, "Well, we was bound down and
couldn't do nothing but take it."

But if the mournful music of A Well -

Spent Life informs the murmured injus-
tices of Lipscomb's story, there's nothing
so clear about the music in Sprout Wings
and Fly. What are we to make of the
whacky, other -worldly yelp of seventy-
eight -year -old Blue Ridge Mountain fiddler

Tommy Jarrell? The film is dancelike, ro-
bust, and full of surprises. And if it's laden

with evocative concrete details, as in a
scene in which a woman tells the story of
her family as she peels layer after layer of

plastic cloth off a weathered picnic table,
the music at its center seems a little bit eva-

sive, nonspecific.

While none of Blank's films rely on
song -by -song concert footage, set -piece

scenes of artists at work stand among his

best moments. In The Blues Accordin' to

Lightnin' Hopkins guitarist Hopkins is
somehow monumental just being his re -

lazed self; when he picks up a guitar and
begins to sing, the results are pretty ex-

traordinary.
Spend It All begins Blank's Louisiana

trilogy, focusing on the Cajuns, descen-
dents of 18th -century French-Canadian
emigres who live in remote bayous and
whose language is a pidgin French that has

survived primarily through oral tradition.
The same year that Blank surveyed the
Creoles in Dry Wood, he tracked Cajun ac-

cordionist Clifton Chenier in Hot Pepper.
The film follows Chenier through some
heated performances and equally torrid
Louisiana afternoons. There's a marvelous

montage of the master singing a blues lyric

about being "a hog for you," cutting to
shots of Chenier chasing said animal along

a riverbank. Hot Pepper is languid and
playful, but it gives real dignity to the at -
ease satisfactions of the people it films.

Always for Pleasure is the most riot-
ous film Blank has ever directed. It's built
around the New Orleans Mardi Gras cele-

bration, showcasing the "Indian tribes"
(more like social clubs) who try to outdo ri-

val tribes each year with the most spar-
kling and extravagant costumes. As the
festivities begin, local legend and rhythm
and blues singer Irma Thomas offers her
recipe for red beans and rice, the incredible

Wild Tchoupitoulas strut, and the even
more incredible Professor Longhair-New
Orleans's greatest rock and roll piano play-

er-holds forth. Later, octogenarian band-
leader and trumpeter Kid Thomas Valen-
tine expounds, "You know what a man
once said: 'If I'da known I was gonna live
this long, I'da taken better care of myself.'
But you know, when he said it, he died." In

Always for Pleasure, the antidote to Valen-

tine's tale is to march in the streets as
throngs of blacks and whites revel togeth-
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er, too busy to see what time it is.

When I asked Blank how he got people

to be so comfortable in front of the camera,

so at ease with him, he claimed not to know.

"Yeah, people ask me that, and I really
don't know what to tell them. I just hope-
hope like hell the people I film will act natu-

rally, just emanate that feeling that looks
good when it's on the screen."

"I'd like to think that after seeing a
blues film of mine, white people might
come out of the theater and not be so rac-

ist," Blank said. If the peaceful coexistence

of youth and elders, whites and blacks
found typically in Blank's tableaux is
slightly unreal, it's not by accident. "We
are the American people," a black barber
proclaims in Hot Pepper, and the scene is

both like a campaign ad in search of a can-

didate and a splendid statement of what
Blank is about. He is such an effective as-

sembler of documentary footage that he
effortlessly leads you to believe you're
really seeing the heartland rather than his
fantasy of it.

For all the hand-held camera work and

figures only partially captured within the
frame, Blank isn't going for a verite style.
He may well work, as he says, in a trance

state. "I drink a lot of beer," he told Ameri-
can Film, "just to obliterate the ... self-
conscious self." But if the films have the
look of anthropological studies, there is an

unscientific aesthetic at work in them, as
Blank pictorializes and emblematizes the
lives of these folk. His fantasy is that pe-
ripheral cultures with their vanishing life-
styles are the heart and soul of America. In

the classic role of documentarian, Blank

V D E O G R

LES BLANK, producer and director

The Blues Accordin' to
Lightnin' Hopkins.
Flower 1. Illos 1713 IliP1,1S5ette 31 min.,

549 95): 7968 (10341 San Pablo Ave El Cerrito

CAI 94530)

This Sun's Gonna Shine.
Flower Films 1116 (10 men.. 529.95); 1968

Spend It All.
Flower Films 1117 (40 min . 549 95). 1971

preserves that which is passing; yet the
progress that's crushing folk life (such as
videocassette recorders on which we watch

these films now) also makes Blank's work

possible. Would that Blank also addressed

this contradiction in his work.

There is also much weirdness and good

humor in these films that isn't folkloric-
strange, sometimes poetic goings-on that

are accidental. Moreover, Blank isn't just a

preservationist; he makes you realize how

the wisdom, foolishness, and fun of the cul-

tures he films are present in today's urban

world. Some things, he says, do not pass. "I

think my films accomplish [a preservation-

ist function], but I wouldn't call myself a
preservationist. I like to think my films
make people ... feel good about their own

lives." Whether it's the fact that jalapetios
are a good thing or the fact Of Mance Lips -

comb's strength, the satisfaction Blank
provides isn't just local color.

His last music film, In Heaven There Is
No Beer? (1983), was a departure that per-
haps points in a new direction. Focusing on

polka bands and festivals and featuring
stellar performances by Lil' Wally, the
Mrozinski Brothers' Aleatoric Ensemble,
and Renata Romanek and her Girls, Girls,
Girls, In Heaven does not trip lightly.
Where other Blank films balance the funky
with the spiritual (he might accompany a
blues performance with shots of birds fly-
ing and then cut to bodies grinding on the

dance floors, this one is all funk. as over-

stuffed with oom-pah as the sausages we
see squirting unappetizingly into casings.
This must be the first food scene by Blank
that destroys your appetite.

A PH lf
A Well -Spent Life.
Flower Films 1115 (44 mon 549 95); 1971.

Dry Wood.
Flower Films 1118 137 ma, 349 95), 1973.

Hot Popper.
RPM Films 1119 (54 min, 549 95). 1973

Chulas Fronton's.
Flower Films 1120 (58 mm $4995), 1976.
O Athoohe 3005

Always for Pleasure.
Howe fire 1110 (58 min.. S49 95). 1978

The scores of dancers at the Polkabra-

tion in New London, Connecticut, aren't
somewhat mythical folk icons; you'd have a

hard time seeing these pageants as salt -of -

the -earth celebrations, because if any-
thing, Blank accents the scene's hokiness.

But polka people seem more real than oth-

er Blank subjects, their pleasures probably

more like yours and mine. One critic called

In Heaven "Les Blank's trip through hell";
I think, though, that it signifies his discov-
ery of ordinary white people. If they are
less interesting than his subjects usually
are, their values project more honesty, that

is, they come with less romanticizing on
Blank's part. One of his next projects will
be a movie about another group of white
ethnics: Serbian -Americans.

Other upcoming films include one
about Cajun chef Paul Prudhomme and one

on gap-toothed women (reputed to be very
sexy), as well as a music -related subject he

declined to discuss. But before any of these

projects is completed, Blank will have gone

into debt. Financing his way out will in-
volve a lot of savvy marketing after each
picture is made. And then he'll start others.

"It would be nice if time would disap-
pear altogether and leave us alone," Blank

once said to a writer friend. But he knows
better, and he knows how to cope; he was,

after all, the guy who filmed the Mardi
Gras high -stepper who said, "You'll be
here today, you'll be gone tomorrow.... I
like people to have a nice time. And when I

go, I want a little band behind me. But for

now, I'm having a little fun before I'm in
the ground." Blank pounds the pavement
for backers.

Del Moro Corazon.
Flower Films 1121 (30 mm., 544.95); 1979
O : *book 3015.

Garlic Is As Good As Ton
Mothers.
Flower Films 1122 (50 me., $49.95); 1980.

Burden of Dreams.
Flower Films 1114, 1114$ (Spanish 1 (94 mm..

359 95). 1982

Sprout Wings and Fly.
Flower Films 1111 (30 ma. $44.95): 1983

In H There Is No
Beer?
Flower Films 1112 151 mm., 34995).7984
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LOS LOBOS:
How Will the Wolf Survive?
OT.Bone Burnett and Steve Berton, prods Warner Bros.

25177-1.

The exciting irony of Los Lobos' debut al-

bum is that this east Los Angeles quintet's
bracing mix of Chicano rock 'n' roll and
wired Spanish ballads constitutes the finest
work yet from any of the new traditionalists.
The ability of "American roots music"-the
Blasters, the Del Fuegos, and Rank and File,

for example-to acknowledge rock history
in the wake of punk's fast -forward accelera-
tion is admirable, and their emphasis on boo-

gie guitar in the flood of rarefied electroni-
cism may seem reassuring. But it's hard to
ignore the dubious conservatism or even the
implicit jingoism of these bands. After all.
who ever said that guitars were more patri-
otic than digital sequencers? Or, more to the
point, that the early r&b beloved by these re-

vivalists has more moral force than the mod-
ern r&b pilfered by the white pop dandy of
your choice? For the supposed leaders of the

pack, the Blasters (whose saxophonist Steve

Berlin is now a full-time Lobo), the future
presents itself as a vacuum: Even their most
astute political songs feel like genre pieces

set in some dim, neon past.
Los Lobos rely upon the familiar guitars

and sax we associate with bar -band rockers;

they also revel in the accordion and bajo sex -

to of Spanish traditionalists. But this band
escapes being pegged as an artifact in a cou-

ple of ways. Their Hispanic heritage has pro-

vided them access to colors and rhythms be-
yond the reach of most white trad rockers,
while their tenure (ten -years -plus) means
that their sense of pop history is lived -
through rather than heard -about. White
bands that play rock and roll this unencum-
bered have always acted as emissaries of a
foreign (i.e., black) culture-think of Presley
with '50s jump blues, the Stones' guided
tours of the Deep South. But Los Lobos'
richness-and their distinction-lies in the
fact that, as self-conscious inheritors of Chi-
cano music tradition, they can work both
sides of the fence. They act as both exem-
plars and assimilators. Not only are they ca -

a
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pable of vibrant, first-hand Spanish tunes
like Cesar Rosas's "Corrida # 1," their rock-

ers (the crushing opener, "Don't Worry
Baby") and country plaints (the quietly bit-

ter "The Breakdown") are effortless incor-
porations of those Spanish roots.

Listening to How Will the Wolf Sur-
vive?, you often wonder if the foursquare
conventions of rock and roll can be renewed

only by cultural outsiders. In a sense, Los
Lobos' bravest move-their commitment to
Hispanic numbers like "Serenata Nortefia"

and "Corrida # 1," with their snapping, pol-

kalike beats, breezy accordion, and (in the

first case) non-English lyrics-is also their
simplest coup on purely musical terms; they

aim only to electrify a known (if unfamiliar)

form. What puts these songs across is the

defiant pride with which they are played, a

pride of heritage that's absurd to most cyni-

cal rock audiences. When vocalists David Hi-

dalgo and Cesar Rosas tear across the man-

ic, oom-pah workout of "Serenata Nortetia"

with the same verve that they rip through
"Don't Worry Baby," they mean to test rock

and roll's open-door policy politely and not -

so -politely.

Los Lobos' deeper and subtler work oc-

curs when they jolt American commonplaces

with their native rhythms, thus eluding the

pinched beats that limit most '50s -based
rockers. "Evangeline," a biting tribute to a
"queen of make-believe" that's worthy of
Chuck Berry, and "I Got to Let You Know"

roll with the jockeying horn charts that re-
mind you of New Orleans's debt to the Latin

tinge. "Our Last Night" is heartbreaking
Tex-Mex balladry heard from a radio late at

night on the Mexican side of the border. And

on the album's two pivotal songs, Los Lobos

explore the implications of their musical fu-

sion in lyrical terms. "A Matter of Time" is

an unsentimental monologue sung by a mi-
grant worker to his wife as he leaves home

to find work in the U.S. The closing, title
track is the band's self -mythologizing state-

ment of purpose, a wary, midtempo medita-

tion on the integration and willful primitiv-
ism that their music enacts.

But the band's signal trait is its unfussy

economy, as defined by guitarist/songwriter

David Hidalgo's vocals. With his soft ripples,

suppressed drama, and fade -away phrasing,

he brings a little of c&w's constriction and
worried dignity to bear upon even a raver
like "I Got Loaded." As he consoles his fam-

ily in "A Matter of Time" or as he wonders

about his own strength in "Will the Wolf
Survive?," his voice offers and asks for noth-

ing greater than simple endurance. But that

just might be his humble way of insisting
that he and his spirited band intend to be
around for a while. Mark Moses

a 3 a.m. set, full of jokes and hastily com-

posed songs. It's certainly not earthshak-
ing-but it doesn't try to be. (Likewise, the
Replacements' reputation for soggy, sponta-

neous, and unpredictable performances is

misunderstood. I think that "childish, dis-

Replacement Westerberg tells it like it is to an adoring Fan.

THE REPLACEMENTS:
Lot It Be.
0 Steve Ftelstad Paul Westerberg. and Peter Jesperson, prods.

Twin Tone I7R 8441 Cl (2541 Madre( Ave South, Wine.
apolos, Minn 55404

Competent rock 'n' roll that is both sensitive

and harsh isn't as rare as the Replacements

and most of their supporters would like us to

believe. The rock press, who outside of Min-

neapolis account for most of this group's
fans, have been looking for a way to empa-

thize with the youth and energy of hardcore

punk since it caught their attention a few
years ago. But the genre frustrated them be-

cause they thought it was humorless, too
self -involved, and lacking in good musicians.

Finally the Replacements came along: an
American post-hardcore band they could em-

brace.

For three LPs, the band delivered
chunky, punk -laced hard rock (or is that
"rock -hard -laced punk"?) that toyed with
recklessness, drunkenness, tears, and pure

pop. Let It Be does, too. Their rock 'n' roll is

loose and natural; everything has the feel of

OR MAT KEY
 LP

Cassette
O Compact Disc
Cip Videocassette
 Videodisc

12 -inch single
 Open reel
Large symbol beneath title indicates reviewed
format Small symbols following catalog number
of reviewed format indicate other available for
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Catalog numbers of all formats of a panic
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Parker's

Elegant

Insouciance

CHARLIE PARKER:
Charlie Parker on Verve, 1946-1954.
0 Norman Grant. original prod; Aerie Varner°. reissue prod Verve OOMJ

3268/17 (10).

In shaping modern jazz to his personal specifica-
tions, Charlie Parker had achieved immortality a
full decade before his death in 1955. Thirty years
later, his harmonic vocabulary still forms the back-

bone of jazz. Yet Parker himself often seems as
phantasmagoric as a Biblical elder. Because his ca-
reer predated the jazz LP boom of the late 1950s,
his work has generally reached modern listeners
via haphazard compilations. It wasn't until the mid -

1970s, for example, that the alto saxophonist's Sa-
voy and Dial 78s were assembled chronologically
on American albums; and the Dial box issued by
Warner Brothers in 1977 (when it looked as though.

Richard Pryor would star in a Parker film bio) is
already out of print.

The records that Parker made over the last
decade of his life for the Norman Granz-affiliated
labels (that eventually became Verve) have met
with a kinder fate over the years. And now they
have been collected in one lavish ten -record boxed

set, which lists for a whopping $100. Since all the
Parker Verves, including copious alternate takes,
have been reissued numerous times in a variety of
formats, nothing in this set will be new to Parker
completists. They'll probably want it anyway, if
only for the crisp remastering, the quiet Japanese
pressings, and the easy -to -read 24 -page Parker dis-

cography that lists even air checks and clandestine

private tapes only rumored to exist. More impor-
tant to the general listener, however, this surfeit of
Charlie Parker lends to his uneven Verve record-
ings a focus they have always seemed to lack.

Despite their greater availability, Parker's
Verves have never enjoyed the cachet of his earlier

Dials, which is easy to understand. Thirty years af-
ter the fact, one can still berate Norman Granz for
mortgaging Charlie Parker's genius to string or-
chestras, vocal choirs, unsympathetic percussion-
ists, and unproductive all-star jams. Even so, one
comes away from these records admiring nirker's
resourcefulness in hurtling every obstacle strewn
in his path. If the Savoys and Dials captured
Parker at his most innovative (and in the most hos-
pitable surroundings), the Verves captured him at
his most insouciant. He slices through the strings,
soars above the cooing voices, blasts his way out of

by Francis

Davis

a rhythmic impasse with the Latin percussionists,
picks up steam from Buddy Rich's overly eager
drumming on the famous 1950 reunion wits Dizzy

Gillespie, and at the jam sessions finds in the blues
the common denominator in bop and swing.

The Jazz at the Philharmonic donnybrooks,
which consume the first five sides of this collection

and represent its only departure from strict chro-
nology, would be valuable if only for contrasting
Parker's rhythmic values to those of such swing -
era lions as Coleman Hawkins, Roy Eldridge, and

Lester Young. The pandemonium going on around
Parker didn't prevent him from fashioning at least

two solos that can be studied as masterpieces of
harmonic paraphrase: the choruses of "Embrace-
able You" and "Oh, Lady Be Good." Parker's soul-
ful choruses on "Funky Blues" (a studio confronta-

tion with Johnny Hodges and Benny Carter) also
stand up to close inspection, although it is tenor
saxophonist Ben Webster who walks away with
top honors here. Strings and voices clearly repre-
sented an attempt to domesticate Parker for mass
consumption, but his balladeering on these tracks
is positively luminous, particularly on a reading of
"Just Friends" that is reportedly the only one of
his own recordings he would admit to liking.

Since Parker's natural habitat was the small
group, it is not surprising that the best sides he
made for Verve were the many featuring members

of his working bands, including trumpeters Miles
Davis, Kenny Dorham, and Red Rodney; pianists
Hank Jones, Al Haig, and John Lewis; bassists
Ray Brown and Percy Heath; and drummers Max
Roach, Kenny Clarke, and Roy Haynes. Parker's
finest recorded performances of "Confirmation"
and "Lover Man" are here, along with remakes of
"Now's the Time" and "KC Blues" that compare
favorably to the originals. Parker was an inconsis-
tent player toward the end of his life, but it retro-
spect, his very last studio date (devoted to the mu-
sic of Cole Porter) emerges as one of his most
prophetic. His tone had darkened and thickened
and become playfully strident by 1954, and it is this

teasing approach to standards that served as the
model for countless hard -bop saxophonists.

As with any great artist, there is major Parker
and minor Parker, and Charlie Parker on Verve
includes its share of both. But minor Parker is still

great jazz if only because his every phrase is still
being echoed a thousand times over.

it
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courteous, and self-defeating" is a more apt
description of them.)

However, these guys really can connect
on vinyl when they drop their loud, inebriat-

ed, and sloppy pose. You see, primary Re-
placement Paul Westerberg (vocals, song-

writing, rhythm guitar, and various other
instruments) has a lot of talent and soul; he
may not be original, but he does possess true

style. Accordingly, the band works best
when he's running the show, his heart and
voice straining, out front, calling the shots:
the moaning melodrama of "Unsatisfied,"
"Sixteen Blue," and "I Will Care," for exam-
ple. Or "Answering Machine," where he han-

dles all the instruments-a neat piece of gui-
tar -ensemble composition passing as pop.

But when Westerberg brings the bottle
and his tail -chasing buddies into the picture,
we've got a cliché -ridden bunch of reaction-

aries who, although spirited, are little more
than guitar -wielding clowns. "Seen Your
Video" is an okay but (mostly) clumsy instru-

mental track with the refrain, "Seen your
video/We don't wanna know!" Who the hell
are these guys to consider themselves above

MTV? In their own way, the Replacements

and their careening, boozy, rock 'n' roll cir-
cus are just as wasteful, uninspired, and
backward. I mean, they're all right, but plen-
ty of North American bands have been the
equals or the betters of the Replacements
for years. Pick up records by D.O.A., Legal

Weapon, and Channel 3, and see if I'm
wrong.

Tim Sommer

EUROGLIDERS:
This Island.
O Vogel Gray, prod. Colombo BIC 39588 CI

ALPHAVILLE:
Forovor Young.
0 Cohn Pearson and Wolfgang Loos prods Allanht 7 80186-1

These two bands are as far apart in styles as
their homelands are in kilometers. The Ger-
man trio Alphaville and the Australian quin-

tet Eurogliders both show promise in their
American debuts, but the Aussies have more

to deliver. Forever Young, a bit too self -seri-

ous and derivative, is clearly a first album.
This Island succeeds largely because of

Eurogliders' songwriter, Bernie Lynch. An
imaginative craftsman, he's capable of slick,
well -produced numbers such as the single
"Heaven," as well as expressive ballads and

punky, funky tunes like "Waiting for You."
His writing is just varied enough to engage
our interest without making the album seem
like a sampler.

There is a sense of deliberate program -
building here. Angelic choral chanting and
ringing chimes introduce "Heaven," the
chart -topper that celebrates faith in a prom-
ised land. Lynch's quirky vocal inflections on

"Someone" mockingly imitate the lead gui-
tar licks, and three energetic yet dissimilar
cuts follow. The side ends with the haunting
"Cold Comfort," sung by Grace Knight,

All the vocals, including backup by the
band, are strong and communicative. Knight

can come across like a rough-and-ready rock-

er with a Kim Carnes growl, yet she delivers
legato melodies with a sure, resonant sound
and adept phrasing. In "Heaven," when she
sings after a well-timed pause, "I don't want
to live in this place," you really must believe

her earnestness. Unfortunately, she and
Lynch are guilty of occasional garbling.

The integration of synthesizers and in-
struments is another strength of the ensem-
ble. A lot goes on, and as a result many cuts

demand repeated hearing. In fact, the more
readily accessible numbers ("Maybe Only I
Dream," "Another Day") are less successful
in the long run.

While Eurogliders manage to weave
many musical threads into their own custom

fabric, Alphaville tends to reproduce stan-
dard patterns. Some songs on Forever
Young remind me of David Bowie muttering

"China Girl," and others of early Kinks or
the Left Banke with their typically Sixties -

British -pop style. But most of the time they
sound like angst -ridden young men, and a
quick trip to the piano explained why: Seven
songs are in minor keys.

The group comes off a little sophomoric.

For example, the pentatonic melodies at the

beginning and the gong at the end of "Big in

Japan" are too predictable. "A Victory of
Love" is well constructed, building from qui-
et, low mumblings to a driven, urgent cli-
max, but the lyrics, which repeat "She's play-

ing with love," hardly warrant such
melodrama.

Although Alphaville is not as outwardly

Teutonic as comrades Nena and Falco, there
are moments when we catch them with their
lederhosen down. The title cut, a ballad,
starts with what could be a Bach chorale and
ends with what could be a Handel trumpet

fanfare; the opening motif of Mozart's Eine
kleine Nachtmusik is tagged onto the end
of "To Germany with Love." That song and
"Summer in Berlin" allude to modern Ger-
man history. The former truly captures the
desperation of Easterners, many of whom
feel alienated from the homeland. The latter

song specifically mentions June 17, the date
of a workers' strike and riots in East Berlin
in the '50s. Oddly, such a violent event is giv-

en a soft, lyrical setting, perhaps to imply
that the strife is over.

"Sounds Like a Melody," the follow-up
single to "Big in Japan," was big in Europe
and sounds like a good theme song for an es-

pionage film, though lead vocalist Marian
Gold is in great form. But before Alphaville

goes Hollywood, they need to think more
about the relationship between words and
music. The group trivializes mundane sub-
jects with inflated instrumental treatment
and smooths over the more poignant topics.
They could take a lesson from Eurogliders
on how to put an album together. They could
use a sense of humor, too.

Susan Galardi

THE JUDDS:
Why Hot Ma.
0 Brent Maher prod RCA AHl 1 5319

REBA McENTIRE:
My Kind of Country.
0 Harold Shedd, prod MCA 5516 a
Country music has been slowly returning to

the value that defines it as a form: simple
and authentic emotional expression. The
sound is characterized by sparse, primarily
acoustic arrangements and melodic motifs
that owe a deep debt to early performers like

Vernon Dalhart and the Carter Family. The
movement originated with Emmylou Har-
ris's Hot Band of the late '70s; multi -instru-

mentalist Ricky Skaggs, a member of that
band, has since become the style's biggest
star, and he and Harris have together devel-

oped such new performers as the Whites and
Delia Bell. But the latest releases by the
Judds and Reba McEntire, neither of which
-was produced by Harris or Skaggs, are a cul-

mination. These records, which bring the
movement fully into the mainstream, are
also breathtakingly straightforward, as
beautiful and unsophisticated as the best
parts of rural America.

The gentle harmonies of the Judds, a
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mother -and -daughter duo, are perfectly suit-

ed to the shimmeringly simple songs they
sing on their debut LP, Why Not Me. Their
mild, unornamented voices float over acous-
tic instrumentation with a mere hint of the
grit and pathos that so often characterize
country songs. Neither Wynonna nor her
mother, Naomi, is as distinctive or emotive
as, say, Tammy Wynette, but their music im-

poses different demands than hers, demands

that they meet effortlessly.
"Mama He's Crazy," the album's first

single, has a clever melodic twist and just a
suggestion of rowdiness. Its follow-up,
"Why Not Me," was, frankly, '84's best
country song: a heartrendingly pure voice
(Naomi or Wynonna? It's impossible to tell)

framed by a bare -bones acoustic arrange-
ment. Every cut is marked by similar quali-

ties: ease, grace, and understatement.
McEntire, on the other hand, is a well-

known star. A former rodeo barrel racer and
'84's Country Music Association Female Vo-

calist of the Year, she's one of the first veter-

an performers to hop on the new -traditional-

ist bandwagon.
Establishing herself as one of country's

dominant artists, McEntire has released al-
bums featuring love songs with the syrupy
strings and background vocals that used to
typify the Nashville sound. Just a Little
Love, her last LP and a commercial break-
through, relied on strong material and an
easy -listening approach. My Kind of Coun-

try leaves the syrup behind to show Reba at
her most powerful and sincere. She's still
somewhat slicker than the Judds, but acous-

tic instruments are emphasized in these
quite wonderful bluegrass -oriented melo-
dies, and McEntire controls each song com-
pletely. She has never been as self-assured
as on these tracks.

Country music sounds as down-home to-

day as it did when Hank and Lefty ruled the
jukeboxes. If the new traditionalism contin-
ues to produce acts like the Judds and seduce

old ones like Reba McEntire, even Kenny
Rogers will wind up singing over fiddles.

Crispin Sartuw11

JERRY LEE LEWIS:
18 Original Sun Greatest Hits.

Sam Philhps. prod Art few compiler Rhino RNCD 5255.

O. RNOF 255.

Jerry Lee Lewis, the notorious "Killer" of
rock and country legend, recorded his most
brilliant, most incendiary, and most commer-

cially successful work for Sam Phillips's
equally legendary independent, Sun Rec-
ords. These primary texts, constituting a
fragmentary rock 'n' roll creation epic, were

cut in Memphis between November 1956,
just a year after Phillips had sold Elvis Pres-

ley's contract to RCA, and August 1963,
when the Sun was clearly setting. Of Lewis's

more than 50 Sun sessions, roughly 40 were

taped in the cramped, chronically impure and
clinically hopeless studio at 706 Union Ave-

nue where a few extremely loose and lubri-
cious country boys-of whom Jerry Lee was

the loosest and most lubricious-changed
the course of modern music.

Today this minuscule downtown studio
is a tourist -bus stop. You can buy a T-shirt
and marvel at how grossly inadequate the
room and equipment were to any musical
purpose. Which is why, when I heard about

this CD, I thought it was a joke. Rock's gor-
geous equivalent of the coffee-table gift
book, the 12 -record boxed set entitled Jerry
Lee Lewis: The Sun Years (Charly Sun Box

101), had already documented each session
exhaustively with what I took to be the best
reproduction of Lewis's "Pumping Piano"
and Phillips's unique slapback echo that any-

one might ever achieve-or want. After all.
if one of Jerry Lee's scratchy 45s could rouse

any roomful of sentient beings anywhere.
who needed this laboratory overkill? Trans-
fer to Compact Disc seemed an ill-conceived
digital disaster-at very best, a violation of
the rudest -of -the -rude -boys spirit that hov-

ered over the Sun sessions.
But high technology hasn't de-raunched

Jerry Lee Lewis. Nothing could. Instead, the
familiar keyboard -pounding and sly vocal in-

sinuations of "Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin'
On" have remarkable fullness, with nothing
pristine or overfiltered whatsoever. Lewis's
heavy breathing on "Breathless" and Ro
land Janes's jangling guitar on "High School
Confidential" have sonic impact beyond any-

thing I might have previously imagined.
Janes, who's heard on every track but one, is

particularly well served by the CD's clarity
and right -in -the -room presence. His solos
range from the truly bizarre, on the Lewis-
ization of Hank Williams's "Jambalaya," to
the sinuous lines winding through "Drinkin'
Wine Spo-Dee O'Dee." Most of all, though, I

am impressed by how well such a transpar-
ent medium highlights Lewis's spectacu-
lar-and relentlessly self-promoted-gifts
as an absolutely unique stylist.

Though fewer than half the songs on 18

Original Sun Greatest Hits were even re-
leased as singles, the title is appropriate both

as a bit of Jerry Lee-style braggadocio and
as an apt description of the well-chosen and
well -programmed contents. As Lewis de-
clares with characteristic modesty at the end
of "Big Legged Woman," "It's a hit!" For
me, the technology is a hit as well.

Jeff Nesin

J A Z I

Composer and arranger Akiyosh,

TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI
JAZZ ORCHESTRA, FEATURING
LEW TABACKIN:
Ten Gallon Shuffle
0 lo,boAo 4Arp,ostk on/ 001 1004 (PO. Boa 20735.

New York. N.Y 70025)

On Ten Gallon Shuffle, composer -arrang-
er -pianist Toshiko Akiyoshi combines Duke
Ellington's elegance, Charles Mingus's in-
tensity, and Count Basie's clarity to achieve
her goal: a beautifully conceptualized, well -

planned, and exquisitely digestible record.

The sixteen -piece orchestra showcases
five originals featuring Akiyoshi's special
gift. Her arrangements double and triple in-

struments that, since Ellington's tenure,
have been employed singularly. Indeed, one
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of Akiyoshi's compositional strengths lies in

her ability to extend the possibilities of a big

band while remaining within its traditional
boundaries.

This is the third album the leader has
produced herself. She made Salted Gingko

Nuts (Ascent ASC 100'2) in 1982 and Europe-

an Memoirs (ASC 1003) in 1983. Although

Akiyoshi, who is fifty-five, has in the past re-

corded with RCA, Concord, Inner City, and
Jam and is recognized internationally, today

her band struggles in this country. In an at-
tempt to improve their plight, Akiyoshi and

her co -leader, husband Lew Taback in.
moved from Los Angeles to New York and
re-formed the big band.

The exemplary "Jamming at Carnegie
Hall," begins with her lively, hammering,
melodic piano, whose pace gradually in-
creases and is accentuated by teenage drum-

mer Scott Robinson's cymbal and snare pat-

terns. The ten-minute cut features six
consecutive soloists, each buoyed by Robin -

son's relentless yet subtle percussion work.

Frank Wess's flute is a standout, as is the
piece's finale: Tabackin's unaccompanied,

boppish, exuberant tenor sax solo.

The introspective epic "Blue Dream" ex-

plores many moods. Two delicate, enticing,

unison soprano saxophones, Tabackin's re-

appearing lead flute, and Akiyoshi's inquisi-

tive, intermittent piano all lure the listener's

imagination before Jim Snidero's graceful
but tension -filled alto saxophone captures

center stage. "Blue Dream" is the core of
Ten Gallon Shuffle and the album's most
comprehensive arrangement, a triumphant
mesh of classical music and jazz.

Temperaments are distinctly altered
during "Fading Beauty" and "Happy Hoof-
er." A slow, sumptuous, full-bodied piece.

"Beauty" allows Wess's alto to take over;
Akiyoshi has arranged sections so that he is

syncopated a step ahead of the rest of the

reeds and horns. Simple, but ingenious. And

typical. All in all, a great album.

Jonathan W. Poses

FREDDIE HUBBARD:
Classics.

0 Freddre Hubbard and Ed Whet prods Fantasy F 9635 I=

CHET BAKER:
Once Upon a Summertime.
0 John Snyder. prod Galaxy 6XY 5750.

One can't help but wonder if these trips
were really necessary. Given the excessive
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number of Freddie Hubbard releases during
the past few years, why did Fantasy feel
compelled to milk a third volume out of the
trumpeter's quite decent but by no means
historic '81 Keystone Korner date? And giv-

en the dearth of new original domestic re-
leases from Chet Baker, why reissue a rec-
ord that was just out on Artists House four
years ago-and release it sans the original
informative liner notes and any indication
that the record's a reissue?

Usually, the best a reviewer can do with

the unexceptional but basically respectable
mainstream jazz release is routinely describe

how tenor man A does that which he general-

ly does, quite well once again, while trumpet-

er B does this which is his wont, and a gener-

ally good job at that. Meanwhile, the
justifiably bored reader skips ahead to the
David Murray or Shannon Jackson review,
thinking here, at any rate, may be something

to hold my attention. Enough problems,
then, without the record being a retread as
well. Problems, too, for the jazz fan who isn't
obsessive and/or well-heeled enough to be a

completist
True, the Hubbard is superior to some of

his more embarrassing "commercial" studio
efforts like Splash and Ride Like the Wind,
but Classics still isn't much different from
its predecessors Keystone Bop and A Little
Night Music. This time there's one cut to a
side, the alleged classics being "Red Clay"
and "First Light," modest hits from Hub's
early -Seventies CFI period. Again the trum-

peter shares the front line with tenor saxist
Joe Henderson and vibist Bobby Hutcher-
son, and at 20 minutes a cut, everybody gets
a chance to stretch. Fortunately, all three
musicians are up for it, even though Hender-

son bogs down somewhat in his personal cli-

chés on "Red Clay." The rhythm section-
Billy Childs, piano; Larry Klein, bass; Steve
Houghton, drums-sounds a mite muddy,
the piano and drums being overmiked to the
detriment of, mainly, Hutcherson and Klein.
The bassist's solos, however, are exemplary:
chops, imagination, a talent to watch.

True, too, that the Baker date is a suc-
cessful change of pace for the trumpeter.
Recorded in '77 and featuring the late tenor
saxist Gregory Herbert, pianist Harold
Danko, bassist Ron Carter (mixed, in the
modern manner, as though he were on the
front line; with Carter that's a plus), and
drummer Mel Lewis, it's a more aggressive-

ly swinging album than is customary from

Baker and is recommended to those who
might have (unfairly) classified him in their

minds under Romanticist: limp. For those
who find the Miles influence in Baker's play-

ing a bit off-putting, a strong individual voice

can be heard here on, ironically, an uptempo
rendition of Miles's "ESP." Only on the 11 -

minute title cut do we get the cool sadness
that Baker is most associated with.

All true, but still one wonders why these
records were released, set loose in the al-
ready glutted and woefully small jazz mar-
ketplace and doomed, no doubt, to a long life

in the cutout and resale bins.
Richard C. Walls

ART PEPPER:
Winton. Moon.

O Ed Michel prod. 6a4y F0615-5140

The success of most jazz -with -strings al-
bums depends on the soloist's ability to inter-

act without becoming submerged. Winter
Moon, an overlooked release from 1980, fea-

tures alto saxophonist Art Pepper, a jazz
rhythm section, and violins and cellos ar-
ranged by Bill Holman and Jimmy Bond.
Pepper's bittersweet tone, tensely involved
phrases, and tough-minded swing offset
tartly the sweet textures and conventional
phrasing of his accompaniment. Two cuts
are near masterpieces: the blues "That's
Love" and the title cut, Hoagy Carmichael's
rarely played ballad. The rest is almost up to

this standard, including Pepper's clarinet
feature, "Blues in the Night."

The Compact Disc brings out more clear-

ly the clever accenting of the strings. The
arch introduction to "That's Love" begins
with four bars of tentative, attenuated
strings; then, with the first notes of Pepper's

solo over Cecil McBee's grand and bluesy
bass, the song falls into a rich, loping groove.

It's like having a scratchy black -and -white
movie turn suddenly into Technicolor.

The original LP's slight boominess in the

bass is gone, replaced by a sound that's
warm as well as solid, and Pepper's alto is
more accurately portrayed. The expanded
sonic range of the Compact Disc changes the

texture of the performances in minor ways;
one example, the greater prominence of the
drummer's snare brushes at the beginning
of "When the Sun Comes Out," I find dis-
tracting. Howard Robert's guitar solos-es-
pecially on "That's Love"-are appealing, as
is Stanley Cowell's piano. But the reason to

listen is Art Pepper, here at his most lyrical.
Michael Ullman

ALBERT AMMONS AND
MEADE LUX LEWIS:
The Complete Blue Note Recordings.

OSilCh,i CUSLIIIIJ prod Mcsatc MR 3 703 (analog recording,

3) 11341 Om"; One. Sutte 735. Santa Monica, Can!

904011

THE PORT OF HARLEM JAZZMEN:
The Complete Recordings -

0 Mame/ Cuscuna, prod Mosa,c MR 1.108.

The multidimensional value of Mosaic Rec-
ords, the reissue project organized by Mi-
chael Cuscuna and Charlie Lourie, is made
brilliantly clear in these two sets. They con-

tain a number of exceptional performances;
a few are jazz classics, and almost all are of
unusual historical interest. Most of them, re-

corded during the 78 era, have never before

been collected on LP.

Alfred Lion heard pianists Meade Lux
Lewis and Albert Ammons at Carnegie Hall

in John Hammond's "Spirituals to Swing"
concert on December 23, 1938. Two weeks
later, Lion had them in a recording studio
cutting 17 solo sides and two duets. Lewis
and Ammons appeared on both sides of 16 of

the first 23 records released by Blue Note (as

soloists, as a duo, or as members of the Port
of Harlem Jazzmen and its various off-
shoots).

The two pianists inspired a brief boogie-

woogie fad, and most of their Blue Note rec-
ords reflect that fact. Six LP sides might
seem like more piano boogie-woogie than
anyone would ever want to hear, but not
once you get into the Complete Blue Note
set and discover the differences between the

players as well as the variations they devel-
oped within a limited form.

The Port of Harlem Jazzmen were basi-

cally a four -man rhythm section with trum-
peter Frankie Newton, trombonist J. C. Hig-
ginbotham, and, on two numbers, Sidney
Bechet on soprano sax or clarinet. But the
group also broke down to three quintets led
by one of the horn men. Ammons was the
pianist on one of their two sessions, Lewis on

the other. Higginbotham is wonderfully rug-
ged and muscular here, and the almost for-
gotten Newton plays with subtlety and
warmth. The most celebrated performance
in this collection, however, is Bechet's "Sum-

mertime," which made him a star again.
John S. Wilson

(Continued on page 87)
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OPEN REEL TAPE -MOSTLY AMPEX 641/
671. used once, unspliced, unboxed. 7"
1800' or 2400' Reels; 50 for $60.00. Sample:
$2.00. Ten 3600' 101/2" Reels: $37.50.
Sample: $3.50. New, High -Bias cassettes;
Sample: $1.00. AUDIO TAPES, BOX 9584-J,
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555

VISA/MC

SOUNDTRACKS. SHOW, NOSTALGIA 8 JAZZ -FREE

Catalog & Offering List -A-1 Record Finders, P.O. Box

FREE ALBUMS
IN EXCHANGE FOR YOUR OPINION.

We need Record Raters Your opportunity to
build a substantial album collection Small
membership fee. Write EARS. Dept HF.
Box 10245. Milwaukee. WI 53210

IN PRINT 8 OUT OF PRINT RECORDS ALL CATEGORIES

Spectacular Catalog', $2 00 USA $3.00 Foreign
Serendipity Records. 4755 Durham Road. Guilford

,

06437 USA

FREE RECORD. CASSETTE AND COMPACT DIS,

CATALOG. Features a Tremendous Selection of

Remaindered LP and Cassette Values in All Musical
Categories Compact Disc. Cassette and LP New Releases
at Discount Prices. Many Imports and Smaller Labels
Offered Prompt Delivery Rose Records Dept. H. 214 South
Wabash Avenue. Chicago, IL 60604

LIVE OPERA TAPES. REELS-CASSETTES-VIDECR,
Unbelievable treasures since 1926. over 10.000 selections
Deluxe alphabetical catalog Mr Tape. Box 138. Murray Hill

Station, NYC 10016

Protect your LP's. Poly Sleeves 13e. Polylined Paper .16e
Cardboard Jackets 40v We buy and sell like new LP's.
pre-recorded reel tapes. and cassettes. Catalogue $3.00.

House of Records. Box 323, Hillburn, N 10931

ck 9733

PIXOFF BY SONIC RESEARCH Dry Clean Your Records.

No Messy Liquids. Call For The Dealer Nearest You. Sonic
Research. Inc . 27 Sugar Hollow Road. Danbury, CT 06810

(203) 792-8824

JAZZ RECORDS. BOOKS 8 VIDEOTAPES - ELLINGTON,

MULLIGAN. ETC. MASTERCARD/VISA. FREE LISTS!
JAZZLAND, BOX 366. DAYTON. OH 45401

MFSL STONES COLLECTION $200 Low price audiophile
collector albums/CD's. Complete price list $2, refunded
first order. Visa/MC accepted M EYE PO. Box 668',FiC

B. Charlotte. NC 28266-8585

Inventions Wanted
inventions. ideas. new products wanted for presentation to
industry and exhibition at national technology exposition
Call 1800-528-6050. Arizona 1-800-352-0458 x831

Equipment for Sale
.11 LiL ui TAMbi;t, Or JM_. oi ai ARCH.

The World's Most Phase Coherent Cartridge. Call For The

Dealer Nearest You. Sonic Research Inc.. 27 Sugar Hollow

Road. Danbury CT 06810. (203) 792-8824.

DJ's. BANDS. NIGHTCLUBS
Disco -Stage Lighting and Effects (Fog. Bubbles, Etc
Professional Sound Equipment Send $1 00 For Large

Catalog H&M Productions inc . PO Box 20395-H, Bowling

Green. Kentucky 42101 (5021 781-2448

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO PLUS CAR
STEREO AT A LOW, LOW PRICE. Featuring:
ADS, Advent, Aiwa, Alphasonik, Alpine,
Amber, AR, Audio Source, Blaupunkt, Bose,
Celestion, Clarion-Audia, Concord, DBX,
Denon, Dual, Dynavector, Energy, Grace,
Grado, Harman-Kardon, JBL, Kenwood,
Kyocera, Mitsubishi, Monster -Alpha,
Onkyo, Pioneer, Pyramid, Robertson,
Audio, Scott, Sherwood, Signet,
Soundcraftsmen, Sound Dynamics, Sony,
Systemdek. Tandberg, Thorens, Vampire
Wire, Wharfedale Diamond, Walker, others.
Providing: professional advice, personal
service, "no rush" showroom, prompt
shipments, free delivery and set up trade-
ins, extended warranty. RETAIL -MAIL
ORDER -EXPORT. Call 12 Noon to 7PM
E.S.T., or write today (regarding specific
make and models), HAROLD MINTO,
PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO LTD. 365
South Bayview Avenue, Dept. HF, Freeport,
LI., NY 11520. (516) 378-4389. Financing,
MC/VISA, AMEX. NO SALES TAX
CHARGED TO OUT OF STATE RESIDENTS.

Compact Discs

COMPACT DISC CENTER

PO Box 616 Clifton Park. NY 12065

15181 664 2550

Many Oiscs 513.99

Quantity 10 and over only 512 .99

52 00 Cont U S shipping

FREE CATALOGUE

COMPACT DISCS & ACCESSORIES. Call
TOLL FREE 1 -800 -ALL -DISC (in
Connecticut 1-452-0203) For Free
CATALOG M -F, 10-8, Saturday 10-7, Sunday
10-4. All Disc Music Inc., 133 Wheeler Road,
Monroe, CT 06468.

COMPACT DISCS! FREE CATALOGUE -
Over 2,000 Titles Listed. Same Day
Shipping. Laury's Records, 9800 North
Milwaukee Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 60016.
Call Toll Free Outside Illinois 1 -800 -CD -
DISKS. In Illinois Call 1-312-296-0420.

JAZZ COMPACT DISCS -Recorded totally digital-Frei
1{r.. Novso

COMPACT DISCS -Most $11.99-S13.99. 2.000
Plus Titles in Stock. Free Catalogue Plus
Monthly Updates. OZ Records, 5246H
Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30083,
(404) 292-5452.

BEST COMPACT DISC PRICES WORLDWIDE. CD's low as

$8.99 single CBS $11.99. London -DG -Phillips $12.99. All
labels discounted and shipped from stock. Order by artist,
title. label. Use MC/VISA (expiration date). MO. check. Add
$2.25 shipping 1st disc, 50e each additional. Not ready to
order/ Send $2 for greatest CD Catalog plus $25.00 of
discount coupons. CLASSIC DIVERSIONS. P.O Box 1923.
Evanston, IL 60204. Phone 312-441-6266 for speedy
service,

GOING PORTABLE? New compact disc
carrier offers you safe, durable, compact
protection for 6 discs. Hand made of top
quality nylon with velour lining and velcro
closure. Money back guarantee. Available
in black, blue and red. Send $12.95 plus
$1.50 postage and handling to Shore
Brothers Ltd., Box H, 2323 Corinth Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA 90064.

GET ORGANIZED Beautiful solid oak CD storage rack
Holds 60 Three shelves. Handsome finish 91/2" wide 15'
high. Fine quality. Unconditional full refund guarantee. Low
price $19.95. The Oak People, 5503 17th N W . B205-hf,

Seattle, WA. 98107

COMPACT DISCS AT COMPACT PRICES!!!! Over 1,900

Discs from $10 49 Send $2.00 for Complete Catalogue.
0150 HAVEN. Box 6021-1 Newt ondon. CT 06320

Business Opportunities
YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM, FM,
Licensed, unlicensed, low cost
transmitters! Free information.
BROADCASTING, Box 130-D2, Paradise, CA
95969.

LLLGTHONIG REPRESENTAI IVES NEEDED!! Lowest

Possible Prices!! Over 100 Brands! Audio -Video -Car
Stereo -Computers. Electronic Experts 1000 Orange Ave.,
West Haven, CT 06516.

Video
CONVERT VIDEOTAPES PAL - SECAM - NTSC

(OVERSEAS). 110-220 Audio. Video recorders.
Televisions. Apple Audio. 74.18 37th Avenue, Jackson
Heights. New York. 11372 (718) 507-5800

Miscellaneous
TERMPAPER Catalog -306 pages --15.278 papers
available. Rush $1.00 RESEARCH. 11322 Idaho, *206HT
Los Angeles. 90025. (213) 4778226.

IBM PC/XT PROGRAM TO TRACK RECORDS/TAPES.

Store up 10 32.000 records Regires 128K or more memory.
DOS 2.10. Basic A. $79 95. Information. MICROWARE
ASSOCIATES -H. 763 Taft Drive, Suite G, Arlington, TY

76011.

SCHWANN ARTIST ISSUE is the
encyclopedia of information
on the classical record mar-
ket. You'll find complete list-
ings by performer of current
LP and tapes. There are spe-
cial sections on orchestras,
trios, quartets, conductors
and vocalists. And the
easy -to -use comprehensive
organization indicates
stereo, mono and electron-
ically reprocessed stereo,
8 -track and cassette.

SCHWANN
Artist Issue
P.O. BOX 11120.
CHURCH STREET STATION
NEW YORK, N.Y 10249
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Place Your
Own Ad!

HIGH FIDELITY CLASSIFIED
ORDER FORM

RATES PER WORD 15 word minimum
No charge for zip code

Regular Type: $2.75 per word
I Imperial Type. $3.75 per word.
I Discounts for 3 times; 6 times; & 12 times.

I Check one: 0 RrIgular 0 Imperial
I 3x0 6x0 12x 0

I Please print or type message below or on sep-
arate paper

Name

Company

Address

CIty/State2lp

Phone

Signature

Payment must accompany order.

Send to Candice Leyden
HIGH FIDELITY
825 Seventh Avenue
New York, N Y 10019
(212) 887-8459 or
800-ABC-MAGS

I Payment enclosed $
MASTER Card # -
VISA Card #

-1

MURRAY PERANIA
(Continued from page 60)

passionata. He is also recording Les
Adieux and has no doubt that other sona-

tas will find their way onto disc. Other re-
cent sessions include a Mendelssohn recital

[see review this issue], Schubert's late G
major Sonata (though not the great B flat,

which amazingly he has yet to learn), and
the Wanderer Fantasie, which is due to be

coupled with Schumann's C major Fantasy.

Perahia is reluctant to talk about addition-

al projects, but when I mention Bach and,
in particular, The Well -Tempered Clavier
(with which he likes to start each day at the

keyboard), he grins in anticipation: "The
idea hasn't escaped me!"

Perahia and his wife, Ninette, live in a

comfortable, totally unostentatious house
in a leafy suburb of West London, com-
plete with the smallest possible English
Ford parked in front. Their first child, Ben-

jamin, "is eleven months, incredibly ador-
able, and has five teeth," the proud father

reported. "What more can I tell you?" Yet
for all this domesticity, Perahia remains an

international animal. Every year, he
spends a great deal of time and energy
planning the Aldeburgh Festival. He and
the young composer Oliver Knussen have

together come as near as anyone could to

replacing the irreplaceable Benjamin Brit-
ten, who founded the festival; with Sir Pe-
ter Pears, they have restored much of the

old magic. At the same time, Perahia is qui-

etly but firmly pursuing a career that, for
up to six months a year, takes him back to

the United States, where his links are still
very strong. Even so, he can hardly wait
until this summer, when (after the Alde-
burgh Festival) he will begin a six-month
sabbatical.

In the autumn of 1986. Perahia will
conduct Mozart's Cosi fan tutte at the
Maltings with a cast made up of postgradu-

ate students from the Britten -Pears
School, which is part of the Maltings com-
plex. This is the sort of "local" opera per-

formance that Mstislav Rostropovich, an-
other Aldeburgh Festival director, has
been conducting with just such students in

the same place. Perahia furiously denies
that he has any long-range conducting am-

bitions, but-if we remember his training
at Mannes College-fate could well be tak-
ing him in a new direction.

BACKBEAT REVIEWS
(Continued from page 84)

HAMIET OLUIE17:
Ebu.
0 Grown, Boodndrok prod. Soul Core SN 1088.

One of the most attractive qualities of the

jazz musicians who arrived in the '70s and
have matured in the '80s is their high seri-

ousness and sense of purpose. Each of their

moves seems calculated, from unorthodox

group settings to ambitious compositions

and rigorous arrangements. But whereas
the previous decade was marked by shot -in -

the -dark daring or airtight formal preoccu-

pations, the '80s are signaling a reinvestiga-

tion of tradition. A backward glance now
accompanies every stylistic advance.

Ebu is baritone saxophonist Hamiet
Bluiett's turn to mine an old form, the "blow-

ing session." Perfected in countless dates

throughout the mid -Fifties, these loosely

constructed studio encounters offered play-

ers the opportunity to escape confining ar-

rangements and concentrate on unencum-
bered and, hopefully, inspired soloing.
Bluiett doesn't mess with the 30 -year -old in-

gredients: a tireless horn man, a rough-and-

ready rhythm section, and The Three B's-
bop, blues, and a ballad.

Usually Bluiett thrives on the difficult.
After all, he is the foundation of the World

Saxophone Quartet, and his own projects

have covered everything from solo horn reci-

tals to big -band extravaganzas. In compari-

son, the blowing session seems too easy.

But what the album lacks in conceptual

refinement it makes up for with adrenaline -

pumping excitement. Bluiett has a sharp me -

Iodic sense as well as a staggering command

of his instrument, levitating it to alto range

or submerging it in elephant roars. The main

catalyst for Ebu's diesel -fueled swing,
though, is the hard -driving elegance of pia-

nist John Hicks. Bassist Fred Hopkins, with

his burgundy tone, is also exceptional.

There are a few rough edges. The blues

"New Bones" and "Vegetarian Gumbo" are

mere skeletal riffs, "Things Will Never Be
the Same" is a grand title for an almost dis-

posable theme, "Nu Tune" 's slapdash end-

ing is unsatisfying, and the bop warhorse
"Night in Tunisia" is an unimaginative
choice at best. Only the title ballad lingers as

a distinctive composition. But writing is for
another album; meanwhile, savor Ebu.

Steve Futterman

Yll 117-11MM

$7
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Many manufacturers who advertise in HIGH FIDELITY offer additional literature on their products free of charge to our readers.

For more information on specific products advertised in this issue, drop a postcard, care of Dept. HF-385 unless otherwise

noted, to the addresses listed below. If an address does not appear, 'iterature is available through the company's dealers only.

ADS

Audia

Audiovox Corp.

12

33

29

ADS.

One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887

An: Dept. HF 385

International Book & Record

Distributors,
40 11 24th St. Long Island Cin,,

N.Y. 11011, 212-784-3129,

Sherwood,
13845 Anew Blvd.. Cerritos, CA 90701,

An Dept. HF 385

BES 18
Auk
5500 Rosecrans. Lawndale, CA 90640.

An: Dept. HF 385 Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Harney Ave , Evanston III 60204.

Blaupunkt 9 An. Dept. HF 385 International Hi Fl. An Dept HF 385

Carver Corporation 19
Audiovox Corporation.

Moravia Industrial Park, 6330 Frankfad

Ave Baltimore, MD 21206 Sony Corporation of America.

Crutchfield Corporation 20 150 Marcus Blvd Hauppauge, N Y 11788. Ant Dept HF 385 Sony Drive. Park Ridge,

DALI 10 An. Dept. HF 385 New Jersey 07656, An Dept. HF 385

Fujitsu Ten 18
BES,

J&R Music World,
23 Park Row. New York, N.Y. 10038, Stereo Corporation of America,

Harman Kardon CVR II, I 345 Fisher Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626, Customer Service Dept. HF 884 1629 Flatbush Ave.. Brooklyn, N.Y 11210,

Hitachi Sales Corp. 40
An: Dept. HF 385

Jensen Car Audio.

718.338-8555, An: Dept. HF 385

Illinois Audio 71 Blaupunkt, 4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park. Studer Revox.

International Book & Record Dist. 67 2800 S. 25th Avenue, Broadview,

IL, 60153, An: Dept. HF 385

IL 60176, An: Dept. HF 385 1425 Elm Hill Prke, Nashville. TN 37210,

615-254-5651, An: Dept. HF 385

International Hi Fi 83 Kenwood,

J&R Music World 69 Carver Corporation,
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046.

1315 East Watsoncenter Rd.. Canon,

CA 90745. Att Dipt. HF 385

Tandberg of America, Inc..
1 Labnola Court, Armonk,

Jensen Car Audio 34 An: Dept. HF 385 N.Y. 10504, An: Dept. HF 385

Kenwood Electronics

Kloss Video Crop

Labelle Camera & Stereo

16

11

74

Crutchfield Corporatioa,
P.O. Caller #1, Charlottesvi le,

VA 22906. An Dept. HF 365

Kloss Video Corp.,
640 Memorial Dove.

Cambridge, MA 02139

Att Dept HF 385

TDK Electronics Corp.,
12 Harbor Pak Dr , Pon Washington.

N.Y. 10050. An: Dept. HF 385

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc. 72
DALI/Danish American Ltd, Inc., Labelle Camera & Stereo of Maine, Technics

Parasound 12 PO Box 55386. Valencia, CA 91355. 155 Main Street, Biddefad, MA 04005, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094, An:

RCA Consumer Electronics 6, 7 An: Mike Geruno. Dept. HF 385,

1805) 252-7203

800-341-0783. In ME, HI, Alaska

207-281-1401, An: Dept. HF 385

Dept. HF 385

Sansui Electronics Corp. CVR IV Wisconsin Discount Stereo,

Sanyo

S&W Electronics

Sherwood

39

83

3

Fujitsu Ten,
19281 Pacific Gateway Dr

Torrance, CA 90502. An Dept HF 385

McIntosh laboratory, Inc.,
East Side Station. P 0 Box 96,

Binghamton, N Y 13904,

Att Dept HF 385

2417 W Badger Rd., Madison. WI 53713,

800-3569514, An Dept HF 385

Yamaha Electronics Corp., USA,

Shure Brothers Inc. 8
Hammon Kardon,

240 Crossways Park West. Parasound, Inc.

6600 Orangethape Ave., Buena Park.

Sony Corp. of America 15, 17 Woodbury, N.Y. 11797, An: Dept HF 585 680 Beach St.. San Francisco,

Stereo Corp. of America 73
Hitachi Sales Corporation.

CA, 94109.415-673.4546

An Dept. HF 385

Studer Revox 65 401 West Artesia Blvd., Comaton, CA 90220. An

Tandberg of America, Inc. 25 Advertising Dept. HF 385 RCA Consumer Electronics,
Dept 32 312 HH, PO Box 7036

Technics 5 Illinois Audio, Indianapolis, IN 46207 7036.

TDK Electronics Corp.

Wisconsin Discount Stereo

CVR III

72

12 E Delaware Race, Chug),

III. 60611, 800-621-8042.

An: Dept. HF 385

Att Dept HF 385

Sansui Electronics Corp..

Yamaha 31 Lyndhurst, NJ 07071

201-6047304 An Dept. HF 385

S&W Electronics,
187 Ross Street, Brooklyn N Y 11211,

An Dept HF 385

Advertising Offices
New Voris: ABC Leis. Madames, Inc 825 7th Ave , 7th Flo. Naw Yolk. N Y 10019. Tel (2121 265-8360 James A Casella. Adveniong Deena, Rah. J

Maine. National Accooms Malaga. Michael Goldberg. Tatum Artveanang Manager. Janes R McCallum. Rec.. Advertising Manage.. Candace Leyden. Das.. Adventtatf)
Manager Kathleen Dams. Deed. ol Production. Janet Cearnak, Advertising Roductron Manage, Midwest High Fde6ty. lktdacock Budding. Wheaten. III 60187 Tel 13121 653

8020 51W Late, Midwest Advean.g Malaga Los AIWA**. ABC Least. Magazines, Inc . 2020 Avenue of the Sias, Sate 245, Can. Gay. Cold 901)67 Tel (213) 557.
6482 Rata Watten, Weston Athemsang Manage. National Reps: Kathleen Chula. Kathleen G Chola Assootnes. 21000 W Fourteen Mile Road. Birmingham. Mich 48010

Tel (313) 642-3482 Tokyo: Japan Advedivng Communaanans. Inc . New Gina Bldg . 73 13 Ginza. Chuo-ku. Tokyo 104. Japan Tel 1031 571-8748. Shigetu Kobayosha.
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@:-TDK HX-S
RM., METAL PARTICLE FORMULATION

'OR HIGH BIAS RECORDING .
*I1V4'N ':4110

41tTCOK 011111...1.111..1.1MH.gh Boas 70usE0

EXTENDED HIGH'END  HIGH MOL HIGH OUTPUT

,_4130RATOFY STANDARD CASSETTE MECHANISM

Capture all the dynamics of
dig tal performance on your
casse-te decK. TDK
blasts throuch the sonic bar-
riers with h gn powered digital
sot_ ncf

Its Exclusive metal oarticle
formu atior reproduces a
wider lyna-ric range and a
hig ler frequency response to
handle cigitally-enhanced
music sour:es on any cas-
sette deck with a Type I
(High-3as) switch.

With four times the mag-
net c storage ability of any
tape it its class, TDK HX-S

rtual v eliminates high
cuenci saturation, while
celivering unsurpassed sensi-
t vity th-oughout the and c
spectr_m. Additionally, HX-S
excels n retention of high Ire -
c uence MOL, which no other
Type II -ormulation attains.

And to maintain its dyna-
mite performance, TDK HX-S
is housed in our specially

e -g neered, trouble -free Lab-
o-atory Standard cassette
mechanism for durability and
re iabi ity-Lacked by the
TDK Lifetime Wa-ranty.

So for optimum results with
Type II (High -Bias) and digi-
ta ly-sourced recordings on
ycut cassette deck, get the
orly super-duper. TDK HX-S.

KAklAk
THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE.

o 198a Electrolcs :orp



Hear how we're makingour competition
face the music.

Sansui does it again! You'll love what you're about to hear,
but the competition won't. No other system comes close
to our new Intelligent Super Compo for pure sonic
pleasure, pure operational convenience-and total pro-
grammability. That's because Sansui never com-
promises on sound quality or features: like our
flexible parametric equalizer, and graphic equal-
izer with "multi -dimensional" sound.

Hear, see and touch what you've been missing
all these years-up close with Sansui's exclusive
One -touch Compo switching system-or from the
comfort of your favorite chair with our amazing
26 button remote. It's micro -computer controlled
and lets you operate the graphic equalizer with

is

pre-set memory-from anywhere in the room.
But don't get up yet. You can even play both sides of

a record without turning it over; thanks to Sansui's
exclusive programmable dual linear tone arm turntable.

And, switch instantly from turntable to tuner to
tape deck to digital disc player; skip, scan, edit,
review, record, rewind, and replay-at the touch
of a button-with Sansui's computer control sys-
tem. Then lay back and relax with phenomenal -

sound from superior Sansui speakers.
No other system matches the pleasure and con-

venience of new Intelligent Super Compo-even
remotely. You'll know why we're first, the second
you hear us.

Sansui's Remote Control
with built-in equalizer.

For the name ofyour
nearest Sansui Beale; write:
Sansui Electronics CYrporation,
Lyndhurst, N.J. 0707'; Carson,

6 CA. 90746; Sansui Electric Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

ik.te azdipteia,cia


